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CHAPTER I.
ON

/

MISCHIEF

,

BENT.

"If we are caught the old man will
keelhaul us, Clif. "
"If we are caught, Joy. Don't worry
yourself into a fever about that. There's
no danger. Anyway the fun is worth the
risk. Where's Nanny and Trollev ?"
"Comillg. Ha<l to. bump thei~ hammocks to awaken them. 'that Jap, Trolley, must be a descendant of the Seven
Sleepers. He--"
"Sh-h ! here comes a cadet officer."
Two youthful figures clad in the picturesque white working clothes worn by
United States naval cadets, dropped silently to the deck behind a huge hawser
reel.
They remained as motionless as statues
while a tall, erect cadet wearing a sword
slowly walked past their hiding-place.
He paused and glanced around suspiciously. The faint light from a forecastle
lamp cast grotesque shadows here and
there, shadows which seemed to his critical mind to conceal any number of .cadets
bent on deviltry.
"I heard voices ill here," he muttered.
"It's some of those confounded plebes.
I'd give a good deal to catch one, especially that fresh 'function' Cl if Farnday. ''
"That's you," breathed Joy, behind
the reel, with a suspicion of a chuckle.
"Jt shows how important I am," retorted Clif. "It's a great thing to be famous even if only as a fresh plebe."
The cadet officer listened quietly for a
moment, then he drew his sword.
"If any one is hiding in the corners I'll
soon make them squeal,'' he said aloucl.

He industriously poked the weapo11 into
all the shadowy spots and finally reached
the hawser reel.
"This is a likely place,'' he muttered.
"Used to hide there myself when on my
· first practice cruise.''
·
The sharp -pointed sword slit the darkness back of the reel and met with an obstacle which seemed soft and yielding.
"Ah, what's that?" exclaimed the
cadet officer, grimly. "I've found some.,
thing."
.
He bore hard upon the hilt, but no
sound came from the corner. Withdrawing the sword he gave another thrust, and
with the same result.
This puzzled him. The triu!nphant ex pression faded - from his face, and he re1uctantly restored the sword to its scabbard.
"Must be some old dunnage or a coil
of rope. Thought I had a plebe sure."
The mellow sound of a bell floated
down from above-clang, clang l clang,
clang! clang, clang! ·clang!"
"Seven bells, eleven-thirty o'clock.
Heigb-o l Half an hour longer, then I'll
have a chance to turn iu. Fellows outside
who want to hecome naval cadets think
this life is all romance and fuu. They're
in their little beds snoozing now with
never a care, and here I am pacing the
deck of the old Mouongahela at sea, and
trying my best to catch a plebe on a
racket. Humph! wish I'd stayed home."
Still soliloquizing, the young officer
sauntered from the forecastle and slowly
<lisaµpeared in the gloom enshrouding the
quarter-deck.
"By Jake! I thought he had caught us
dead to rights," said Joy, backing out
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from behind the reel. "Hi, Clif ! he's
gone!"
"Glad of that," came the reply, and
Faraday emerged into view on his hands
and knees.
"It was a close call," he added, as he
straighten ed up.
"Yes. The way he thrust about with
that confound ed sword I thought he
would surely pink one of us. I hate
swords, anyway. They are the distinguishing mark of a warrior, and you
know what a man of peace I am. The
olive branch is the true-wh at in thunder is that?"
He stooped and pointed to a bright red
stain which was spreading on Clif's white
duck trousers just above the knee.
"What's the matter, Clif? Why, chum,
you are wounded .''
"It is nothing- a mere scratch," replied Faraday, coolly.
"Nothin g?"-Joy was hastily examining a jagged hole in the duckclot h"Nothing ? It's a sword wound. Clif,
that cadet officer cut you."
"Oh, I guess he pinked me a little.
But it isn't worth making a fuss about.
I'll go down and get Henry, the sickbayman, to give me a bit of bandage. In
the meantime meet Trolley and Nanny
and have them-- " he gasped, slightly,
and his handsome face blanched with
pain-"ha ve them ready. I'll be back in
a mivute."
H,e walked away, striving his utmost
to keep from limping. His hands were
clinched and his white teeth were firmly
set. A little trail of blood marked his
course to the forward hatchway .
"Well, of all the plucky customers ,
he certainly takes the medal,'' murmure d
Joy, following his chum's retreating figure with his eyes. "By Jake! if it had
been me I'd yelled like a Comanch e Indian. What nerve, what wonderfu l
nerve.''
He was dancing about in an excited
manner when two youths, one small and
the other squat and burly, slipped into
the circle of light from the shadows forward.
The latter youth who.m, from his peculiar countenan ce was evidently a snbject
of the Emperor of Japan, held up both
hands in evident amazeme nt.
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Nanny!" he exclaimed ·
"Quick,
"Someth ing happen. Look at Joy. He
crazy. Never seen him like that before."
The slight youngster with him also
seemed surprised. He stared at the lanky
plebe for a moment, then gave a quick
glance around.
"What's the matter?" he cried.
"Where's Clif? Speak, confound you!
Has anything happen ed--"
A hand was thrust over his mouth from
behind and he was dragged down close to
the side of the topgallan t forecastle .
"Sh-h! Some one come fromaft, "
whispered Trolley.
The latter with Joy crouched alongside
the little lad and the trio waited in breathless silence while the tall figure of the
cadet officer slowly appeared into view.
The new-come r cast a glance around
the apartmen t, then he turned on his heel
and walked away. Before he had gone
ten paces, be suddenly wheeled and
looked back.
But the hidden plebes \Vere too shrewd
to be caught by such an ancient trick.
They had played "hide and seek" before,
and with suspicion s cadet officers, too.
Evidently disappoin ted at his failure,
the youthful officer again vanished. After
a moment the three plebes came out,
Trolley and Nanny chuckling merrily,
but Joy with the:: inevitable funereal expression still upon his mealanch oly face.
"Though t we were durned fools,"
grinned Nanny. "It'll take a smarter
chump than Corporal Sharp to catch
us.''
"He no in it so mew hat,'' said the
Japanese youth, who had a penchant for
slang and a wonderfu l facility for twisting it. ''Him got to get a motion on him
before he--"
"But what about Cltf?" anxionsly interrupted Nanny. "Where is he?"
"Down in the sick bay," replied Joy,
gloomily.
"Why- what-- "
"Cadet Corporal Sharp stuck him with
his sword.''
"The deuce! I go stick him."
The exclamati on came from Trolley.
He started off, but his two companio ns
caught him each by an arm.
"Don't be a chump," said Joy. "You
will only get yourself into a scrape. You
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can't attack a cadet officer, man. It would him explaining things to one of the sailors yesterday. "
be rank mutinv."
"I no care. ·He hurt Clif Faraday, and
''And he gave that poor fellow who
him m y good friend. I fight for Clif a11y was sent ashore to the hospital five dollars
for expenses.''
week. Let go."
There is no telling how much longer
"I'll beat yonr fat head to a jelly if
yo11 move a finger!" cried Nanny, throw- this song of praise would have continued
ing both arms abo11t his neck.
if there hacl not come a startling interrnpThis blood-curdling threat and the fact tion just then .
The three plebes were so interested in
that the little lad's arms were almost
choking him, caused the p11gnacious Jap their theme that no one observed the
stealthy approach from aft of a figure clad
to desist.
"All right," he muttered, reluctantly. as a cadet officer.
The first intimation of danger was a
"I lick him out of sight sometime. Him
rapid step, and a stern voice, saying in
hmt Clif."
He ended with a long string of Japanese muffled tones:
"What are you doing here, sir? Your
expletives, and peace was restored once
names, please.''
more.
"Oh, lud ! it's Sharpe!" groaned
"How did ~t happen?'' queried Nanny,
Nanny.
addressing Joy.
Trolley stepped up to the new-comer
The lanky cadet explained briefly, addand
drew back his clinched fist.
ing, with 11nusual animation:
"I fix you now for hurting Clif !" he
"I hadn't the least idea Clif was being
wounded. The boy never whimpered, and cried, threateningly. But the blow never
that sword was u11com111on keen. It must fell.
have hurt like the deuce."
"1t wo11lc1 take more than that to make
CHAPTER II.
Clif Faraday cry out," said Nanny,
PLOT AND COUNTERPLOT.
proudly. "I never saw such a fellow.
He's simply wonderful."
A low but merry laugh came from the
"He's got a great head."
supposed cadet officer, ang he removed his
"Him beat the deck."
cap with a mocking bow .
"Look at what he has done since we
"Clif Faraday!" stammered Trolley,
all entered the Naval Academy last starting back.
June," continued
Nanny,
warmly.
"Clif, by all that's wonderful!" cho"Why, before he came in, the plebes rnsed Joy and Nanny.
didn't dare breathe. Crane and that
"You fellows are easily fooled,"
crowd rnled the roost and thought, simply laughed Clif. "Why, you were white in
beca11se they were members of the third the face. The next time you have someclass that they could make us plebes eat thing important to talk about just go down
dirt."
in the hold.''
"Important subject," chu.ckle Nanny.
"Clif showed them two or one things,"
chimed in Trolley. "He whip the stock- "That's good. How egotistical he is. We
ings on the whole gang. He beat 'em at were talking about you all the time."
"I good mind to lick you anyhow,"
every point. 1f it no was for Clif we
said Trolley, whose beaming face belied
would not be nothing. Hurray!"
"And he isn't a bit vindictive either," his words. "You fool me plenty good. I
said Joy. "When Jackson, the third class- think I see my finish."
"What-in the world are you doing in
man was ill in Madeira, Clif brought him
those
duds?" asked Joy.
fr11it a11d the latest papers from shore."
"Got mine all stained with blood, and
"And Jackson hated him like poison,
too. Now they say he swears by Clif, and thought I would use Thorpe's. He's
his whole class is going to cut him for asleep and he don't know the difference.
Glad the idea struck me. It helped me to
it. "
"Clif he no st11ck up because he cadet," teach you fellows the importance of being
observed Trolley, reminiscently. "I see careful. Have you got the things?"

.
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Joy produced a b11ndle a11d opened it,
displ ayin g to view a small jack et, a
diminutive pair of trousers and a smar tlooking cap. The whole form ed a co mplete suit in miniatme of the naval cade t
unifo rm.
In large white letters upon the back of
the jac:ket were the wo rds :
"N A V A L CADET CRANE
Third Class Chum p .''
"H e 'll have a spasm when he sees
this," chuckled Clif. "He looks li k e a
monkey anyway, and when we g et this
snit on that baboon the captain go t in ·
Bermuda, and turn it loose th ere 'll be
more fun than a country circus."
"Did you bring the bell, Trolley~"
asked Joy.
The Japa nese youth drew a small hand
bell, a nd three tin cups from bene ath his
blouse.
He exhibited th e la tter articl es with a
prodigiou s g rin, a nd said:
"I find these tw o. Th ey make bully
noise. That monk, he no do somet hin g
wh en h e find th em ti ed t o him ll eck.
Hurra y !"
"What did you find below, N ann y ?"
qu eried Clif.
"The cage is just outside the cap tain ' s
door," repli ed the little cad et. 1 'lt 's fast ened with a lock, but I bribed the s teward
to g ive m e. the key. He h ates th e idea of
tending to a monk, and he was glad
enough to help us. "
"Forward, then," briefly comm a nd ed
Faraday.
As they crept toward the h a tchw ay
leading to the gund eck a yo uth sca ntily
attired in ni g ht clothes h astil y rose fro m
a crouching positio n on the upper steps
· of the ladder and vanish ed below.
Before Clif and his companions liad
reached the top of the ladd er he was cl ear
across the deck stooping under a ham111 oc k.
Pee pin g out he saw the unsuspecting
<J ll arte tte of ple bes file silentl y aft toward
t.1 e offi cers ' quarters.
"H a ! ha l it's a good thing I felt restth e
less to-ni ght, " grimly la ug hed
wa tch er. " G oin g to decorate the captai n's n ew monk ey, Cl if Faraday, eh?
.\nd m ake Cran e a laughing stock.
Well, we ' ll see. It' s a long time since I

ha ve h ad a cha nce to square some of t l1 e
debts betwee n u s, but I ' ll do it now as
sure as m y nam e is Judson G reen e."
He pau sed and thou g ht for a rno111 e11t,
then res um ed, muttering to hims elf.
"Sh all I C'all Spendl y and try to outwit
th em, or le t Crane know wh at's go i11g
on . I ' d rather do th e latt er, as he can get
a lot of his cl assm a tes t ogeth er and haz e
t he stuffing out of Fa racl ay, but I a m a
p ~ ehe m yself, and the fell ows wo u ld ra ise
I don't ca:::e. I ' ll risk it."
- He hu rr ied over to a h a mm ock across
th e de ck and shook it stealt lii ly. Hi s
effor ts soo n broug ht res ul ts.
"Vlhat i n t he dev - - "
"Sh-h ! Cra ne, I say, Cra ne!"
A leg appeared over th e edge of the
h amm ock, th en a surly , frow n ing face
fo ll owed . T he occ upant of t he hammo ck
was on th e poin t of breaking o ut into a n
in dig n a nt protest w h en Greene hastil y interposed .
"Get up a nd dress, " h e w h ispered , ea ge rly. "There' s so met h in g a foot. F ara day- - "
"Yes?"
"H e ' s goin g t o spri ng a sch em e on
yo n. Ge t some fell ows a nd I 'll show yo u
how to stop i t. ''
Crane wa s wide awake b v t his time.
The m ere m eti tionin g of t he ;ia m e of hi s
ha ted en emy 'vas euo ug h.
Spri ng ing lig htl y to the fl oor, he
sli pped into a pa ir of cluck t ro users and
a bl ouse, the whi le p lyi ng Ju dso n with
qu esti ons.
"T hey are g oing to m ake a mo11 key of
me, e h ? W ell, we ' ll see if we ca n ' t m a k e
a w hole j ungle fu ll of t hem. Go t a su it
with m y n ame on it, a nd as a t hird class
cl1um p, ha ve th ey? I ' d li ke t o brea k
F ara day 's fa ce. Blast h im ! he's ca used
m on~ t ro uble to the thi rd class th a n a
th ousa nd oth er pl e bes. T h e ser vice is go in g to th e deuce w hen ? fr esh ' fu nction'
lik e him ca n d efy th e wl1 ole th ird cla ss.
N ow, if th ey were al l l ik e yo n ," h ere
Jud so n w in ced, ' 'we ' d be all rig ht. H a nd
me th at sock. That's it. Come 0 11. "
Crane hurri ed to severa l ot her h a mmock s an d soo n h alf doze n half-c lad t hi rd
cl ass c:-idets were gath ered in a seclu ded
s po t di sc ussin g in whi spers a p lan to capture and subdue th eir mo_rtal en em y , Clif
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Faraday, the "freshest plebe the Academy
ever saw."
"I've got a scheme," exclaimed Crane
at last, and he was so excited that several
prompt "sh-h's!" came from his compa11ions. "It's great," he continued in a
lower tone.
"It'll break that fresh duck's heart."
"What's the plan?"
"Tell it quick."
"\Vait a moment,'" interrupted a cadet
from Iowa named Pierce.
He glanced suspiciously at Judson, and
added:
"What's this plebe doing here? He belongs to Faraday's crew."
"I don't," protested Greene.
"No, he's a sneak,'' pnt in another
cadet, contemptuously. "He's a traitor
and a turnc oat. I guess Faraday wouldn't
h a ve him. Faraday's square, anyway. He
fights fair."
"That '~ wh at I say," said another
cadet. "If th at sn eak is going to have
an ything to do with it I'll draw out."
"So w iJI I."
"Y on fell ows needn ' t get your ba.c ks
up," growl ed Crane, making a sign to
Jud son. ''H e's n ot in this affair. He just
gave 111e a bit of informati on.''
G ree ne sli pped awa y without listening
to furt her argument. His face burned
with so methin g as uea r shame as his mean
petty nature coul d feel. -Thoroughly discomfite d, h e we nt to his l~mm o ck and
turn ed in, a11cl th at was the last of him
for th at ni g ht.
Aft er a fe w furth er words, Cri!ne explain ed hi s g reat pl an. It was receiyed
with enthusias111, and th e half-dozen
cadets started on th e trail of Cl if Faraday
and his chulll s.
CHAPTER III.
THE R E YOLT Of JOCKO.

In the meantim e Clif and his party had
made th eir way aft to the vicinit y of the
cabin pantr y.
Th eir obj ect was, as has been partially
explain ed, to enli st the aid if not the
sympathi es of a baboon recently purchased
by the ca ptain of the Monongahela, in a
scheme to duly m ake ridiculous the name
of one Crane, naval cadet of the third
class.

..- .l _,

•
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The war between the third class and
the "Great Un hazed," as Clif jo'\(ially
callerl his little band, had progressed with
but few intermissions of peace since the
entrance of the new plebes into the Aca demy.
The "war," if it could so be called,
had thus far resulted <;lecidedly in favor
of Clif and his frienrls. The young leader
had displayed such cleverness and courage
in outwitting the enemy that the fame of
the feud had spread outside the Academy.
On board the practice ship, now returning from the aQnua·1 cruise, the struggle between the handful of plebes and
the thi:d class was being watched with
the greatest interest.
Even Cjptain Brookes, a stern disciplinarian generally, kept himself posted
through his executive officer. Both were
gracluates of the old Academy, and the
recollections of their own experiences as
plebes and third classmen was still green
within them.
Thus far the hazing had been confined
to the forward deck, but this night Clif
had boldly decided to invade the sacred
precincts aft.
It was a ticklish undertaking, to attempt to invade the cage of a half-wild
and probably -i rritable baboon, and to
clothe him in unaccustomeci garments,
but the reckless plebes gave it little
thought.
"lf the monk kicks up a row we'll just
scoot, that's all," remarkecl Joy. "By
Jake,! it'll be worth all the trouble to
turn the laugh on Crane."
"If Jocko sees that face of yours he
will be too paralyzed to chatter,'' grinned
Nanny.
"He! he!" began Trolley, but Clif
cheek ed his mirth.
"Shut up that trap," he commanded,
in a whisper. "You fellows will spoil
everything. The old man had a wardroo111 dinner to-night, and he'll not sleep
very much. Here's the cage."
The little party halted in front of a
wooden box-like affair having a front of
small iron rods. It was about five feet in
height and four feet deep.
Despite the boy's cautious approach
the occupant was aronsed, and the faint
clank of a chain came from the dark interior.
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"His monkshi p is on to us," said Clif,
peerin,g into the cage. "I am afraid he'll
be calling the watch before long.''
"You show light and I mesmerize
him," suggested Trolley. "My eye have
great power over wild beasts."
"A good club would have more," commented Joy.
Clif suddenly straightened up.
"Why didn't I think of that before?"
he exclaimed.
"What?"
"Chloroform. We'll put the begger
asleep. Nanny, run forward · and ask
Henry, the sick bayman, to send me a
bottle of chloroform and a spray atomizer.
Say it's for me. Quick!"
The little plebe vanished, and the
others withdrew from the cage. A few
moments later Nanny reappeared and
gave Clif the articles he had asked for.
"Yon certainly take the biscuit," he
said. "You can getanything on this ship
for the asking. I believe the old man
would give you his best shirt if you sent
for it. Here's your chloroform and sprayer. Henry almost broke his neck in his
hurry to get it.''
Clif laughed as he took the articles
from Nanny's hands.
"You are only kidding, youngster," he
replied. "You fellows hold your noses
while I fix the monk.''
He filled the atomizer and thrust the
nozzle part between the bars. The act
was evidently viewed as a hostile one by
Jocko as lie gave vent to a shrill screech.
"Holy Moses! let him have it!" ejaculated Joy.
Clif sent a fine stream of the drug into
the cage. It . was a lucky shot, striking
the animal fairly in the face. There was
a sputtering, a faint chattering, then all
was quiet again.
Nanny hastily produced the key he
had secured from the steward and in
much less time than it takes to write it,
the devil-may-car e cadets had poor Jocko
out upon the deck.
The animal was still whimpering, but
another <lose of chloroform silenced him.
"Now for the grand transformation
scene," chuckled Clif, as he deftly fastened the little cap upon the baboon's
head. ''Darwin's theory stands every
chance of complete vindication. From a

monkey to a naval cadet in three minutes
is pretty fair time."
''It woul<ln' t take that long in your
case, Trolley," insinuated Nanny. "You
are two parts gorilla now.''
"I no got mug like a girl no way,"
retorted the Japanese you th.
That was a sore point with the little
cadet and he promptly subsided. The process of transformation went merrily on
and Master Monk was soon attired in a
manner calculated to bring tears of mirth
to the eyes of an Egyptian mummy.
The uniform fitted him fairly well, and
the grave, hairy face under the jaunty
cap was indescribably droll.
The boys found it difficult to keep
from shouting with laughter. Trolley,
whose risibilities were easily aroused,
chuckled so loudly that Ciif became
alarmed.
"Will you quit 1t ?" he exclaimed.
"We will have the old man out here as
- - Gee-whiz! Scoot!"
The alarm followed the sudden opening
of a door within a dozen feet of them. In
the opening appeared a figure in pajamas.
A light in the room behind brought out
the figure in bold relief.
It was Captain Brookes!
Clif was q11ick-witted enough to dodge
behind a circnlar gun rack, dragging the
stupefied monkey with him. Joy, Nanny
and Trolley faded away in different directions and ~ith an alertness born of
long practice.
"What's up 011t here, I wonder?"
grumbled the Mond"ngahela's commanding officer. "I heard that money chattering. If any of those mischievous boys
have been tampering with him I'llhello !"
A cadet in undress darted from the
darkness forward and brought up almost
in his arms. Five or six others followed
the first, almost .stumbling over each
other as they came to a sudden stop.
"What's the meaning of--" began
the captain, but before he could finish the
exclamation the new-comers fled pellmell.
Captain Brookes was an active man
despite his years, and h::! darted in pursuit
grasping on~ of the fugitives by the arm
before he had gone a dozen paces.
"No yo11 don't, my fine fellow!"
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The first attack resulted as already described, then Jocko made a dash for
Crane, leaving Captain Brookes furious
with rage and pain.
The thirdclass cadet divined the baboon's intentions in time to turn, but not
to escape.
He broke for the cabin door yelling for
help at the top of his voice, but when he
passed through it Jocko was resting comfortably upon his back, and calmly digging great furrows in his face and neck.
The pandemonium had aroused the
whole ship. The members of the watch
off duty were tumbling from their hammocks in alarm, and those on deck were
choking the hatchways in their efforts to
reach the scene of disturbance.
Crane and the monkey in their wild
dash through the cabin encountered a
ladder leading above. At that moment
the executive officer, hurrying to the
lower deck, had reached the bottom of
this ladder.
Crane and he came together with great
force, and both were sent sprawEng.
"Mnrder! Fire! Ow-w!" shrieked the
terrified cadet.
The executive officer said something
stronger, and having in mind a possible
mutiny of the crew, launched forth with
his sword, which he had hastily snatched
up. The flat part of the weapon caught
Master Jocko in the ribs and sent him
flying toward the iadder. Up this he
scrambled shrieking with pain.
As luck would have it the surgeon,
grown gray in ·the service, was about to
descend. A convivial evening with the
ward-room mess had somewhat befuddled
him, and he stopped aghast when his eyes
fell upon the uncanny object hastily approaching.
Never before in all his experience had
CHAPTER IV.
he seen a naval cadet three feet high and
IN THE HANDS OF THE ENEMY.
with such a strange ha!ry face. The good
Wild with fright and anger, annoyed doctor started to rub his eyes, but sudat being disturbed, and almost crazed by denly he was set upon, scratched in a
the strange drug, the animal had quickly dozen places, bit in the leg, and almost
recovered consciousness and brQke from disrobed.
And then his wails of fear mingled with
Clif's grasp.
It must be confessed that the latter made those of Crane.
In the meantime Clif and his chums
little effort to detain Jocko. He saw great
possibilities of fun in giving him freedom, had gained the upper deck by way of the
and he not only released the baboon, but forward hatch. The four boys were almost breathless from laughing.
gave him a pinch for good measure.

gasped the irate officer. <'Two can play
at that game. Just come back here and
let us see who yon are."
As he drngged the luckless cadet toward
the cabin he suddenly noticed that the
cage door was open.
"You have been at my monkey!" he
cried, wrathfully. "So that is why you
ar~ here, eh?''
"N.o-o, s-sir," stammered the prisoner.
"I didn't see the mo-monkey, sir. Indeed
I didn't, sir.''
"Then who did?"
"I-I don't now, sir."
"What are you doing out of your hammock and in this part of the ship? Are
you on watch ?''
"No, sir."
"Then--''
By that time the cartain had escorted
his captive within the circle of light. As
the two paused near the door the sound
of a subdued chuckle and a strange chattering noise came from the gloom back of
them.
"By Jake! he's got Crane," loudly
whispered a voice.
Dropping his prisoner, who really was
the leader of the third-class hazers, Captain Brookes made a dash for the spot.
Before he could reach it, what seemed
to be a miicroscopic edition of a naval
cadet confronted him. There was a howl
and a shriek and the strange apparition
made a flying leap, landing upon the
astounded officer's breast.
A hairy paw grasped him by the beard
and another tore a great slit in his
pa pm as.
Then with a shrill clattering the object
sprang for Crane.
It was Jocko the baboon!
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T he racket kicked up by Jocko had
exceeded their fondest expectations, and
they were merrily congratulating each
other as they hurried to the qu·arterdeck.
"Is Crane in it?',' chuckled Nanny.
"Up to his red hair," replied Joy.
" This affair will settle that boy's goose.
He'll be willing to salute a plebe after
this."
"Did you see him shoot through the
door with the monk combing his back
hair?'' la11ghed Faraday. "It was a sight

He eyed the fonr plebes wickedly as they
approach.e d, and little Nanny fell back
in alarm.
"Look out, the brute will jump you,"
he cried, warni11 gly.
"I got idea , " exc laimed Trolley, grasping Clif by the arn1.
"Well?"
·
"vVe catch monk."
" And stop the fnn? Not much."
"But it be goo d for us. We get glory
for capturin g wild monk, see? And

" CLIF FARADAY WILL RAVE THE FRESHNESS SALTED OUT OF HIM DOWN THERE," CHUCKLED CH A NE

for old Neptune. And the captain, ha!
ha! ha !-it's too rich!"
The boys reached the after hatch just
as Jocko had finished paying his respects
to the sugeon. The latter had collapsed
on the upper step and was feebly striking
at the empty air with his clinched hands.
Jocko was perched on the edge of the
canopy railing getting his second wind.

(pnge H\.'ii )

Crane, him get it into the necks for cau sing all trouble. Hurr;:iy !"
"It's not a bad idea," h as tily repl ie <l
Cl if. "Jocko will be caught befor e Jon g
an yway, or shot. And we might as well
get the cre<lit. Rn sl1 him, fellow s."
He advanced ca nti ously, picking u p
the end of a rope as he did so. J oy and
Trolley slipped to the right and the left
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with the intention of flankm g Jocko, and
Nanny followed close behind Faraclay.
The baboon chattered viciously at them
and crouched as if for a spring.
"Throw the rope around him," directed the officer of the watch, approaching from forward . "Let him have-look
out!"
Jocko, seeing that h is enemies meant
business, concluded to force the fighting.
With a screech of rage h e leaped tow ard
Clif.
The plebe was ready for him, howev er.
Swinging the heavy rope's encl he sent it
flying directly into the animal's face.
Jocko staggered back and befo re h e could
recoYer himself a thick tarpaulin was
thrown ove r him.
"Skilfully done!'' called out Captain
Brookes, emerging from th e hatchway.
"\'011 deserve credit, Mr. Faraday.''
"Yes sir, "' replied Clif, meekly.
As poor Jocko was carried below to his
cage Captain Brouk es called th e exec utive
officer a nd bade h im 1111:ster the whole
crew at daybreak.
"I intend to pro be th is outrage to the
bottom," he stormed. ''It is going too
far wh en cadets, who are supposed to be
sleep ing in th eir hammocks, invade the
after part of the ship and create such a
disgrace ful distnrbance.
I fortunately
know one of the perpetrators"-here he
glared at Crane-" and 1'11 discover the
others."
"Hurra ! I wi sh he soaks him," said
Tro1ley to Joy. "Crane no good. Him
get it this trip."
"By Jake ! it's our time to crow," repied the lanky p lebe. "T he third class
fellows will have to get up before day to
beat Clif."
Now it chanced that this little bit of
boasting on Joy's part started a train of
circumstances which was desti ned to
cause Faraday no end of trouble before
the night was over.
Crane was a youth of remarkably sharp
hearing. From where he stood he caught
the words, and they acterl like oil on the
fire of his wrath against Clif.
"I'll get him yet," he muttered sav agely to himself. "I'll carry ou t my
scheme if I have to kill him. 'We 'll see if
he can defy the whole third class."
The decks were cleared a few moments
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later, and soon the practice ship was
silently plowing through the waves as if
pandemonium had 1iever' reiglJed within
her wooden walls.
·
Clif and his merry "crew" retired to
their resp ecti\'e hammocks after a remini scen t chuckle or two, little suspecting
the plotting of their arch enemy.
It was shortly after the chang ing of the
watch at eight bells (four o'clock) that
four half-clad figures stole up to Clif's
hammock. One of the fi g ures- Cranebore a stout piece of canvas, and two of
the others carried ropes.
Crane stationed himself at the head and,
giving a signal to his companion, quickly
wound the canvas about Faraday's face.
The rest deftly enveloped him in the
ropes and soon they had their victim out
of the hammock and stretched, trussed
like a fowl, npon the de'ck.
"Sh-h ! step lightly," muttered the
head conspirator. "Bring him to the
forecastle. I'll go in advance and see if
the coast is clear."
The "coast," unfortunately for poor
Clif, was clear, and very quietly and expeditiously hi·s enemies carried him to the
extreme forward part of the topgall;:rnt
foreca::tle.
"Now," said Crane, with a triurnpliant
clrnckle, "we'll give the fool a dose l1e'l l
remember as long as 11e lives."

CHAPTER V.
HAZED WITHIN

AN

INCH

OF HIS LIFE.

Clif's ·thoughts can be imagined. The
first at tack was so entirely unexpected
th at it required several minutes of nin
g raspir;g for the truth before he co11ld
realize the situ ation.
To be. rndely snatched from a hammock
while bmied in slumber, and bound and
gagged and hustled up two ladders with
no gen tle force is sufficient to co nfllse
one's ideas.
.
Clif felt that it was an attempted hazing, bnt he <lid not think he was in
Cran e's hands nntJ.l that youth made the
remark chro nicled in the previous chapter.
The victim had no id ea where he had
bee n tak en, nor did he have the faintest
inkling of his captors' purpose. That it
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meant an unpleasant experience he felt
assured.
Suddenly, while he was pondering over
the situation and incidently straining at
his bonds to see if there were any hope of
escape, he heard a low voice close to his
ear.
"What do you think of yourself now,
Clif Fara.cay?" it said, triumphantly.
"You're in a pretty pickle, aren't you? It
would take the whole third class to clown
you, would it? Well, understand, there
are only four of us, and we're going to
down you in a way you won't like."
Prompted by a desire to hear Clif's reply to the taunt, Crane-for he was the
::;peaker unloosened the canvas about the
prisoner's head.
Under other· circumstances this would
have been a foolish move, but Crane
knew very well that Clif would not create
an alarm. Certain peculiar rules of
etiqutte among hazers and hazed at the
Academy make it incumbent on the latter
not to place the former in any danger of
discovery by the authorities.
Now Crane's words had touched a sore
spot in Clif's feelings. Ordinarily cool and
collected, he felt an overpowering resentment in the present case, and he lost his
temper.
"You will not down me, you coward,''
he retorted, passionately. "I defy the
whol.e lot of you. All your class put together can't do it."
Crane chuckled and felt glad. He was
also somewhat amazed. Never before had
he had the pleasure of arousing Clif. He
winked gleefully at his companions, and
prepared to continue the badgering.
"What a saucy little chilci it is," he
said, with what he considered fine ~arcasm.
"It needs to be spanked and put to bed.
Dou:t oo cry, ittie pittie. Your mamma
will care for oo. ''
"Go to blazes!" replied Cl if, contemptuously. "You make me ill. If you have
an)r scheme in mind, just try it on, that's
all. You will find vour hands foll."
"Don'.t you think so for a minute, Faraday,'' retorted Crane, grimly. "We've
got you dead, and we'll show vou that
you can't make a success of ev~rything.
We'll make you record a failure this
night, just watch us. To-morrow the
whole ship will know that the leader of

the 'Great Unhazed' can no longer claim
the title.''
To this threat Clif made no reply. He
was compelled to confess to himself that
his enemies at last had the upper hand.
The rope with which he was bound resisted all his efforts. Call for help he
would not: No, not if they killed him.
In silence he awaited events. He was
curious to know what they intended to do
with him.
If the faintest conception of his enemies' cruel plan had come to him it is
doubtful whether be would !lave been so
easy in mind.
He felt himself lifted and placed upon
some hard object, then another rope was
tied around h'is ankles.
"It's a good job our fellows are on
watch here," he heard Crane say with a
chuckle. "Otherwise we could not carry
out our great scheme. Up with him now.
Ed, you go first. Here, take this rope
and fasten it in the proper place. Leave
plenty of slack."
The next moment Clif was drawn forward and up what seemed to be an inclined spar. His back rubbed over ropes
and bolts, and he could feel that he was
being handled very ging~rly.
Once he felt the ship give. a lurch and
he slipped sideways. There was a sharp
exclamation, then a pair of arms was
thrown about him .
"Heavens! he almost fell from the
bowsp°rit that time!" gasped Crane.
The bowsprit!
The truth flashed over Clif with a suddenness that almost took his breath.
They were taking him ont to the end of
the bowsprit, the great spar which
stretches from the prow of the ship.
"What can they mean to do with me?"
nrntterP<l the mystified lad. ':I'd give a
great deal to--"
Just then a sudden raking against a bolt
caused the canvas to slip from over his
eyes. One glance was enough to prove
that his suspicions were not urifounded.
He was on the bowsprit, and midway to
the end.
A full moon had risen, flooding the
ocean with a mellow light. Its pathway
across the sparkling, ebony-hued waters
seemed like a veritable marine milky
way.
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The sea was roughened by a stiff breeze
from off the quarter, and the stanch old
Mononaghe la tripped and bowed and curtsied like a graceful dancer in a minuet.
Overhead rose pile upon pile of snowy
canvas as taut and motionless as if carved
in marble. It was a beautiful night, and
a scene fit for the brush of an artist, but
it by no me9ns appealed to Clif.
He was too interested in trying to solve
the problem of his captors' next move.
He did not have long to wait.
Crane bent over him and drew the canvas tightly. about his mouth, then he felt
hi111self being cautiously lowered headfirst from the bowsprit.
Clif thought at first that they intended
to frighten him, and lie set his teeth with
a determined snap.
"They'll not get a word from me," he
muttered. "I'll show the cowards that I
can stand anything they try."
Down, down he went. Lower and still
lower. A roll of the ship brought him
sharply against the en<l of the dolphin
striker, a point midway between the bowsprit and the water, and still those above
continued to pay out the rope.
Suddenly, a moment later, his downward course came to an encl with a jerk.
He felt a hand fumbling about his ankles
and realized that he was being tied to the
extreme end of the dolphin striker.
Then while he was debating this unexpected move in his mind he felt the bow
of the practice ship rise upward on the
crest of a great wave.
"Look out, Crane, she's going to
pitch," called out a voice. "Come up
here; he's hard and--"
The words ended in a splashing and
roaring as the downward swoop of the
bow sent the unfortunate plebe head and
shoulders under the surface.
When he again emerged, dripping and
half strangled, he heard a low laugh
above, followed by a jeering remark.
"Clif Faraday will have the freshness
s::ilted out of him down there," chuckled
Crane.
Then came another swoop of the bow,
and another choking battle with the foamcrested waves. On regaining the air orice
more, Clif looked upward.
It was a difficult task to see with the
salty water streaming face, but he made
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out that his tormentors had disappeare<l.
Was it possible they had abandoned
him to such a horrible fate? No, it could
not be. Crane was vindictive and cruel,
but even his malignant nature would not
go to such an extreme. And there were
others in the hazing party. They
surely-Another plunge, deeper than even before, cut short Clif's conjectures . His
head was fairly bursting when the upward
lift of the hull carried him to the surface
again.
Above the roaring in his ears he heard
a faint rattling of blocks and the sharp
grinding of metal rings along the foretopmast stay.
The watch was trimming the forward
sails, and their approach had frightened
away the hazers!
There was no hesitation now on Clif's
part. A cry for help came from his lipsa strangling, agonized cry that set the
cadets and sailors on the forecastle agape
with alarm and surprise.
"What was that?" shouted the officer
·
in charge, leaping to the side.
He peered down into the shimmering
waters, but could see no sign of a castaway or a wrecked boat.
"It was a gull," murmured one of the
cadets, vaguely.
"No gull made that, sir," said an old
sailor, with an uneasy shake of his grizzled head. "It'~ spirits, sir. I have heard
in my time--"
He was brought to an abrupt end by a
recurrence of the cry, this time so faint
that it seemed far in the distance.
"It's over there, somewhere ," exclaimed the officer, pointing ahead.
He sprang upon the heel of the bowsprit
and glanced in the direction he had indicated. The tumbling waters gave no sign
of life, but something almost directly beneath him did.
His eyes, attracted by a gleam of white,
caught sight of an object dangling from
the end of the dolphin striker.
One amazed stare, then, with a shout,
the ensign ran out upon the bowsprit.
Turning as he gained tlie middle, he
bawled:
"Quick! help here! There's some one
hanging from the striker!"
Willing hands gave him every assist-
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ance necessary, and soon the white object,
streaming with water, was laid upon the
forecastle deck.
The commotion had attr..icted attention,
and it was not long before the executive
officer, awakened for the second time that
night, had joined the group.
"What's +.he matter, Mr. Davis?" he
demanded, briefly, of the ensign.
''A hazing affair, sir. We found Mr.
Faraday dangling from the end of the
dolphin striker. He looks as if he is
dead."
The confusion cansed by this last sentence was checked by the hurried arrival
0f the surgeon. As he rose up from a
brief examination many grave and anxions faces were turned to him.
"Well, doctor?" asked the first lieutenant in a voice that trembled slightly.
''He is alive, sir,'' was the curt reply.
"But that is all I can say. Prompt attention may save him, and then again--"
He ended with a significant gesture.
Hud<lled together in the circle surroun<ling the prostrate lad were four white-faced
cadets.
As the surgeon's fatal words came to
them they turned with 0:1e accord and
slipped guiltily into the darkness.

"In three days you will be out, Clif. ''
"Three fiddlesticks! Why, I am as fit
now as I can ever be. Just watch me."
And Clif spran·g from his cot in the sick
bay of the Monongahela and danced a jig
before the delighted c.yes of Joy, Trolley
an<l Nanny, who had come to pay him a
visit of condolence.
It was late in the afternoon of the day
following his hazii1g. The skilful treatment of the ship's surgeon ha<l speerlily
brought him around, but the effect of the

shock was such that the doctor had advised a rest of at least three days.
"He might as well say three years,"
added the handsome plebe as he sat upon
the edge of the cot. "Why, there's nothing the matter with me except' '-here he
snddenly became grave-"except that my
feelings are hurt."
He concluded with a sigh, and his three
companions exchanged glances.
·
"Mad because they hazed you?" ventured Nanny, sympathetically.
Clif nodded gloomily.
"You are better off than old Crane, by
Jake!" said Joy. "The skipper ga\'e him
(hirty demerits for the Jocko affair, and it
briugs Crane within ten of the limit. By
Jake! you ought to see him. He's growing thin watching himself.''
"What yon do to him when you well,
Clif?" asked Trolley.
"Beat · him noses
off?"
"No. I'll not touch him," replied Faraday, decidedly. "He hazed me fairly
and I've noted it down as a failure on my
part. But I guess we'll square accounts
before long. It's a long cry to graduation."
"The old man says he'll not permit another hazing affray aboard this ship,"
put in Nanny.
"That's all right. There are other
places, youngster. We'll be in the United
States in a few days. We touch at New
Lon<lon, and I guess there will be liberty
parties going ashore. If so, you can look
out . for fun. Here comes the doctor
Scoot!"
LTHE END.]

In the next number (Jo) of Army and
Navy will be published as the complete
naval cadet story "Cl if Farad a\' 's Disguise; or, Facing Desperate Foes," by
Ensign Clarke Fitch, U. S. N.
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Mark Mallory's Arrest;
OR,

AWest Point Cadet's Adventures in New York.
By

Lie~t.

Frec'leric.k:: G01.rriso:1.-:.., u. s. A.

CHAPTER I.
KIDNAPPING 'I'HE PLEBE.

"Ssh! Don't make a sound now."
"Is he in there?"
"Yes, and he's asleep, too.
Ready
there?''
It was in Camp McPherson, the summer home of the ·west Point cadets.
About eleven o'clock one Atlgust e\•ening. There was a , bright moon in the
sky. The moon saw a scene that was by
this time quite familiar as is peered dowH
on the snowy tents.
The camp is silent and sleepy at night
as a general thing, with no one moving
bnt the restless sentries. But nowadays it
was becoming quite a common thing for
cadets to be up and prowling about, whispering together as they were this evening. For instance, the one A Company
tent into which the speakers were peering
had been visited in that same way no less
than three times in the last week or two.
That A Copmany tent was the home of
the B. J.estplebesin all West Point, which
accounts for the state of affairs. "B. J." is
the West Point dialect for fresh, and if
there is anything on earth an old cadet
likes to haze and torment, it is a B. J.
plebe.
A plebe in West Point is a fonrtl.-class
cadet, admitted in June, and during the
summer housed in camp to learn to drill
and walk straight. He is a stranger, and
naturally timid, an object to be bullied
and bossed, supposed to run if you look
at him. The source of infinite amnsement
to the hanghty yearling, who has ceased
to be a plebe several months ago.

"

As to the particular plebe who was
sleeping in that aforementioned tent, he
was different. To be brief, he had come
to West Point with an idea in his head
that he had as much right to be respected
as any one and that those who wouldn't
respect him he'd lick until they did.
Such a plebe was of course intolerable.
The cadets h.ad set out forthwith to subdue him, and they were still at it. It
was now August, and Mark Mallory
wasn't subdued a little bit.
Outside of the tent where he was now
sleeping, so unconscious of all danger,
were huddled a group of some eight or
nine whispering cadets, yearlings all of
them. They were on the point of kidnapping :.Ylallory, for purposes unknown. It
was a first-rate opportunity, for the camp
was sound asleep.
"Don't let him move, now," whispered one. "Hold him tight, for he'll
fight like fury."
"And take that wild hyena they call
Texas along, too,'' added another. ''It
was he who broke up all our fun the
other night."
''He '''on 't get a chance to use his
guns this time," snarled the first speaker.
"And we've got enou!Sh of a crowd to
handle any of the others if they wake up.
Ready, now!"
This conversation was held in a low
tone off to one side. Then having agreed
just what each was to do, the crowd scattered and stole silent] y up to the tent.
There were four cadets sleeping in it, all
plebes, members of what the irate yearlings ca1led Ma11ory's gang, a secret society
known to themselves as the Seven Devils.
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For this B. J. Mallory had not only resisted iiazing himself, but had gotten a ntlmher of friends to help him; "B. B. J."
was the motto of the Seven Devils.
It was important that the yearlings
should not awaken the others; they
placed themselves stealthily about the
two victims. waited an instant, and then
at the signal stooped and pinned them to
the earth. The yearlings were quite expert at that now, and the two never even
got a chance to gasp. They were lifted
up and run quickly away, held so tight
that they couldn't even kick. It was was
easy when there were three or four to one
plebe.
The plan worked perfectly, and it
seemed as if no one had discovered it.
Neither of the other two sleepers had
moved. Over in the next tent, however,
some one was awakened by the noise, a
plebe of company B, another 111em ber of
the immortal Seven. He sprang to his
tent door, and an instai1t later found himself powerless in the grip of two yearlings who had stayed behind to watch ant
for just that accident. Evidently this attack was better planned than the last one.
Master Chauncey Van Ranselaer l\Io1111t
Bonsall of Fifth Avenue, New York,
aristocrat and lord higb chief dncle to the
Seven Devils, was the unfortunate third
prisonet. He felt himself rushed ·over
the beat of the purposely negligent sentry and hurried into the confines of the
solitary old Fort Clinton, where he was
bound and gagged w.i th celerity and precision and unceremoniously tumbled to
the ground by the side of l\Iark and
Jeremiah Powers, the wild ex-cowboy.
Everything was ready for the hazing
then.
The eight whu had participated in
that kidnapping, speedily resolved themselves into two groups of four each. The
members of one group we do not know,
but the other four were our old friends,
the bloodthirsty Bull Harris and his three
cronies Gus Murray, Merry Vance and the
Baby Edwards. They had stepped to one
side to talk over the fate of their unfortunate pr-isoners.
"By Heaven!" cried Bull, clinching
his fists in anger. "Fellows, we've got
him at last! Do you realize it, he's ours
to do with as we please. And if I don't

make l1im sorry he ever lived this night,
I hope I may die on the spot."
B11ll was striding up and down in excitement as he muttered this. And there
was no less hatred and malice in the eyes
of his three whispering companions.
"I could kill him!" cried Gus; and he
said it as if he meant it.
"He's been the torment of my life,"
snarled Bull. "I hate him as I never
hated any one, and every time I try to
get square on him, somehow everything
goes wrong. I'd have had him fired from
this place in a week if it hadn't been for
his confounded luck. But 'I'll make up
for it this night. I'll lick him till ~he
can't stand up!"
"And I'll help!" chimed in Baby, the
small boy of the gang. "When I think
of how lie served us last night I hate him
so I could do anything."
"I haven't gotten over it yet," snarled
Bull. "Just think of being penned up
in a black cave with a lot of skeletons.
Confound him! But he won't get away
this time as he did last night.''
This interesting and charitable clialogue was cut short just then by one of
the other four.
"What are yon fellows going to do?"
he cried.
"\Ve'll be there in a moment!" whispered Bull. "Don't talk so land. Say,
fellows (this to his own crowd) I say we
take l\lallory off by onrselves. Those
other fellows won't stand half we want
to do to him." ,
''That's so," assented the dyspeptic
Vance. "What in thunder did we let
them come for?"
"We couldn't have handled Mallory
and Texas alone," replied Bull, sourly.
"And we had to take Texas, else he'd
have waked up and followed ns sure. But
I guess it'll be all right. Come ahead."
The four walked over and joined the
rest of the yearlings then.
"We've ciecided what we'll do," said
Bnll. "We won't need you fellows any
more. We're very much obliged to you
for helping us."
"The deuce!" growled one of them.
"I want to stay and see the fun."
"But there's · more clanger with so
many away," said Bnll, persuasively.
"I '11 stand my share," laughed the
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other. "I want to. stay. I've a grudge
against that plebe Mallory myself."
Bull bit his lip in vexation.
"The fact is, fellows," he said, "we
want to take these plebes to a place we
don't know anything about."
"Why didn't you tell us that before
you asked us?" growled the four. "I'm
going to stay, I don't care what you say."
The fact of the matter was that the
lory and started to beat him into sub-

mission, seize a lash and leap at the helpless victim in a perfect frenzy of hatred.
And who had ~ot heard him all that day
wrathfull y telling the story of how Mallory and his gang, in an effort to cure
him of his meanness , had frightened him
almost to tears·? Truly, thought the four,
Bull's hazing was a thing to be supervised.
So they stayed, and finally Bull had to
accept the situation •

•

"STOP! STOP!'' CRIED THE POLICEMAN.

"YIELD TO THE ~IAJESTY OF THE LA-AWi"

four yearfo1gs were just a little chary
about leaving their prisoner in Bull's
hands, though they did not care to say
so. They knew Bull Harris' character ;
he was a low-mind ed, vindictive fellow,
unpopula r even among his own classmates. His hatred of Mallory was well
known. Who had not seen Bull, one
night when the yearli.ng class took Mal-

(page 1367)

"Come on," he growled, surlily.
The crowd lifted their helpless victims
from the ground and set out to follow
Bull's guidance. They had no idea where
they were going, and in fact Bull had
none himself. He could think of no form
of torture that was quite cruel enough for
that hated Mallory, and he did not have
the brains to think of one that was as
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ingenious and harmless as Mallory had
worked on him.
"I'd tie him up and beat the hide off
him," thought Bull, "if I could only get
rid of those confounded .fellows that are
with us. As it is, I'll have to find something else, plague take it."
The crowd had been scrambling down
the steep bank towatd the river in the
meanwhile. Bull thought it would be
well to douse Mallory in the water, which
was one of the tricks Mallory had tried
on him. After that he sai<l to himself
it'll be time enough to think of something more. They skirted the parade
ground and made their way down past
the Riding Hall and across the railroad
track near the tunnel.
"I'd like to drop him on the track,"
thought Bull to himself, as he heard the
roar of a train approaching . "By Heaven,
that would settle him!"
The crowd had barely crossed before
the engine appeared at the tunnel's
mouth, after it a long freight train slowly
rumbling past them. And at that ii1stant
Gus :\1urray seized Bull convtllsivel y by
the arm.
"I've got a !;iCheme!" he crie<l. "Do
you hear me, a scheme.''
"What is it?" shouted Bull, above the
noise of the train.
"It's a beauty," gasped Murray. ''By
George, we'll get 'em fired. They'll go
nobody knows where, and be missed
in the morning. And we can swear we
didn't do it. Hooray! We'll put 'em on
the train!"
Bull staggered back and cried out with
excitement.
"That's it!" he muttered, and an instant later, before the horrified four could
comprehend his purpose he apd Edwards
had torn the hel11less body of Mallory
from their arms and made a rush at a
passing car. It was an empty car, and
the door was half open; to fling the plebe
in was the work of but an instant; then
with Murray and Vance he quickly slid
the other two in also. Half a minute later
the train was gone.
The four outsiders turned and stared at
Bull's gang in horror.
"What on earth have you done?" they
gasped.
And Bull chuckled to himeslf.

"I've sent those infernal plebes to New
York," he said. "By Jingo, I'd like to
send them to Hades. If they aren't fired
as it is it'll be because you kids give us
away. And now let's go back to bed."
CHAPTER II.
MARK MALLORY COMES TO TOWN.

Mr. Timothy O'Flaherty was a tramp.
That was the plain unvarnishe d statement of the case. Mr. O'Flaherty would
have called himself a knight of the road,
and a comic editor would have called
him Tired Tim; but to e~erybody else he
was a plain tramp.
Mr. O'Flaherty was very, very tired,
having walked nearly twenty miles that
day without getting even so much as a
square meal. One whole pie was the sum
total of his daily bread and that was so
bad that he had fed it to the bull dog for
revenge and walked on. He was walking
still, at present on the tracks of the West
Shore Railroad some thirty miles north of
New York.
From what has been said of Mr.
O'Flaherty you may suppose that his
heart leaped with joy when along came a
rumbling night freight. That train was
nothing but a godsend to Timothy. He
watched it crawl past with a professiona l
and critical eye; there was a platform he
might ride on, but he was liable to be
seen there. If only he could find an open
car-holv smoke! there was one. With
this classic exclamation he made a leap
at the door, swung himself aboard with
as much grace as if he had lived all his
life on Broadway, and then crawled into
the car.
We said that Mr. O'Flaherty said holy
smoke a moment ago-what he said a
moment later we shall not print. There
was some one else in that car!
"Another tramp," thought the ·newcomer, and so to awaken him he gave
him a friendly prod with his toe.
"Hello!" said he; but there was no
answer.
"Drunk," was the next conjecture,
but then he heard a low sound that was
very much like a groan.
That scared Timothy, and he seized
the figme and jerked it to the light of
the moon that shone in through the door.
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"Be the saints!" he muttered in alarm,
"It's a sojer, an' he's all tied up."
"Um-nm -um!" groaned the figure
in a ''nasal'' tone.
It was Chauncey whom the tramp had
found; Chauncey had slipped int-o his
plebe trousers before he ran to the tent
door, which accounted for the man's exclamation, a "sojer." If he had found
Mark or Texas he would have exclaimed
•;till more, for the latter two were clad
in their underclothi ng.
Mr. O'Flaherty was a man of quick
action; he saw that he couldn't gratify
his curiosity about that strange traveller
unless he cut him loose; so he did it.
And then said he, "What the divil ?"
Chauncey's first act to celebrate his
liberty was a stretch and a yawn; his
second was to seize the knife and rush to
the back of the car, with the result that
two more persons appeared in the moonlight a few minutes later.
Of Mr. Timothy O'Flaherty they did
not take the least bit of notice; they appeared to have something else of much
more importance to talk about just then.
And Timothy sat in the shadow and
stared at them with open mouth.
"Well, this is a scrape," muttered one
of them, gazing at his own scantily clad
figure and at the landscape rushing by.
"What kin we do?" cried a second.
' ' Durnation take them dog gone old
yearlin's!"
"Bah Jove!" cried the third. "This :is
deucedly embarrassin g. I cawn 't go out
on the street, don't cher know, dressed :in
• this outlandish fashion!"
"And we can't get a train back," cried
the first.
''An' durnat:ion, we got no money!"
said the seconrl.
"Bah Jove!" added the third, the one
Timothy recognized as "Trousers" because he was the only one who had them.
"Reveille']] sound, don't cher know, and
we won't be there.''
This entertainin g conversatlo n was
kept up for some fifteen minutes more.
All Mr. O'Flal1erty managed to make out
was that they had been sent away from
some where and they hadn't the least idea
how to get back. Presently one of them
·-Trouser! -discovere d that he did have
some money, plenty of it, whereupon
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Timothy's mouth began to water. That
cleared the situation in ·his eyes, but it
didn't seem to in theirs. Thev were
afraid of being late and getting ·caught
by some wild animal called reveille;
moreover, they c~mldn't take a train because they had no clothes. Here Timothy
thought he'd better step in.
"Hey, Trousers!" said he.
The dude" thus designated didn't
recognize himself, so Timothy edged up
and poked him to make him look.
"Hey, Trousers!" said he. "I kin git
yon ducks some togs."
To make a long story short the ducks
"tumbled" tQ that proposition in a hurry.
Even Trousers, the aristocrat, condescended to sit down and discuss wa ys
and means with that very sociable
tramp. To make the story still shorter
Timothy propounded a plan and found it
agreeable; "jumped" the car when it was ,
finally switched off at Hoboken; and set
out with ten dollars of the stranger's
money, to bny second-han d clothing at
one o'clock in the morning.
"You be stlje to come back," said
Mark. "Because we'll make it fifteen if
you do.''
That settled whatever idea of "taking
a sneak" was lurking in the messeng er's
mind. He vowed to return, "sure as me
name is Timothy O'Flaherty ," which, as
we know, it was. And he came too. He
flung a pile of duds into the car and went
off whistling with the promised reward
of virtue in his pocket. It was a "bully
graft" for him anyhow, and he promised
himself a regular roaring good time.
That :is the last we shall see of Timothy.
As to the three plebes their joy was
equally as great. They felt that this hazing was the supreme effort of the desperate Bull Harr]s, and it lrnd failed. Now
that they were safe they conld contemplate the delight of turning up smiling at
reveille to the consternatio n of ''the enemy." Truly this involuntary journey
had panned ont to be a very pleasant
affair indeed.
Mark's first thought was as to a return
tr.ain. They rushed off to the depot to
find out, where they. discovered a ticket
agent who gazed doubtfully at their soiled
and raggeci clothing. The three realized
then for the first time that their benefac-
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tor had kept a good deal of that ten
dollars for himself and poor' Chauncey, to
whom a wilted collar was agony, fairly
groaned as he gazed at himself. However, they found that there was a train in
ten minutes; and anoth.er at 3 :30-due
at West Point at 4 :38. That w.:.s the essential thing, and the three wandered out
to the street again.
"We mustn't go far, don't ch er know,"
"We don't want to
observ~d Chauncey.
miss that train."
Chauncey's was not a very daring or
original mind. There was an idea floating through Mark's bead just then that
never occurred to Chauncey; it would
have knocked him over if it had.
"When we went up there to· West
Point," began Mark, suddenly, "we expected to stay there two years without
ever once venturing off the post."
"Yes," said Chauncey. "Bah Jove,
we did.''
-''And here we are way down at Hoboken, opposite New York."
"Yes,'' assented Chauncey again.
"It feels good to be ~oose, don't it,"
observe<l Mark.
And still Chauncey d·i dn't "tumble;"
Texas' eyes were beginning to dance
however.
"It's awfully stupid back there on the
reservation, not half as lively as New
York."
· Still Chauncey onh· said "Yes."
"Rather kind of the yearlings to give
us a holiday, wasn't it," observed Mark.
Another "Yes," and then seeing that
his efforts were of no use Mark came out
with his proposition.
"Stupid!" he laughed. "Don't you see
what I mean? I'm not going back on
that first train."
"Not going back on that train!"
"Bah Jove! then
gasped Chauncey.
what--"
His horrified inquiries were interrupted
by a wild whoop from the delighted
Texas. Texas was beginning to wriggle
his fingers, which meant that Texas was
excited. Anti suddenly he sprang forward
and started down the street, seizing his
expostulating companion under the arm
anil dragging him ahead as if he had been
a child.
Some ten minutes later those three

members of the Seven Devils-B. B. J.-·
were on a Christopher street ferry boaf·
bound for New York and bent upon hav•
ing some "fun." When the Seven Devil~·
set out for fun they usually got it; they
hac'l all they could carry in this case.
It was with a truly delicious sense of
freedom that they strolled about the deck
of that lumbering boat. Only one whC'
has been to West Point can appreciate it.
Day after day on that army resen-ation,
with a penalty of dismissal for leaving
it, grows wofully monotonous even to
the very busy plebe. Zest was adtled to
their venture by the fact that they knew
they were breaking rules and might be
found out any moment.
"Still if we are," laughed Mark, "we
can lay the blame on Bull. And now for
the fun.''
They half expected 1ihe fun would comf
rushing out to welcome them the moment
they got out into the light of the street.
They expected a fire or a murder at the
very least. And felt really hurt because
they met only a sleepy hack driver talking to a sleepy policeman. And an empty
street car and a few slouchy looking fellows like themselves lounging about a saloon. However it was exciting to be in
New York anyway; what more could the
three B. J. plebes want?
They strolled across Christopher street,
gazing curiously. Mark had never been
in New York before and Chauncey was
worried because he couldn't see a better
part of it. for instance, "my cousin Mr.
Pierrepont Morgan's mansion on Fifth
Avc:;nue, don't cher know." He even ,
offered to take Mark up there, until h<:
chanced to glance at his clothing. Then
Truly the three were a
he shivered.
sight; Chauncey's shapely plebe trouser!!
were hidden in a huge green threadbare
overcoat, (August)! Mark could not help
laughing whenever h~ gazed at the youthful aristocrat.
"Never mind," he laughed. "Cheer
up, nobody'll try to rob us, which is one
comfort."
"I wish we would get robbed," g~owled
Texas. "Whar's that aire fun we came
fo' ?"
That began to be a 11ressing question.
They wandered about for at l<!aSt half aD
hour and the clocks showed two, and still
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They did; Mark led the way and with
still more trembling caution they stole
on, crouching in the shadow of the banisters, trying to stifle the very beatings of

"Help! Help! Burglars! Murder!
Thieves I Fire! Help!"
In the third place, as to the cadets.
Their first thought was of Chauncey,
and they turned and bounded down the
their hearts and breathing fast with ex- steps to the bottom. They found him
citement.
"rattled" but unhurt, and they picked
Up, up. There were twenty one stairs him up and set him on his feet. Their
to that flight; Mark knew that because second thought was of tht: burglar, that
they stopped a long while on each listen- ruthless villain who perhaps tVen now
ing for another clue to the bur~lars' was making his escape by a window.
whereabouts, and trembling as they 1mag- The thought made them jump.
ined him peering over at them.
"Forward!" shouted Mark.
Not a sign of him did they see or hear,
And to a man they sprang up the
however, until they reached the level of stairs, two or three steps at a time, shout-·
the floor, where they could lean forward ing ''Burlgars!" as they went. They
and look around the balustrade. First reached the top and bounded into the
they heard a sound of heavy breathing, as room, where they found the man in the
from a ·sleeper. That was in the rear very act of rushing out of the door.
rpom, and Mark, peering in, saw the Mark sprang at him, seized him by the
person clearly.
throat and bore him to the ground. And
There was a faint light in the room, a the two others plunged upon the pile.
light from a dimly burning gas jet. The
"Hold him! Hold him! Help! Help!"
room was apparently deserted except for was the cry.
the sleeper. It was a woman, for Mark
Meanwhile the woman had risen from
could see her hair upon the pillow. But the bed, very naturally, and was now
where was the burgla,r?
rushing about the hall in typical angelic
The answer came with startling sud- costume, occasionally poking her head
denness, suddenness that precipitated a out of the windows and shrieking for
calamity. 'l'he room next to the rear one burglars and help, using a voice that bad
was dark and silent until, without a mo- a very strong Irish brogue.
ment's warning, all at once a light flashed
In response to her stentorian tones help
ont. And there was the burglar. The was n9t slow in arriving. A crash upon
reckless villain had lit the gas, so sure the door was heard; the door gave way,
was he of his safety. And he was stand- and up the stairs rushed two men.
ing now in the middle of the floor,
"Help us bold him!'~ roared Texas,
stealthily taking off his coat before start- who was at this moment trying his level
ing to work.
best to push the criminal's nose through
Naturally that sudden flash of light the carpet. "Help us to hold him!"
startled the three; it startied them so
But to , his infinite surprise the two
much that Chauncey leaped back with a newcomers made a savage rush •on him,
gasp of alarm; and a moment later, his and in an instant more the true state of
heel catching in the end of his huge affairs flashed over Texas.
green overcoat, he tripped and staggered,
"They're friends of the burglar!" he
clutched wildly at nothing, and with a cried. "Whoop! Durnation ! Come on,
shriek of alarm tumbled backward, roll- thar !"
ing over and over with a series of crashes
The two were not slow to accept his
that made the building shake. And then invitation. They added their bodies to
there was fun.
the already complicated heap of arms and
In the first place, as to the burglar; he legs that were writhing about on the
started back in horror, realizing his dis- floor, and after that the melee was even
covery; in the second place, as to the livelier than ever. Even the woman took
woman; she sat up in bed with the a hand; her Irish blood would not let her
celerity of a jack-in-the-box, and an in- stay out of the battle long, and she
stant later gave vent to a series of screams pitched in with a broom, whacking
that woke the neighborhood.
everything promiscuously.
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What would have been the end of all
this riot I do not pretend to say; I only
know that Mark was deyoting himself
persistent ly to the task of hoid111g the
burglar undernea th him, in spite of all
manner of pu11ches and kicks, and that
Texas was dashing back and forth across
the room, ploughin g his way recklessly
through every human being he saw when
the "scrap" was brought to an untimely
end by the arrival of one more person.
This latter was a po1iceman, a policeman of the fat and u.1wieldy type found
only in New York. He had plunged up
the stairs, club in hand, and now stood
red and panting~ menacing the crowd.
''Stop ! stop !'' he cried. ''Yield to
the majesty of the la-aw.,,
Every one was glad to do that, as it
appeared; the battling ceased abruptly
and all parties concerned rose up and
glared at each other in the dim light.
"What's the meaning of this?" cried
"the cop.,,
If he had realized the terrible consequence of that question he would never
have asked it. For each and every person
concerned sprang forward to answer it.
"Thtre's the burglar!" cried Mark,
pointing exdtedly at the oirginal cause of
all the trouble, who was wiping his
fevered brow with diligence. "There's
the burglar! Arrest him!"
''Yes, yes!'' roared Texas. '' Durnation ! Grab him! I'll tell you how it
was-- 11
"Howly saints!" shrieked the woman,
"don't let them get away! They've
broken me head, in .faith! An' look at
me poor husband's oi !"
"Me a burlgar !" roared the person
thus alluded to by Mark, shaking one fist
at Mark and the other at the officer. "So
it's a burglar they call me, is it! So
that's their trick, bejabbers ! An' a foine
state of affairs it is when a man can't
come into his own house without being
called a burglar, bad cess to it. Bridget,
git me that flat iron there an' soak the
spalpe<';n ! Be the saints!"
During that tira<le of incoheren t Irish
the three cadets had suddenly collapsed.
The situation had flashed over them in
all its horror and awfulness . The "Lurglar" lived in the house! The woman
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was his wife! And they were the burglars ! Ye gods!
The three gazed at each other in consternation and sprang back instinctiv ely.
The policeman took that for a move to
escape and 'he whipped out his revolver
with a suddenne ss that made Texas'
mouth water.
"Stop!" he cried.
His command received even more emphasis from the fact that another policeman rnshed up the stairs at that moment.
The three stopped.
"See here, officer,,, said Mark, as
calmly as he could. "This is all a mistake. We aren't gurlgars; we are perfectly respectab le young men--' '
"Yon look like it,,, put in the other,
incredulo usly.
Mark's heart sank within him at that.
He glance<l at his two companio ns and
realized how hopeless was their case.
New rags and tatters had been added by
the battle. Dishevell ed hair, and dirt and
blood-stai ned faces made them about as
disreputa ble specimens as could be found
in New York. Respectab le young men!
Pooh!
"I could explain it," groaned Mark.
"We thought this man was a burglar and
we followed him in. We aren't tramps if
we do look it. We are--"
And then he stopped abruptly; to tell
that they were cadets would be their
ruination any way.
"You're a lot of domthav esan'rob bers! Sure an' that's what ycz are!"
shouted the irate "burglar, ,, filling in
the sentence and at the same time making
a rush at Mark.
"Come,,, said the policeman , stopping
him. "Enough of this. You fellows can
tell your yarn to the judge to-morrow
morning. ,,
Mark gasped as he realized the full import of that sentence. It was two o'clock
and their train left in an hour or twotheir last chance! And they could tell
their story to the judge in the morning!
The policeman jerked a pair of handcuffs from his pockets and stepped up to
Mark. The latter saw that resistance was
hopeless and though it was torture to him
he held out his wrists and said nothing.
Texas, having no gun, could do nothing
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less. Chancey was the only one who
"kicked," and he kicked like a steer.
"Bah Jove'" he cried. "This is an insult, a deuced insult! I won't stand it,
don't cher know! Stop, I say. I won't
go, bah Jove! I'll send for my father and
ha,·e every man on the blasted police
force fired! I - - "
The snap of the handcuffs and the feeling of the cold steel subdued Chauncey
and he subsided into growls. The officer
took him by the arm, saying something
as he did so about an "English crook."
And then the three filed down stairs,
the indignant and much bruised Irishman
following and enlivening the proceedings
with healthy anathemas.
That walk to the station house the
three will never forget as long as they
liYe, it was so unspeakably degrading; it
was only a short way, just around the
corner, but it was bad enough. Idlers
and 1oafers fell in behind to jeer at them,
scarcely giving them chance to reflect
11pon the desperately horrible situation
they were in.
l\Iark was glad when at last the door 6f
the station house shut upon them to hide
them from curious eyes. There was almost no one in here to stare at them, b11t
a sleepy sergeant at foe desk; he looked
up with interest when they entered, and
were marched up before him.
"What's this?" he inquired.
"Burglars," said one of the officers,
briefly.
Chauncey's wrath ha<l been pent up for
some ten minutes then, and at that word
it boiled over again.
"I'm no burglar!" he roared. "I te 11
you, you fools, I'm no burglar! Bah
.Jove, this is an outrage."
"Faith an' yez are a bmglar !"shouted
the Irishman, likewise indignant. "An'
faith, Mr. Sergeant, the divils broke
into me house and near broke me head,
too, bad cess to 'em. An' thot, too, whin
Oi'd been to the club an' were a-thryin'
to git to sleep without wakin' me wife.
An' faith she'll be after me wi<l a shtick,
thot she will, to-morrer !"
"We aren't burlgars, I say!" protested
Chauncey. "We thought he was a burlgar. We're cade--"
Here Mark gave him a nudge that
nearly knocked him over; he looke1 up

and caught sight of a spruce young man
with pencil and note book working diligently. It was a reporter and Chauncey
took the hint and shut up.
"Name?" inquired the sergeant, seeing him quiet at last.
"My name, bah Jove?" exclaimed the
other. "Chauncey Van Ren--"
Again Mark gave him a poke.
"Peter Smith," said Chauncey.
·"And yours?"
"John Jones," said Texas.
"And yours?"
Mark glanced at the others with one
last dying trace of a smile.
"Timothy O'Flaherty," said he. "You
understand," he added, to ease his conscience, "they're all fictitious, of comse."
The sergeant nodded as he wrote the
names.
"We'll find the right ones in the
Rogue's Gallery," he remarked sarcastically.
That fired Chauncey again, and he went
off into another tirade of abuse and indignation, which was finally closed by the
officers offering to "soak him" if he
didn't shut up. Then they were led off
to a cell-number 7, curiously enough.
And as the door shut with a clang the
three gasped ancl realize<l tnat it was the
death knell of all their earthly hopes.

CHAPTER IV.
CHAUNCEY HAS AN IDEA.

Three more utterly discouraged and
disgusted plebes than our friends would
be hard to manufacture. They had had
their fun, and like a great many other
people on the proverbial next morning,
they wished they hadn't. There wasn't a
ray of hope, any more than a ray of light
to illmnine that dark cell. There was
only one possibility to be considered, apparently-they would be liauled up in
police court the next morning and required to give an account of themselves.
If they gave it, said they were cadets, it
would be good-by West Point; for they
had broken a dozen rules. If on the other
hand they chose to remain Peter Smith,
John Jones and Timothy O'Flaherty,
young toughs, it would be something
like "One thousand dollars bail," or else
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"remanded without bail for trial"-and
no West Point all the same!
The three had characteristic methods
of showing their disgust. Texas had gone
to sleep in a corner, seeing no use in
worrying. l\1ark was sitting moodily on
the floor, trying his best to think of something to do. And Chauncey was prancing
up and down the cell about as indignant
as ever was a "haughty aristocrat," vowmg vengeance against everybody and
everything in a blue uniform as sure as
his name was Chaun-er, Peter Smith.
:\lad and excited as Chauncey was, it
was from him that the first gleam of hope
came. And when Chauncey ·hit upon his
idea he fairly kicked himself for his
stupidity in 11ot hitting on it before. A
moment later his friends, and in fact the
whole station house, were startled by his
wild yells for "somebody" to come there.
An officer came in a hurry thinking of
murder or what not.
"What the deuce do you want?'' he
cried.
"Bah Jove!"' remarked our young
friend, eyeing him with haughty scorn
that made a hilarious contrast with his
outlandish green August overcoat. "Bah
Jove, don't be so peremptory, so rude, ye
know!"
"W-why !" gasped the amazed policeman.
"I want to know, don't ye know,"
said Chauncey, "if I can send a telegram,
bah J o\"e. ''
"Yes," growled the other. "That is,
if you've any money.''
Chauncey pulled out his "roll," which
had been missed when they searched him,
and tossed a five dollar bill carelessly to
the man.
"Take that," said he. "Bah Jove, I
don't want it, ye know. Come now,
write what I tell you."
The man took the bill in a hurry and
drew out a pencil and notebook, while
Chauncey's two fellow prisoners stared
Chauncey dictated with
anxiously.
studied scorn and indifference.
"Am-arreste d," said he, "for-burglary-ye-kn ow."
The policeman wrote the "ye know,"
obediently, though he gasped in amazement and muttered "lunatic."
"Under-nam e- of -Peter-Sm ith-
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- - Stre~t-station. Com€-instant ly.
Chauncev."
"Who. shall I .send it to?" inquired the
"stenographe r."
"Let me see," Chauncey mused. "Bah
Jove, not to fawther, ye know. They'd
see the name, ruin the family reputation
A deuced mess! Oh yes, bah Jove, I'll
have all me uncles, ye know! Ready
there? First, Mr. Perry Bellwood, - Fifth Avenue--"
"The deuce!" gasped the officer.
''Write what I say,'' commanded
Chauncey, sternly; ''and no comments!
Second, Mr. W. K. Vanderpool, - Fifth Avenue. Third-bah Jove-Mr.
W. C. Stickney, -.,--- Fifth Avenue.
Fourth--"
"How many do you want?" expostulated the other.
"Silence!" roared the "dude." "Do
as I say! I take no chances. Fourth, Mr.
Fifth Avenue.
Bradley-Marvi n,
And that'll do, I guess, ye know. Run
for your life, then, deuce take 1t, and I'll
give you another five if they get here in
a hawf hour, bah Jove."
There was probably no more amazed
policeman on the metropolitan force than
that one. But he hustled according to
orders none the less. Certainly there was
no more satisfied plebe in the whole
Academy class than Mr. Chauncey Van
Rem;ellaer Mount-Bonsal l of New York.
"It's ·all right now, bah Jove," said he.
"They'll be here soon."
And with those words of comfort
Chauncey subsided and was asleep from
sheer exhaustion two minutes later.
Though he slept, forgetful of the whole
affair, there were a few others who <lid
not sleep, messenger boys and millionaires especially.
The sergeant at the desk had had no one
but one "drunk" to register during the
next half hour, and so he was pretty nearly
asleep himself. The doorman was slumbering peacefully m his chair, and two
or three roundsmen and officers were
sitting together in one corner whispering.
That was the state of affairs in the - Street police station in the "Tenderloin,"
New York, when something nappened all
of a sudden that made everybody leap up
with interest.
A carriage came slamming up the
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street at race horse speed. Any one who
has lain awake at night, or rather in the
early hours of morning, when the city is
as silent as a ·graveyard, has noticed the
clatter made by a single wago11. An approaching tornado or earthquake could
not have made much more of a rumpus
than this one. The sergeant sat up in
alarm and the doorman flung upon the
door.and rushed out to see what was the
matter.
Thev were soon to learn-the driyer
yanked up his galloping horses directiy
in front of the building. At the same
instant the coach door was flung open
with a bang. It was an elderly gentleman who hopped. out, and he made a
dash for the entrance, nearly bowling the
doorman over in his haste.
Now it is not often that a "s"•ell
bloke" like that visits a station house
at such hours. The sergeant gazed at
him in alarm, expecting a burglary, a
murder, ur perhaps even a dynamite plot.
"What's the matter?" he cried.
The man dashed up to the desk, breathless from his unusual exertion.
"My boy!" he cried. "Where is he?"
"Your boy?" echoed the sergeant.
"Where is he? What on earth?"
The sergeant thought he had a lunatic
then.
"My boy!" reiterated the man excitedly. "Chauncey! He's a prisoner here!"
The officer shook his head with a puzzled look.
"I've got nobody named Chauncey,"
said he. ''You've come to the wrong
place.''
The man happened to think of the
telegram; he glanced at it.
"Oh, yes," he cried, suddenly. "I
forgot. Peter Smith is the name he gave.
You've a Peter Smith here!"
The sergeant gazed at the excited man
in indescribable amazement.
"Peter Smith!" he stammered. "Why,
yes. But he's a tramp. ~e's arrested for
burglary, and--"
The strange gentleman was evidently
angry at having been stirred out of bed
so early in the morning. Moreover he
was insu1ted at the. outrageous idea of his
nephew's being in a common prisonhouse as a burglar. Altogether he was

mad through, and didn't take the trouble
to be cautious.
"Let him out this instant, I say," he
"How dare
demanded, indignantly.
you--''
Now the sergeant was a pompous individual and he had 110 idea of beiug
"bossed" like that by any one, whoever
he might be, least of all in the presence
of his men. Moreover, he was an Irishman, and this angry individual's superior
way got him wild.
"Who the deuce are you?" he demanded, with more conciseness than
courtesy.
"I'm Perry Bellwood," said the other
with just as much asperity. "And what
is more--"
"Who in thunder is Perry Bellwood?"
roared the sergeant.
That took all the wind out of the
elderly and aristocratic gentleman's sails.
"You don't know Perry Bellwood?" he
gasped. "Perry Bellwood, the banker!"
"Never saw him," retorted the sergeant.
"And you won't release my nephew?"
I won't release your
"No, sir,
nephew!" roared the officer, hammering
on his desk for emphasis. "I wouldn't
release him for you or any other banker
in New York, or the whole crowd of
them together. Do you hear that? I'd
like to know what you think a police
sergeant is, anyhow. A nice state of
affairs it would be if I had to set loose
every burglar and murderer in prison because of some man who thinks he owns
the earth because he is a banker."
The sergeant was red in the face from
anger as he finished this pointed declaration. Mr. Bellwood was pacing up· and
down the room furiously. He turned
upon the man suddenly when be finished.
"I'll bet you all I uwn," he said, "that
you'll do as I say, and in an hour, t0o."
"And I'll bet you my job I don't,"
snapped the sergeant. "I'll ::.ee who's
running this place--"
By that time the outraged banker had
made a dash for his carriage. The outraged sergeant planked himself down on
his chair and gazed about him indignantly.
'· The very idea!" vowed he. "The
very idea! That fellow talked to me as
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if he were the mayor. I'd a good mind
to lock him up. I wouldn't let those
burglars loose now for all Fifth Avenue."
He was gi\'.en a chance to prove that
last assertion of his, a good deal more of
a chance than he expected when he made
it. He had hardly gotten the words out
of his mouth, and the rattle of the carriage had not yet died away before another one dashed up to the door.
The sergeant thought it was the same
fellow back, and he got up angrily. The
door was flung open and in dashed another man, even more aristocratic in bearing than the other.
"My name is Mr. Stickney," said he,
gravely, "and I've come--"
''I suppose you want to raise a rumpus
about that confounded Chauncey, too!"
cried the sergeant, getting red to the ends
of his whiskers.
"W -why ! What's this?" gasped the
astonished millionaire.
"And I suppose you want me to let
him go, don't you?"
"W-why !" gasped the astonished
millionaire again. "What--"
"Well, if you do you might as well
understand that I don't;_ mean to do it.
And you needn't be wasting any breath
about it either. I've stood about all of
this I mean to stand from anybody. I
don't set my prisoners loose for the devil
himself, and I won't for you. ' Now
then!"
It would be difficult to describe the
look of amazement that was on the dignified Mr. Stickney's face. He stared,
and then be started again.
"Why, officer!" said he.
"I'm
sure--''
"So'm I!" vowed the sergeant. "Dead
sure! And all your talk won't change
the fact~ either, that Peter Smith, or
Chauncey, or whoever he is, stays where
he is till morning. And the sooner you
realize it the better.''
The millionaire stared yet half a minute more, and then he whirled about on
his heel and strode out, without another
word.
"I'll see about this," said he.
The sergeant did not return to bis seat;
he was too mad. He pranced up and
do':l'n the room like a wild man, v.owing
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vengeance on all the dudes and bankers
in existence.
"I wonder if any more of them are
coming," exclaimed he. "By jingo, I
just wish they would. I'm just in the
humor-gee whiz!"
It was another! Yet older and more
sedate than either of the others he
marched in and gazed haughtily about
him.
"I've a nephew--" he began; and
there he stopped.
"Oh!" said the sergeant. "You have!
Get out!"
''Why-er--''
"Get out!"
"What in--"
"Do you hear me? Get out of here, I
say! Not a word, or I'll have you-ah!
I wonder if there'll be any more of 'em."
This last was a chuckle of satisfaction
as millionaire No. 3 fled precipitately.
The sergeant rubbed his hands gleefully.
This sport bid fair to last all night, he
realized to his great satisfaction as he
faced about and waited.
He was waiting for number 4 to show
up. He was getting madder still and this
time he. was fingering his club suggestively. At tbe very first gleam oj a white
shirt front he drew it and made a dash
for the door.
It wa·s Mr. Vanderpool, number 4.
"Get out!" said the irate sergeant,
menacingly, and he swung up his
weapon. The gentleman thought he had
met with a maniac; he gave one glance
and then made a dash for the carriage.
The officer faced about, repiaced hi~ club,
and softly murmured "next."
But the "next" never came. The
sergeant got weary of pacing about and
finally sat <lown again. A half hour
passed amt he began to doze; the fun for
that night was over, thought he, and
laughed when he thought how mad he
had been.
"l 'd just like to see any Fifth Avenue
dudes running this place," he muttered.
"I never heard of snce a piece of impertinence in my life!"
Through all this the plebes were peacefully sleepi11g. What poor Chauncey
would have done if he had seen his four
uncles insulted by that irate policeman is
left to the imagination of the reader. It
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would most infallib ly have been the death
of Chaunc ey, and so perhaps it is just as
well that he didn't awaken .
The clock over the st?.tion house door
was at three. It will be rememb ered that
the train left at three-th irty. The only
train that could possibly save those unfortuna te plebes. Three- thirty was the
time the ferry boat left. But the station
house was two miles and more from the
ferry slip. Altoget her things were getting
very interest ing. For the sergean t dozed
on, an<l the prisone rs slept on and the
clock went on to three-fi fteen. It was a
wonder l\lark Mallory <lidn't have a nightmare.
It is of the nature of thunder -bolts to
strike swiftly. There is no parleyi ng, no
stoppin g for introdu ctions, no delays.
Therefo re there will be none in describ ing what happen ed next.
The sergean t sat up with a start; so
did the doorma n, and so did everybo dy
else in the place. There was the rattle
of another carriag e!

CHAP TER V.
THE END OF IT ALL.

The sergean t had gotten over his anger,
bnt he meant to be consiste nt, all the
sa'me. If this ,was another one of those
"bloate d aristocr ats" he'd better look out
for trouble , that was all.
The carriage drew up in the usual
fashion , the sergean t seized his club.
There was a flash of white shirt front
and the sergean t made a leap for the
door. The next momen t he stagger ed
back as if he had been shot. It was
l\Iillion aire No. r, hatless and-bre athless,
almost coatless and senseless, <lragging in
his wake- the captain of the precinc t!
The sergean t saluted and gasped.
"I told you," crieil Million aire No. I.
"You'v e a prisone r here named
Smith? " cried the captain .
"Er-y es," stamme red the sergean t.
"Send him here, quick !1 r ·
The poor officer was too much amazed
and thunder struck to be chagrin ed at his
defeat. He made a rush for the cell;
shouted to the prisone rs; and half a minnte later Chaunc ey, green August overco;:it and all, was in his uncle's arms.

The sergean t turned to the smiling
police captain .
"Allow me to prese nt--"
He was interrup ted by a yell; Chauncey had glanced :1p at the clock.
"Good Heaven s!" he cried. "We've
ten minute s to make the train!"
Chaunc ey, aristocr atic and Chester fieldian Chaunc ey, alas, I blush to record
it, had forgotte n in one instant that there
was such a thing on earth as a rule of
etiquett e. He forgot that there was such
a person on earth as a police captain .
He never even looked at him. His two
friends at his side he made one wild dash
for the door.
He was not destine d to get out of it,
howeve r. During the excitem ent no one
had noticed the approac h of anothe r carriage. There was the flash of anothe r
white shirt front ::;1nd in rushed Million aire No. 2.
No. 2 had the chief of police!
"Yon 've a prisone r here named
Smith --" cried the latter excited ly.
"Rele ase--"
Just then the million aire caught sight
of Chaunc ey, and again there were handshakes and dpologi es, another skurryi ng
toward the door.
"I can't stop, I tell you !" roared
Chaunc ey. "I'll miss the train- anick bah Jove, ye know, I'll be ruined !--''
There was anothe r clatter of wheels at
the <loor.
"Good graciou s!" gasped the unfortu nate cadet. "It's somebo dy else! Bah
Jove! Deuce take the luck!"
Nothin g has been sai<l of the unfortu nate sergean t during this. He was leaning against his desk in a state of collapse .
Million aire No. 3 had entered the room.
Million aire No. 3 had a police commis sioner!
"You'v e a prisone r here named
Smith, " cried he. "Rele ase--"
This time the plebes were despera te.
They could stand it no lon~er. Chaunc ey
had forced his way to the door and made
a dash for one of the carriage s.
"Driv e--" he began, and then he
stopped long enough to see another carriage rnsh up-Mil lionair e No. 4. Milliona e No. 4 had somebo dy-Cha un,cey
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didn't know who. But the agonized
sergeant did.
It was no less a personage than His
Honor, the Mayor.
(His Honor the Mayor was mad, too,
and you may bet the sergea11t caught it.)
With that 1.rnr three friends had nothing to do. They had piled into the carriage, Millionaire No. 1 with them, and
likewise the captain, to make sure that
they weren't arrested for fast driving.
And away they rattled down the street.
"Christopher Street-seven minutes!"
roared Chauncey. "For your life-bah
Jove!"
After which there was fun to spare.
New York streets aren't made for race
tracks, and the way that carriage swayed
and bumped was a caution. The driver
had taken them at their word and was
~oing for dear life. ~rhree times the captain had to lean out of the window to
quell some puliceman who was shouting
at them to slow up.
As for the plebes, there was nothing
for them to do but sit still and wait in
trembling anxiousness. Chauncey's uncle
had a watch in his hand with the aid of
which he told off the streets and the
seconds.
"If we make it," said he, "we won't
have ten seconds to spare. Faster, there,
faster!''
The poor cadets nearly had heart failure at that.
"lf we miss it," groaned Mark, "we
are gone forever. The whole story '11
come out and we'll be expelled sure as
we're alive. What time did you say it
was?"
"Drive, there, drive!" roared Chauncey.
All things come to an end. Those
that haven't will some day. It seemed an
age to the suffering plebes, but that drive
·was over at last. And the end of it was
so terrible that they would have preferred
the suspense.
The carriage was yanked up and
hronght tp stop in front of the ferry
gates just as the boat was gliding from
her slip.

The look that was upon the faces of
the three would have moved a Sphinx to
tears. They sank back in the carriage
and never said one word. It was all over.
West Point was gone. To the three that
meant that life was no louger worth tii~
living.
It seemed almost too terrible to be
true'. Mark Mallory pinched himself to
make sure he was alive; that all this
dream had rea1ly happened, that he really
was beyond hope.
And then suddenly the police captain
gave vent to a startled exclamation and
whacked his knee.
''-Desbrosses street!" he roared to the
startled driver, and an instant later the
carriage was speeding away down along
the wharves.
Where they were going, or why, none
of them had the least idea, except the
captain; and he said nothing. ThP. trip
was a short one, only three or four blocks.
~ t the end of it he sprang from the carnage.
"Quick, quick!" he cried, and made a
dash for one of the piers.
The rest did not need to be urged to
follow. They beat the captain there in
their haste. For they saw then where he
was going; a police tug was lying at the
wharf.
"Quick!" roared the captain, leaping
a.board. "Follow that ferry!"
And half a minute later the engines of
the tug were throbbing and the tug was
sweeping out into the river.
1
A few minutes after that there were
three tough-looking tramps contentedly
dozing in a Pullman car of the West
Shore express.
The same three sneaked into Camp
McPherson at the vcrv moment when
Cadet Corporal Vance (~f the Bull Harris
gang) wa's superintendin g the loading of
the reveille gun.
Which was the end of the adventure.
[THE END.]

The next West Point novelette will be
entitled "Defending His Honor; or, Mark
Mallory's Danng," by Lieutenant Frederick Garrison, 1J. S. A.
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The Giant Islanders of Tiburon.
(Copyrighlecl, American Publishers' Corporation).

CHAPTER I.
VISITORS

IN THE

NIGHT.

HO'S there?" demanded Landy Ridgefield .
l"le raised himself in bis bed, an:!
list1med for an answer, but bis question brought back no response.
Landy bad waked some time in the
night, and he had no idea whether it
was e'lrly iu the morni11g or the night, for he was
usually a sound sleeper. He listened very attentively
for a couple of minutes, for it was strongly impres e.i
upon his mind that some unusual sound bad roused
him from bis slumbers.
Landy was nbt au alarmist, but he could not divest
himself of the idea that something out of the common
coul'se was going on in the house, aPd when he failed
to bear any sound, be got out of bed and went to the
window.
Though it was very dark, be made out the outline of
a bnmnn form, moving on the driveway whicb led
from the street to the rear of the house. The figure
was hal'flly large enough to be~ full-grown 111an,
tbough it was large for a boy of sixteen,_ and be woP1iered who it could ne that hart any busrness m tbe
vicinity of his father's bonse at that un~eemly hour,
whatever the clock might indicate as the time of
night.
While he was looking at this form and wondering
who owned it he heal'd another souud, wbicb attracted
his attention,' for it seemed to be in the bou~e.
.
It was like the creak of some of the woodwork m the
building lllore likely to be the stairs under the pressure
of footst'eps tua11 unything else he could think of,
and he went to the door of his room, whicb ope11ed out1
into the entry, where tbe staircase leading to the main
ball below was located.
If he bad 11ot seen the figure of the fellow out on the
driveway, be could easily bave believed that some
one of the family was siC'k, or had got up for a drink
of water, or for some other purpose.
The door of Landy's chan1her was not locked, or
eveu entirely closert, for Channelport, where he ·lived,
wus a VPry quiet plAce, and everybocly went to her! by
nine o'clock in the eveuing, and got up as soon as it was
daylight.
Such a thing as a robbery, a burglary, or even a
theft, was almost unkuown, a11d locks were not articles of much consequence, tbougb as Landy's father
was tbe master of a large schooner, he bad been 11 way
enougl1 to learn the ways of civ_ilizatiou, and was always particular to bave his onts1rle doors and wmdows
on tbe grounrt floor closed and fastened.
Perhaps bis was almost the 011ly h0use in town that
was thus secured at night, ~.url people laughed at the
captain for the caution be manifested.
Landy passed tbr0ugh the llalf-open door into the
ball ancl there he liste11efl again but he was unahle to
dete~t any repetition of the sound which bad attracted
bis attention.
The 11oise like the creaking of the stairs could not
have been made by the fellow •Jut in tbe drh-eway,
and it was patent to. tbe comprehension of Landy that
some one w·ho did not belong there was in the house.
He returned to his f'lrn111hPr and proceeded to dress himself. As be bad spent a considerable portion of his life

on board of bis fllther's vessel, this was not a forniidable undertaking, and liis toilet was made illside of
thirty seconds.
He put on bis socks, but be put one of his s~oes into
the side pocket Oil each side of his coat, for be desired
to move without expo i11g bis presence to the night
visitor in tbe house.
Perhaps it would lia'i"e been quite i11 order for him
to bave been alar111ed un1ler tbe circm11sta11ces, a11d
very likely if be bad Jb·ed in a locality less re111ote
from tbe centers of enlightened existence, the occas11111
might have made a heavy de111a11d uµon bis courage.
Landy was not at all alar111ed, thougb Le Imel\ tb11t
bis father bad valuable papers in the apartn1ent directly below his own, 1111d e,-en kept considerable sums
of m :mey at times in tbe tin trunk in bis desk.
It looked to him more as though some rogue bad emba1·ked upon a practical joke. or at worst was i11tent
upon some sort of mischief, rather than upon a serious
crime.
Landy proceeded just as though he expected to entrap some trickster wgaged in armnging a bucket of
water so lbat it wClulrt fall over and duck a member of
tbe family, or sbut up an owl in the pantry, or some
equally brilliant experiment to annoy or frighten tbose
wbo Ii ved in tbe house.
He walked to the rear of the ball as lightly as though
he bad been one of the opPrato1·s iustead of acting on
police duty, and not a board creaked under bis feet to
betray bis presence to tbe persou who bad evidently
descender! the stairs.
As he approacbe1l the landing of the stairs. he felt a
strong blast of ccld air, which could only come from
tbe chilly atmosphere outside of the house, and be was
imme<liately assured that the intruder bad come in Rt
tbe window wbicb opeued upon the woodshed in tbe
rear.
The window was open, and that settled the q uestion
in his mind beyond a doubt, that tbe vi itor bad eutered tbe house in this manner and it was easy enough
to get Oil the roof of the shed, which was flat enough
to allow one to walk upon it without any difficulty.
Landy stopped a minute or two to tldnk, and he was
still more intent upon knowing ~·ho tbe intrncler was
than upou preventing him from doiug whatever mischief he had in his 111i11d .
As the result of bis deliberation, be got out of tbe
window on tbe roof of the shed. walked to tbe farther
end of it in his stocking feet, and tben descended to
tbe ground upon the grape vine trellis.
At this point he put 011 his shoes, e'l'en before be h11d
wet his feet on the moist ground, for be was not zealous enough in his undertakhig to spoil bis socks, or to
1·isk taking a cold by exposure.
His first business was to investigate the fellow he
had seen in the nrivewoy, and wheu he bad done tbot,
there would be tin1e enough for him to attend to the
'l'isitor in the house.
Passrng around the woodsben, he reached tbe end of
the main liouse, anrl took a positron at the corner
.vbere he coula see the outsider wben he appeared
agnin,
But the sentinel, as he appeared to he, did not show
himself. Land~· picked up a short cart stake that lay
near him, and then went out iuto the driveway hut he
had hardly time to do so before be discovered tbe sentinPI nenr the gnte on the st1·ept.
The outsider saw bin1 at tbe same moment, and
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will be as bard to sbut this wndow as it is to open it.
when be was not within fifty feet of the house he
I have got things all ready here for the end of the
halted, and when Landy began to move rapidly toward
whole thing," continued tbe insider.
him the .sentin.,1 took to his heels, and ran down the
"What have you got ready?" asked Landy, at a venstreet with all bis might.
ture, though be realized th4t it was a dangerous quesThe captain's son was not willing t0 lose both birds
by running after one of them, aud at this moment be
tion for him to ask.
"Tbe papers I brought with me, you know, and the
noticed that the front winnow of his father's office was
other stuff," replied the other, with even more caution
slowly and cautiously opened, so as not to alarm aily
occu pau t of the house.
than usual.
Landy did not know, and be had not the least idea
Laudy concluded that the insi<ler had completed the
.irrangement of liis trap, or had done the mischief be I what the fellow in the house had been doing but lie
bad to repress his eager desire for knowledge urn.ler
came to do and all he had to do uow was to make his
tbe present circu1nstances.
escape without betrayiug himself to any one.
''I don't waut to make any noise. But I will band
As the bottom of the window was about four feet
you tbe box, aud then I will go upstafrs, and get out
a.hove the ground, Landy thought the intrnder woulri
that way,'' continued tbe insider, as he left tl.Je wincome out feet first, turn over on his stomach, and tben
'" hang oft"' as be dropped to the solid tlarth.
dow.
The box I Landy wondered what he meant by this,
The captain's son arranged a programme of his own
and be began to have son1e doubts in regard to tbe
operations in the capture of the visitor, and 1.Je was
mission of the fellow in the house, tboug b he was
only sorry that ho bad not brought a line to tie him
rea<ly to take tbe box, whatever it might be, and to
with as soon as htl got hold of bis legs, for it did not
occur to him that he would have any difficulty in bagtake good care of it.
''Here 1t is," whispered the insider, passing someging his game.
thing out of thll window and holding it witbin reach
Just at that important moment, when everything
of tbe other.
was in excellent train for the capture of the intrude1d·
Landy was afraid he might show bis face or his bat,
Landy f.elt a strong inclination to sneeze as he crucbe
and he kept his bead down when he reached up for
·under tbe window. ·
the box , which he took, and drew back as quickly as
Possibly grandmother had upset her snuff-box on
the window stool in one of her visits, and be had inhe could.
"Go out to the back of the house, anrl wait there till
haled some of the pungent powder; at any rate, be
I get out," said the intruder, as be released bis hold
wanted to sneeze and though he rubbe<l bis nose, and
on the hox. "Miud what you are about, for there may
!ltruggle1l to repress it, th" explosion came in spite of
be hundreds of dollars iu this tin thing to say notbiug
hi111, aud was all the more noisy because he trie<l to
of the papers, wliicb are worth ten times as much as
choke it of!'.
tho money. If you see anybody about the house, run
"What are yon about, Livy?" rl'!manded tbe insider
as fast as you can to tbe wharf, and don't let any one
at the window, in a vigorous whisper and it was plain
enough that tbe sneeze bad informe<l bim of the
see you."
"All right," replied Landy, as be made all possible
proximity of his associate, as he took the sneezer to
baste to obey as much of the order as he thought
be.
"l couldn't help it," pleaded Lan•ly, willing to
proper.
But b'e went no farther tban the corner of the house,
take up the cue given by the other, in as loud a
for just tben, with the box iu bis possession, he was
whisper as that of the insider.
·
not so anxious as be had been to get bold of the iuAs the visitor spoke in a whisper, Landy found it
qnite impossible to identify bim by his voice, and he
trurter. ·
was as mnch in the dark as though the fellow bad not
In fact, a thorough and racliCal change bad come
spoken at all.
over his views, and be was almost paralyzed when be
"Yon will blow the whole thing, Livy, if you <lon't
realized what the fellow in the house had been doing.
mind what yon are about," continued the insid'lr,
He wlls not tt< practical joker, an<! he bad not thought
whom the sneeze bad evidently disgusted •
of setting any trap, or of fixing a bucket of water so
.Who was Livy? He was the outsider who ha<l run ' that it would duck on oue of the family, for his busiaway on the first appearance of Landy; hut the latter
ness was of a vastly more serious nature.
was cnnlid'ent there was no person in Uhannelport pf
The article the insider bad banded to him was the
t,bat name.
tin trunk of his father that contained his supply of
"l conlrin't help sneezing," repeated Lan<ly, as the
ready money. and all his valuable papers, which tbe
only answer it was pru<lent for bim to 111ake.
operator declared were worth ten times as much as the
"Have you seen a light at any of the windows?"
money.
rontinned the stranger in the office.
Landy was throughly aroused by the disrovery be
"Not a light."
had ma<le, anrl be hardly thought for the moment of
Landy thought he asked very unnecessary questions,
catching the burglar, as he proved to be, for he was
hut felt obh_ge<l to humor him, and gave all the inforbur<lened with anxiety for the safety of the tin trunk.
!nation ~skei:l for in a whisper energetic euough to
At the end of the house to which be retreated was a
make himself beard.
door leading into the cellar, consisting of two parts,
"Look abont the house again, and make sure tl1at no
slanting down from tbe sill of tbe building.
one is stirring," said tbe insider.
Though these doors were fastened on the inside,
Lan<ly was a good sailor for his years, and he felt
Lanrly knew a way to open them on the outside, by
eompelled to obey orders, at lea•t in appearance , so
sticking his knife through the crack where tbey came
he went as far as the corner of the house, though he
together. Lifting one of them, be reached the steps,
rl i1l not remoYe bis gaze from the front office window
and descending, closed it behind him an<l then he felt
for an instant.
that be and the trunk were both safe in the cellar,
The other fellow might come back, or the one in the
where he lost no time depositing"tbe valuable box in a
1ouse might jump out if he relaxed his vigilance, and
closet in which was no wmdow.
ue was determine<l not to let tl.Je second of the couple
The trunk was now safe, at least for tbe present,
an<l be felt as though he shoul<l like to know who had
dSCape.
He remained at the corner a few minutes and then
been engaged in the huisness of stealing it.
returned to the front of the honse, where he 'found that
Taking of!' bis shoes, be put them in his side pockets
the insider was still at work on the sash, which did
again, and crept softly up the cellar stairs .to the
not appear to move freely within the stops.
kitchen, into which they led, an<l though he listened
He kept close to the front of the house so that tbe
with all bis ears, he could not hear a sound.
He ha<l left the inside burglar in the office, and be
operator could not see him, a11d then resnme<l his
former position under the winnow, but he took care to
thought he must still be tbere; but bis attention was
make just noise enough to apprise the other of bis repersently attracted by a strong smell of smoke.
turn.

'A II quiet,'' said he, when the principal appeared
to take uo notice of bis presence.
'·I can't get this window open enough to let me
out," returned the operator, in a tone which indicated
bis vexation at tbe obstaclE>.
"Go to another, then," snggesterl Landy.
"I want to put things just as I found them and it

CHAPTER II.
THE INTRUDER IN THE CAPTAIN'S OFFICE.

By this time Landy Ridgefield believed that the intruder who bad hancle<l him the tin trunk of his father
was capuble of any crime it was possible for him to
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tention to the author of the villajuy, whose evil in•
commit, and the smell of smoke was suggestive of a
tentions he had bee11 straugely aule to frustrate.
calamity of some kind.
He ope11ed a window to let out the smoke which had
He !Jastened from the kitchen to the ball, where the
caused bi111 110 little weepiug as he extiuguislied the
odor of tbe smoke was more aµparent; a1Hl at first be
fire, and he had C"lose<l thu door after hi111 when he
thought of calling his father; whose room was on the
canre iu so that the smoke should not get into other
lower floor opposite the kitchen.
parts of the I.rouse.
But bis mother was not in good health just then,
Picking up bis shoes, which he bacl taken from bis
and be did not wish to alarm her with a story of fire
poclrnts while putting out the fire, he put them there
and burglars until it should be absolutely uecessary to
aud weut out iuto the hall.
aguiu,
selfgreat
"itb
mall
young
a
was
do so; and Landy
Though it has takeu some time to tell what Lanlly
reliance . He did not believe tbe author of all the misdid after be got possessiou of the trunk, aud when hE
cl ief bad bad time to get out of tile house, and he was
discovered the fire, ouly a few minutes had beeu occu·
disposed to use all reasonable caution, especially as he
since be left the window at the front of the house;
place,
pie~
safe
a
in
was
truuk
tiu
the
that
now
desired,
anrt he thought the operntor could uut have gone a
to lay bands on the villain.
great way iu this time, eveu if he had succeeded iu get·
He looked auout him in the hall, but he could not
tiug out of the house .
see the intruder in the darkness, if he was there, and
be
Laudy weut upstairs, aud fouud that the window in
which
of
door
the
office,
the
to
way
be made his
tbe rear of the hall had beeu closed, indicating that
found closed. WbeJJ be opened it be found the room
the rascal had made his escape us be had said be
full of smoke, aud saw a urigbt blaze rising froru the
should. It would be a waste of precious time to open
floor under his father's desk.
re·
in
the wiudow and follow the intruder over the roof. and
doubt
of
particle
a
have
longer
He could IJO
he rushed downstairs as rapidly as he could moYe bis
gard to the wicked intentions of the scouudrel who bad
nimble feet and weut out of the house at the back door.
entered the house, for be had JJOt only' robbed it of
He saw a dark form at the end of the barn, though
tile most valuable article it contaiJJed, but be had
it was not in motion and the owner of it seenrecl to be
kindled a fire which was to destroy the building .
looking about him. As the fellow aid not offer to run
Landy did JJOt stop an iustnnt to consider what the
away, Landy concluded that be had not been seen or
burglar iutended to do, or to measure bis purpose in
heard, as be was not likely to be with the dark outline
setting fire to the house, for the flame was iucreasiug
of the uouse behind him.
in volume, and it would soon be beyond bis control.
Stepping back to the shed into which the back door
The blaze rose from a small heap of combustibles
opened, be felt arouud for a coat and bat on the nails
piled up under the desk, upon which had ueen pla~ed
pamof
lot
a
where they usually hung, and though be found his
what would burn in the room, including
overcoat, his hat was not there . But the heavy woolen
phlets and newspapers. Witllout consulting the peril to
hood wbich his mother used wbeu sbe stepped out for
bis fingers, the captnin 's son gathered up the burning
a moment was thern, and be put that 011 1 for be wa!l
objects, and threw them into the large brick fireplace,
not a dandy and he did not expect. to encomrter tho
which was only about three feet distant.
best soci ty ot Channelport at that hour of the uight.
With the large fire shovel on the hearth be removed
Taking a position outside of tbe door, he sn w the
every particle of material that would burn, and then
dark form moviug about, as though the proprietor of.
rubbed down the leg of the desk which had taken fire
it was searc~ i ug for something; and Laudy rememwith a newspaper, till not a spark could be seei':i.
bered that be had told him, his associate, to wait for
The room was brilliantly lighted by tbe blaze from
him iu the rear of the house.
the burning mass in tbe fireplace, and if tbe burglar
The p rrncipal was looking for bis com)Janion in inwas at that moment in sight of the frout of the house,
iquity, aud as be had committed the valuable tin trunk
be might readily have supposed that bis attempt to
to his care, be undoubtedly felt a deep interest in asburn the mansion was ent1rnly successful.
certaining what had become of bi111.
The blazing material consisted of a considerable
Landy waited till he heard the clock in the kitchen
quantity ot pine sticks, which burned as though' they
strike three; and still the villaiu 111ai11tai11ed bis ground
had been soaked in k~rosene or turpentine; and the
night visitor must have brought them in his pock- • somewhere in the vicinity of the barn, evidently expecting his confederate would put in an appe\l,rauce.
ets.
Landy could not stand this stupid delay, Trnd when
There was a pitcher of water on the table, which his
he cousidered what he should do to break up the monot
father bad prohahly brought in the night before, for
ony of tile situation a bright thought came to him.
he bad spent the evening iu his office; and Landy
He went to the cellar and brougbt up the tin trunk,
poured what remained of its contents on the floor an(!
and with this in his hand he kuocked at the door of his
the legs of the desk to make sure that no fire lingered
room so v igorously that he was promptly an ~
fatber·'s
there.
swered by t he appearance of the captain at the door.
Wlieu be bad done this be felt that bis work for
(TO BE CONTINUED),
the present was done in the house, and be turned his at-

UNDER THE SHADOW.
The Story of a Brave Boy's Adventure in a Chinese Siege.
By GORDON ROBERTS.

m
.

STRANGE little c6mpany was making its
way one summer afternoou along the
dusty, narrow road that separ ates the
town of Yen-wba from the banks of the
'l'sien-tang. From the squalid buildings
that lined the route on either hand, silent figures issued-squat, pig-taiJAd, almond-eyed and olive-skinned- to gaze with unfriendly
glunces upon the two white men who strode past in
cornpany with a Ind of the same detestable complexion,
1md followed by a couple of servants of the trne Ce{estinl shade.
' "They don't look very gla d to see us, Mr.

Vaughan," remarked the younger of the white m1Jn
with a laugh . "We may have a bit of a dust-up yet
before we reach Shanghai . We must surely be out of
old Hung ' s dominions by now I"
His companion glanced about him auxiously. "When
my boy and I left the Tsan mission," be said, "I bad
positive news tbat the 'l'ni-Piugs wer~ driven back beyond this district, or I should never have venturPdaltbongb whilst we stayed at Tsau our Jives were daily
.
in peril."
At that moment the missionarv-for such be was,
it from his rough
guessed
have
never·
would
you
though
travelrng dress-was joiJJed by his sou.
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"Father! ; ' cried the boy exciteilly. "Ah Sin has
jnst been talkiug to a wea\·e1· at that funny little
house with the reJ paper over the cloo1", and the weaver
told hilll that tbEI Tai-Piugs captured the town tbree
weeks ago, and drove the eneiuy across the Tsieu-tang .
He said, too, that in a few days there is sure to be
more fighting!" .
His eyes sparkled witb excitemen t, 1111d seeing that
his fatller lookei.1 grave, be turned for sy1npathy to the
other. "\Vouldu't it be fun, Mr. Arl'l10r?"
"Sooner be excused, thanks," retut'lled Mr. Archer,
briefly. "You forget bow the rebels hate white men-and especially since ti1e Emperor bas brought so many
white officers to lend his soldiers against thelll. Colonel
Gordon has beaten the Tai-Pings so often, after their
many victories, that they llate the sight of n white
face for his sake. Passports 01· 110 passports, we may
get into serious trouble at any lllinute."
"What is our best course, then?" asked Mr.
Vaughan, wondering who tbis chnnce CO!llpaniou or
his, whom he bud met on his way to the coast, llligbt
be.
"We must get past this town and cr oss the rebel lines
before nuy fightiug begins again,'' said Archer with
emphasis. "T!Jese Orieutals don't !Jnrry themselves , or

"Keep with me," said Ab Si11 in bis own tongue;
"tbere n.ay be troublEI, and I have frieud s here."
Bertie promised to do so, and was ' wat<'hing tl!e
seen:ingly endless ranks go by, when he heard a sudden roar frolll the crowd a few paces off-a boar8e,
savage note that chilled his blood-and ~aw his father
and Mr. Archer struggling a1nidst the mob. He wnultl
have fought bis way toward them, but Ah Sin clung
to him and kept him still.
"You can do thelll 110 good," said the servant.
"Tue mob will kill you before yon reach tl.ie111. See,
here come the soldiers to arrest them."
Iu fact, a dozen soldiers, under the direction of au
officer who wore a long sword 011 eitller hip, rushed
upon tl1e infuriate<! crowd, aurl with I<icks and blows
drove thein off the two Englishme n. The soldiers pla<'ed
themselves round the pair; their officer spoke a few
words to Mr. Vaughau, who replied briefly and quietly; and as soon as tl!e 1·est of the troops had pasHed,
the two prisoners were marched Lack and disappeare d
with their escort througl1 the gate.
Bertie-wb orn Ah Sin had drawn into the deepest
sharlow of au empty hut·- would have followed his
father, but once more the servant restrained him.
"Peace,'' he said. "l will go into the town aud

\"AUlHIA:-. QUICKLY STULlCK UP HIS lOMPANION 8 Al<M

this Tai-Ping bnsiness could no't baYe gone on as long
as it has. Gnles~ Gordon pushes forward (which would
be just like him) we may reach Shanghai before anothPr shot is fired.''
They <lrPw near the main gate of Yen-wha as he
spoke . Ere they conlrl pass, an outburst of shrill,
harsh sounrl-wh ich it would be absurd to call musicrose within the town.
"Sounds like a rebel band,,. said Archer.
Instantly, from every house outside the walls the
people strenmed forth, massing into an immense
crewel that almost choked the narrow way. Wedged in
beyond the possihiltiy of escape, the little party of
strangers saw a long array of quilted and paddPd warriors, ar111ed with swords, giant bows and a few
muskets, issue towarci the111 from the gate.
If the road wus crowder! before, it was now packed
to the crn•hing point as the troops forced their way
through, driving the .tolid popnlace against the houses
to left nnrl right. Bertie Vaughan, separated from his
party hy the crm;h, was relie,·ed to find his fatl!er's
faithful servant by his side.

(puge

lili8) .

learn the news . Dwell you here till l return. r will
urge my friends inside the walls to give you sl!el ter
for a few days, and after ciark I will take you
there."
Ju 1· ain did Bertie pleacl in his best Chinese that he
too might enter the towu at once. Ah Sin was obdurate . He made the lad lie dowu in tl!e darkest cor.
ner of the hut ere be left bim.
Some hours later-endl ess hours of mental agony to
tl!e lonely , auxions boy, the &ervant glided into the
h ut and called him.
''All i~ ready,'' be saici; ''the gate will be closed
very soon. It is nearly dark; put on this hat and this
loose coat, and you may get through. It is your only
cbance-co rne.''
Mechanica lly the lad cJid as he wa~ dire~ted. Ah Sin
woulci answer 110 questions until they had passecl the
sentries at the gate anci were safely hidcien in a dirty,
foul-smelli ng, bare little room which his friend baci
con•ented to their occupying.
Then, at last, be spoke.
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"They were accused of being spies," be said; "they
are to be beheaded to-morrow morning I"

Meanwhile the two prisoJ10rs bad been bnrried
through the streets toward tbe hall where the rebel
wang (king) Chi-Ling sat in conclave with his officers.
"Vaughan," said bis companion, "I'm very sorry
you and I ever chummed up together, for I'm afraid
I have done for us botb.''
'What do you mean?' asked the missionary, dazedly.
"Only this-what that officer roared out is true; I
am a spy; I volunteered to get Colonel Gordon tidings
of the rel.Jels, and 1 woulrl have brought him back tbe
information he wants, if I bad bad luck. But that
officer was sent to Gordon a few months back to treat
for a truce between the Emperor's forces and tbe
rebels, and he saw me there, for I did tbe interpreting;
and now to-rlay, he recognized me. Of cour~e, it's
all up with me, but I'm awfully sorry for you."
The elder man bad faced death too often to dread it;
he grasped Archer's outstretched hand, tben broke out
into a cry of agony: "Obi my boy, my boy Bertie!"
lu the Chair of StE.te of tbe Council Chamber sat
tbe great Chi-Ling, leader (under Hung, the head
wallg) of the eastern division of the rebel army, with
his advisers about him.
•
Haled before his presence amid a babel of shouts and
cries, the two prisoners were not permitted to speak in
their owu defence. Their captor volubly descnbed his
recognition of A:rcber, the wang nodded IJis bead, ordPred tileir execution at daybreak, and motioned for
their removal.
Archer, who had stood motionless and imperturbable
amidst the uproar, took a quick step forward, shook
off the soldier who held him, drew a revolver, and
pointing it full at the rebel leader, firerl.
Had the bullet fouud its inteuded billet, that moment would have been the prisoner's last; but instinctively, quick as ligbtui11g, the missionary struck
up his desperate companion's arm, and the missile flew
high above the wang's head. A dozen swords flashed
out, but the leader imperiously ordernd tbem to be
sheathed; be wished to extract by torture all the information be could from the captives before puttiqg
them to death.
Kicked, half strangleil, spat upon, the doomed men
were dragged from the wang's presence, and cast,
heavily fettered into a pitcu dark, noisome cell below
tbe level of the courtyard, there to a wait the hour of
their execution.
That night the unhappy Bertie, tossing on bis mat in
bitterest agony, suddeuly leaped to his feet with a cry.
''Ah Siu, wake-I heard shots !1 ' be called out, kicking tbe stolid Celestial till he had aroused him from
his sleep.
Together they listened; yes, there could be no doubt
of it, the sharp rattle of rifle . volleys could be clearly,
though distantly, beard. It grew nearer as tbe slow
minutes passed, and soon tbe town was astir. Men were
beard shouting in tbe · darkness, pitch fires were
lighted, and troops went marching past.
A little while, and tbe uproar grew louder. Cries
anu gongs sounded, women were ga thering up their
infants and flying by tbe further gate; terrifieil children, wandering in the darkness, !eat their clamors to
the general dill. Ab Sin's generous ho~t burst iuto the
room wliere the former arnl bis young master stood listening.
"We are lo•tl" be crierl, "tbe Emperor's troops are
mnrcbiug on the town; tue sol<liers of the Grand Peactt
(Tai-Ping) are crowding ill tbroug-h the gate, many of
tuem sore wounded. The town will be besieged-I and
iny hou sebolrl fly I"
·
He was gone ere they could ask a questio11; they saw
him hurry past their open window-space, followerl by
his wifo aurl children, and join the surging mass of
fugitives tbat poured along the to1·ch-lit 11treet. Anrl
then, amid the crackle of musketry, they beard the
deeper booming 11oie of cannon and the shriek of shells
hurtling overheau.

"The siege is begun," tbougbf Bertie. Then in Chi
nese be said to bis faithful frielld, ''Where is my
father's cell? Let us go out and find it-perhaps we
may break it open!"
"I will go," replied Ab Sin; "the soldiers would
shoot you directly they saw your white face-and there
is light enough now,'' be added soberly.
There was indeed. The bursting shells had ignited
here anrl there a bamboo floor, a wooden roof, a flimsy
but or store; and the glow of their burning lit up the
streets with a weird and lurid glare as Ah Sin went on
bis perilous errand.
In half au hour he returned to report that the town
was empty of fugitives, that the soldiery were still
holding the walls-though it was rumoreu they were
wavering-and tbat be· bad seen a sentry posted before
the military prison, who bad told him th~re were two
"white devils" within it.
"IVtt must hasten there," said the boy, quivering
with excitement. "They may kill tbe prisoners before
retreating. Quick I sbow me the way!"
Followmg his native gmde, Bertie passed through
a network of narrow streets lit by tbe still augmeutiug
glare of the burning houses. Twice they IJad to take
refuge in one of the forsaken dwellings while a knot of
soldiers, nurny with bandaged beads or arms, ran past
tbem in full retreat. But at last these to, united in
tbttir common love of another, reached the prison
gates.
Tue sentry was still there, but on his face-dead I
A ruass of stone from a shattered cornice bad struck
him down. Not a living being was in sight; and though
tue devoted couple ran up and down the courtyard calling on the prisoner tbey sought, there was no voice in
reply, and the massive bars and cbuius of the prison
door defied their strength. Wearried with their efforts,
at length they sat down against a wall and waited
for what might buppttn. Tbe paved courtyard, lit by
the flickering glare of flaming houses, was silent; only
in the distance could be heard tbe terrible notes of
war, and sometimes a wall crashed down, shivered by
a bursting shell. The council bonse opposite tbe
watchers caught fire, and still they sat silent, waiting.
Tbe end came suddenly. A shell dropped upon the
p-risou roof, bouurled off, and fell upon tbe flagged
yard whttre they bad stationed themsel<"es. Instantly,
and as by instinct, they fell face forward and lay
prone. There was a long moment's suspense, a hol'rible roaring crash, and then-silence.
'\Vben Bertie reopened his eyes, a kind and handsome
face was bending over him; the face tbe world bas
learned to honor since then-the face of "Chinese Gordon."
"Why, my dear lad I" said be in amaze, "how on
earth came you here? But you're hu1·t1 1 feared at
first you were dead."
"My father!" moaned the larl. "In tbe prisonthere. " He motioned his bead toward the building.
"Tb ere? Why, we have made a hasty search but
could find no one tbere, and were about to leave it.
here's no time to lose; tbe whole town will soon be
ablaze."
He called a knot of Chinese soldiers, borrowed a
torch, and himself Jed them in a second and more
complete search. Five minutes, ten minutes, passer!,
then ibe party emerged, bearing with tbem Mr.
Vaughan and Mr. Archer.
Tbeir heavy irons removed, the rescued men were
able to walk, aurl learned what bad happened.
''And that's the larl that saved you," ended Colonel
Gordon, pointing to tue prostrate form of Bertie
Vauhan. 'He's in a bad way-struck on the bead by a
shell splinter; but, please Heaven, he'll pull through.
That Chinese lad beside him is dead though, poor fellow!"
Bertie Vaughan did "pull through," though it was
long before the shadow of death left his couch. He is
with bis regiment a colon el him"elf. But neither be
nor tbe two me11 whose lives he airled in saving will
ever ceaRe to rememher and revere the devoted,
he1·oic, and hapless ~h Sin.
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CHAPTE R JtXXIII.
THE CRUSOES.

m

OBINSON CRUSOE on his island in the far
Pacific had some ad\'antag es not enjoyed
by Amsted. }<,or not only was the former
owner of a gull and ammuniti on, but of
tools anu stores of various kinds fro111 tl10
wrecked vessels cast up on the island's
shore. But Ja111es Amsted possessed only
an Rxe an anger, a hunting knife, and some sail
needle; with the assistauce of which he had ruade
bi111self' as comforta ble as possible.
All these things Tom and Phil could realize to their
fullest extent after a fortnight had dragge<l slowly by.
Gould they have contrived to have built a boat
strong enough to resist the current, and capable of
propulsior ; bv oars, there might have been some hopes
of escape. "Desperat e as the veutnre might be, not
one of the three but would ha "e ~ willingly takeu the
chance of finding a plaee where they could "ru11" the
fall whose distant roar was ever in their ears, for the
sake of an escape from their inland prison.
But the blunted axe and a dull auger, even with the
aid of the hunting knife, wllich was in tolerable order,
were insufficie nt to this end.
This gloo111y dew of their own situation and things
in general was in To111's 111111d, as oue afternoo11 be
stoocl alone on the rocky point, 011 either si<le of which
the river was surging a11d dashing •vith a maddenin g
111onotony of sonnd.
His eyes were fixed on the dark water, as far up as
the wi11ding course of the river wo11ld permi.t. In
imaginati on he was going over some of the expPnenc es
of the previous ""eeks. He recalle<l the strange, solemn
appearan ce of El Pueblo Muerte. and the good pnest
with folde<l hauds sleeping his last sleep unrler the
shadow of the noss: tile dlsco>ery of tlie gold itsPlf,
and the subseque nt incidents down to the time when
Phil and bin1self were launched out into tbe rushing
current, as their captors supposed, to certain destruction.
"Not a gun hart they got-not a pistol to hoot,
And if they bad either, there's nothing to shoot.
Poor Roliiuson CrusoEl could builcl him a boat,
Yet bere we three Crusoes darnn't venture afloatTinky tauk tank-Tin ky tank tank,
Unfortuu ate Robinson Grusoe."
Of course it was Phil, who, in rather lugubriou s
tones, was singing the above pathetiC' rnfrain, as, having left bis father behind him, he saul!tere<l listlessly
towar<l bis friend.
"Oh, bold up, Phil, do!" irrital•ly exclaimed Tom,
who wa• in anything but a cheerful frame of mind.
Here Toni who while speaking hRd 11ot cbangecl the
direC'tion of bis gaze, stopped short.
"Bv Jove-tha t looks like a boat," he breathles sly
exclaimer l, pointing to a dista~tt object far up the
stream.

Mr. Amsted, who had just joined them, uttered a
low exclamati on, and, sharliug bis eyes with bis hand,
stal"€d fixedly at the object pointed out by Tom, while
Phil's parted lips and quickened Lreatbing showed bis
inward exciteme nt.
"lt is a boat-anc l there are men-whi te men-in
it!,)
For the swift current had swept it rapidly down toward them, as tbey stood gazing at the unexpecte d
sight. They could see a tall form in the stern, handling a steering oar, while two were sitting a111idsllips
with oars, in readiness to pu!J ill ei'tller direction in
case of boulders iu tbeir track.
On! with more tban 1·ace-hors e speed, came tbe
boat! Would it pa's the island on one sitie or the other,
borne 011 by the resistless current? Wildly the three
swung their arms-fo r there wasn't a hat, or even a
substitute for 011e, in the party.
Yes-than k Heaven! The boat's bow swung into the
edr1y tide. Two more men rose from tile bottom of the
craft, an<l, impelled by four pairs of strong arms its
keel grated on the pebbly beach.
The stPersma n-n tall, fine-looki ng man, sprang
ashore before th~ otllers.
"Haul her up carefully , boys. So-that' s well."
Then turning to the three castaways , who had run
dow11 to meet them, he bowed with briPf courtesy.
"lam Major Gray, of the Uuited States engineeri ng
corps, stationed at Fort Wager. We are exploring
along the Rio Salinas, and, as you see, have just run
the ca11von. I have heard of this island, but never
dreamed. of its beit1g inhaliited ."
James Arn"ted was the first to find his voice. And a
very tremulous 011e it was as be made such brief explanation s as were ueedfol.
)1ajnr Orey listeued with evident astonishm ent an<l
interest, as did the others of the party, who bad gatb
erecl about them.
'·Well, I'm pleasecl that we discovere d you. Our
boat wants patching, and we're rather short of gruL.
Been upset twice sinC'e we took the river two burnlred
miles to the 11orthwar d, and lost two men-an Indian
guide and a Swede. But tlieir loss will he your gain
-it 111akes room for you all."
With err.otions too deep for utterance , the three
helped to nnload the boat, after which it was taken
furth!'r np -on the beach an cl turned over to dry, in
readiness for the needed repairs.
Then, taking with them the boat's sail, a temporar y
shelter was provided for those who could not be accom111odated in the limits of the little cabin.
A yearling heifer was killed-th e fresh beef making
a welcome adclition to the scanty stores, and 011 tbe
f0llowing morning the boAt's bottom was patched up
as well as !heir lirnited ta<'ilitie~ would permit.
It seemed from Major Grey's accoun.t that two years
before his fa111ons exploit in taki11g a boat through the
great Colorndo canyon, the lamented Major Powell
had gone throngh this cauyon of the Rio Salinas, but
his boat was swept past the island by the violeuce of
tlle current.
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In his report be had spoken of its locatio11, ancl of
Pbil, in whose outward appearance, as also that of
the cattle they had seen grazing on its grassy slope.
Tom, quite as great a meta1norphosis bad taken place.
But no further account had evi-r been gheu, so Major
For Phil and his fatber bad decided to strike across
Grey, with a party of six rneu, was detAile d to make
tbe cou11try-'' lllllke back tracks,'' Phil said-in the
a second and-if possible-more exte11<led report as to
direction of Flat Top Mountain. If Montez and his
the cauyon of the Rio Salinas and the island itself.
cornpanio11s were t.here, it was tbeir i"teution to disThrough Major Powell's published description it was
possess them by force or otherwise, as circumstances
kuown that the fall below the island, though dangerous
required. For, according to the min er's code, the first
in the extren1e, might lie partly avoided by keeping
comers bad tbe legal <'lairn, and Phil, as sole reprethe boat in the rapids 011 the left sboro, as be himself
sentative, 111tended, with the belp of tbe others, to asbad done; thot1gh as was after ward seen, 110 raft that
sert his rigbts.
ever was <'onstructed could have lieen managed in such
So Phil and bis fatber had begun makiug inquiries
turbulent waters.
relAtive to guides and prospectors, as well as other
All this Major Grey explained at some length, bematters <'011uected with the proposed trip, from which
fore e verything was in readiness to leave the isialld.
Tom tried iu vaiu to dissuade tbem.
The little border settlement of Junction City, at tbe
No; t.he gold was tllere, aud neither of them bad a11y
junction of Rio Saliuas and the Colorado, was to be
borne ties to keep them from seeki11g it auew. Torn,
tbeir final destination . From thence to more advan<'ed
on tbe other hand. had a borne in the East, with abuucivilization required lmt three days staging at the
dant means ill tbe future. Moreover, he bad co11fessed
furthest. Aud once withiu reach of the !iue of the
to a secret yeaming for the flesb pots and bean pots of
Southern Pacific Railroarl, their toilsome journey
New E11glA11d. Even his stepfather's pomposity anrt
would be forgotten.
other attendant inconveniences clicl not seem so cliffiSo tbe party finally bade goorl ·by to Cattle Islandcult to eudure, after his recent experiences. Aud with
three of them, at least, with f eelings of devout gratia sort of mischievous satisfaC'tion he thought of the extude-an .t embarked iu tbe long, double e11ded, light
pression that would appear on tbe face of tbat ge11tledraught boat.
n1an when he came to listen to his stepson's narration
Of their pe11 ilous trip and narrow escapes from
of all that l1ad befallen him.
drowning, there is uot roo111 here to speak. The 11ext
Only one thing was keeping Tom back from immescene of our story is the frontier town of Ramonas, • dia te departure.
where they arrived in safety some days later, and
He barl written to J obn Bruton, announcing his arwbere ~ome strange things happened to them.
rival at Ramonas, and was awaiting a reply . Possibly he hoped to receive au invitation back to the
Home Raurh-in whi<'h case I thiuk Tom would have
CHAPTER XXXIV.
postponed his return East a few weeks. But while I
AT RAMOMAS.
have been rnaking these necessary explanations, Mr.
The 'town of Ramouas is on the Southern Pacific
Amsted had turn ed hack to meet a prospector who 1.Jad
RailroAd, nearly on the dividing line betweeu Arizona
appointed an interv iew, l eaving Tom and Pnil to tl.Jeir
anrl New Mexico. From a New Englaud stanclpoiut · own devices.
Ramonas would be r egard ed as peculiar, to say the
"Don't get into any trouble, boys," said Mr. Amleast, uot only as to its surroundiugs, but 011 account
sted, when he left them. Tl.Jough in his own mind Amof tl1e people wbo live there. Not that Ramonas is one
sted W'lS firmly convinced that two young fellows who
of those ''"ild fronti er towns where-like the locality
had ueen through their experiences <'Otlldnoteasily get
m~ntioued by the lamented J ohn Phenixinto any trouble from which tbey were not ab le t o ex•
tricate
themselves witbout outside interferen ce.
'' All night in this sweet little village,
The street before then1 presented a novel and r ather
Are heard thi- soft 11otes of the pistol,
lively appearance. A little squad of blue-coated boys,
Aud the pleasaut shriek of the victim."
on tlleir way to one of Uncle Sam's forts, wer e !llarchRamonas rather prides itself upon its superiority in
ing
toward tbeir temporary barracks to the music of
thi s and kindrerl respects to 111auy of its 11eighb0rs . . It
fife and drum. Pueblo lndian s on toot or donkey back
points with pride to its Methodist Chapel, and the
passed from time to time. Mexicans in gay serApes
Catholic Cathedral; to the court-house a1Jcl jail, with
touched elbows with gentlemen in broadcloth. Endthe standing gallows, both of which are presumed to
grants
and teamsters lounged about the numerous
strike terror into the heart of tne edl-doer.
drinking sa loons.
Ha111onas also boasts itself of a "i\lau1motb Hotel,"
Now the two wer e tbemseives stancling close to tbe
built in view of the time wbeu patients by scores and
open door of th e '' Rarnonas Exchange.'' All sorts and
bundre•ls shall visit the wonderful sulphur spriugs beconditions
of men wern passing in and out. The rattl"
hind the town, whose curatil"e i:;owers are said to be
of dice and chink ing of money blended witb the jingle
son1eth111g almost miraculous.
of glasses and chatter of tongues.
It has real barbers' shops, two dry goons stores, a
"I drops five dollar on dor ace. Don' you underSan tu Fe "Braucb Grocery, " and a "Wholesale and
stands?''
·
Retail Clothing House,'' in addition to the more modAbove tbe babel r ose a familiar voice, at the sound
est one-story, squa r e front shops, where variety rath er
of which both Phil and Tom gave a simultaneous start!
than quality seems to be the principal requirement.
With one accord both turned, anrl, e nteri ng the gAudAnrl lastl y theni is a bank, not of. the kind connected
ily
frescoed apartment, pushed their way to tbe further
with the game of faro-tllere are a dozen of these
end.
further clown the street in less pretentious buildings,
In the miclst of the crowd surrounding one of the
along witb an excessive number of rlrinki11g places.
four gaming tables, stood a hroad-shoulrlered man in
But Ramonas seldom points out these latter institua
startling
suit of combined check am! plaid. He wore
tions to the stranger when showing bim tbe "lions" of
a tall hat and spotless linen. A brilliant glittered in
the place. 'l'he visitor ca11 see them-nml hear th em
his shirt front, while 011 either forefinger of bis big
for that matter-for himself, particularfy after dark.
horny hands was a solitaire diamond. Surely tbis
This was so in the case of three well-dressed straugers
clean-shaven
inclivirlual with shiny boots and a white
on a certain sultry July eveuing about a week after
necktie was not--the final descent of the Hio Salinas. I say stranger;;-as
" Dutch Geary? Yes dot wos my nAme once I Now, it
they were in Ramonas; but not to us--by 11ame at
shall be William Geary mit a 'Mister' before it. You
Jeast.
hear
me?"
Though indeed it would be difficult to recognize
This in reference to a remark from a bystander
Ja111es Amsted of Cattle lslanc! in tbe bronzed, goodwhicb his sharp ears had just caught, regarding his
look1ng man witb iro11-gray mustache and hair cut to
own personality.
r egulation length, who, except for see111i11g to feel
A good-nAturecl laugh followed Mr. Geary's emsomewhat ill at ease in a new suit of tweed, showed
phatic rejoinder. And as the ex-prospector gathered
no signs of baving lived the life of a hermit for more
up his winnings, Tom and Phil slapped him 011 either
th An twelve years.
shoulder at one and the same time.
"The place hasu't cha11ged much for the bette1· since
Geary's face of astonishment, as, making themselves
I was here in 1870,'' said Mr . Amsted, with a shrug of
known, the two drew him one side, was goocl to see.
bis shoulcle1·s, as the trio stood on the corner of the
"Yon say not one word, yet I Come in dis way."
main street, while the sound of rev elry from saloon
Opening a door at the r ear, Geary, who appeared to be
and da nee house resounded 011 every side.
quite at ho111e, ushered tbe two into a gaudily fnr"I shall be glad when we get out of it," returned
llished apartment, where a female dressed in corre-
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sponrling style, was sitting by an open window, fanning llerself.
'' 1\ly de·111· this vos one old frent, '' said Geary pulling
Torn forwanl, as the wo111a11 who had a certain dark
\\ikl beauty, r ose from her chair. "It's Tom-don't you
remeu1 be rs?" For her face at first showed no signs
of r ecognition.
"Nauita?" Tom exclai111ed in bewildered aotonishment.
'"l'l.Jat vos her name ouce. Mrs. William Geary it
sl.Jall be uow.''
.lllrs. Williau1 Geary extended her slim brown hand
with µerfect coolness, showiug a rlazzling set of wl.Jite
teeth as she cl id so.
"Bueno. Na11itf} remAmbers. You make better wh ite
fellow than Imlian. You see you r sweeth!'art-Dollysiuce you come this way?"
Pb1J smotbered a laugh as Tom, very llot, and confused, denier! any defiuite knowledge as to :\.liss Brutou's whereabouts. Then with a gesture, Tom aud
Phil were waved to seats.
"Now tell us all about it," botl.J cried iu a breath,
addre>sing Geary.
"'l'here vos not 111ucb to tell." But bis astonisbect
Ii teners thought rli!fe1 eutly when 1\lr. Geury went ou
with bis narration. The tragedy on the vJateau-1\lontez's strangjj deatl.J, to which Nanita listened witbout
tl1e slightest show of emotion-and the eusuiug adventures of Geary.
"Jt was 111e 01· der Mexican-dot, any fool might
know," said the prospector, taking off his tall hat
with evident relief anrl placing it car~fully on a staud
at his elbow, "and der Mexil'an is no count on der
sboot 'cep~ he get son1ewheres behind.''
"He gets not behind you, a111ingo mio," remarked
Nanita, witb a suggesth•e smile.
''No! I gets der drop ou him mi tout mucb troubles .
Then I buries der two aurl haf full swing-see?''
Hjs hearers replied in the affirmative. 'l'he full significauce of the situation after Geary was-so tn speak
-in charge of the plateau, had not 1la wued upon tlrnm.
"l wos S'.l full of mad when I thinks you bot' was
drown I do uothin' but swear one little while. Then-I
think of rler pay dirt them fellen barn brougut up.
There it was spread out on two blanket. And I lugs
fifty-sixty-pound to time to der shpring, where l
wash out so well as I can-efery day for one week.
Nefer I see no surb pay dirt as clot I But, nefer ruind.
I makes bags nlit bulf'lo to l!ide, and gets 'em down to
der wagon. I haf plenty hoss to help der n1ule aud
Phil's bronco. So I cross der plain till I 'ri\'eS here. I
sells der gold. I 111eets Nanitfl. Would sire marry me?
Stie would. Dot settles it. She board bere mit me till
we buy rler ranch in New Mexico uext to der oue of
John Bruton--"
"What! Uncle Jark basn't drifted this way?" interrnpted impetuous Phil.
''He haf not drift, riot I can say. But be lose so
much monies las' wi11ter mit der cattle freeze, he sells
out and bu;s der ranch of Manuel" Peritz twenty rnile
sout' of Rarnonas. He say-so l was tol '-be try one
year. Then, if Ire haf not maim In!JCb monies, he sball
go to cler East . ''
"But, William, there is something else you bave to
say to these.''
Nanita, as we shall still call her for the short time
of ber appearance in these pages, leaned back as she
thus spoke and waved lier fau languidly to au<l fro
witb tlrA grace of a Spanish lttdy of rank.
"Soruetings more. Ob, I did mos' forget!" Geary
tul'lled bi111self directly to Torn and Phil. "I thinks
you vos bot' drown but it vos all guess. Any way there
is heirs someveres. So I baf deposit one-third of fler
wbole find of der gold on Flat Top Mountain, for each,
in der bank here, till I shall advertise for der bei rs.
It is fifty tousan' rlollar apiece-all same as I take for
nfe and Nauita. One hundred and fifty-seven t'onsan'
der gold bring. Der· seven t'ousan' I subtrac's for ex µense one way anrl 'n odH. And dot shall be all <ler
gold ever come from Flat Top Mouutain . ''
"All-why?"
lu answer to the simultaneous query, Geary smiled
iu a mysterious sort of way.
"You baf' not bearrl? No, of course not. Well, I
shall not leaf Flat Top Mountain more ns twelf hour
when der ground shake 111it der trembles! Way back I
seeder mountain shoots up like one fireworks ou Fort'
July-oul v rnore so. Aud der prospector dot come on
nex' day from dot way say no mountain vos lef'-it

nil shall be tumbled to pieces mit der ashes covering
ev'rytings baf a lllile deep!"
CHAPTER XXXV.
TOM

TURNS

CHAMPION.

''Gold I Gold ! Gold I Golrl !
Bright and yellow, bard and cold,
Molten, grn ven, banrn1erecl and rolled,
Heavy to get and light to bold."
Phil chanted Hood's oft-quotect lines ·-partly as an
escape valve for Ids repressed excitement-as on the
!llorniug followiug he stood with To111, lookiug from
tbe long, opened window of the Mammoth Hotel into
the street.
Mr. An1sted had gone to the bank, where the money
so strangely set apart was de1.•osited . to inquire what
steps were to lie taken for tbe transfer of their respective shares to To111 and Phil.
Torn, scarc·ely less excited ti.Jan his friend at Geary's
unexpected ievelatious, bad hardly noticed Phil's outburst. He was busy thinking. The news of the nearness of John Bruton had allllost as much effect as that
concerning tl:ie bank deposit itself.
To111 was 111entally determining to reconsider bis llecisiou as to r anchiug. With such abuudaut means at
1.Jis disposal be could buy a well stocked ranch h!'re iu
without
Ne"~ .Mexico, where w111ter was nuly a 11ame
suffering tbe losses rncido11t upon "blizzards" an<l tbe
general severity of tl.Je clil11ate further north.
Perhaps be could locate-well, sa:v somewhere iu the
viciuity of Jolin Bruton's 1·anch. This would be pleasant all rom1d. Not unlikely, Mr. A1J1sted · arnl Pl1il
might join 111m. And then he would be near Doi-that
is-11ear his friend, John Bruton.
So1ue intin1ation of all this Tom nrnde to bis friend.
"lt wouldn't be a bad plan," added Tom, with an
air of affecter! carelessness," to rid e out to Brntou 's
ranch to-day or to-morrow, to see "hat points be can
give us as to.tl.Je cbunces, eh, Phil?"
"Or to see-Dolly," suggested Phil, wbose eyes were
full of supprnssed laughter. A11d tbeu edging toward
the door, through which his father bar! just e11tered
the clismal, bari en smoking room and office cornbiued,
Phil bega11 sotto voce:
''There was a young fellow from East
Whose spirits were buoyant as yeast,
But sad and 1J1eluncboly
Aud possibly--"
1

The coneludi11g rhymes IJad to be ondted. There
was notl.Jing handier tbau a tatte1·ed uusiness directory
on the bac!;ed writing table, and this Tom burled after
the retreating forlll of bis frie11d, to the astonishu1e11t
of a little knot of Raymona tourists who had beeu taking ii: the towu.
Mr. Amsted laughed. Tom smiled-rntber shamefacedly.
"Pl:il's nonsense verses are something 11ew," be
said, in lien of any more re]e,·ant speech. "He's taken
them up i11stead of baujo p laying ."
''Well. it's a lrarmless amusement,'' returnecl Mr.
Amsted. "I'd a bundred times rather he'cl take to
nonsense in such shapes than after that fashiou.''
Mr. Amsted jerked llis thumb contemµtuously over
bis shoulder at tl.Je chattering tourists, who 1.Jappe11ed
to be a lot of you11g fellows between sixtee11 aud
tweuty, ot tbe most pronoun cert dudisb type.
Eyeglasses, thick sticks beld by tbe middle, ulsters
with shoulder capes, high collars, and 111l the rest of
the Anglomaniacs' folly were supplemented by the
smoke of half a do:.1en cigarettes in full blast.
"Cbolly made a wegular mash of a doosid pretty
girl out on tile wancb we visited yesterday," drawled
one of this interesting group during a brief pause in
the con ,·ersation.
"Cbolly," who was 1rn insipicl youth with a budrtiug
mustache, laughed airil.y as the eyes of bis admiring
comµanions were turned toward him.
"Oh, come now, Depewster, 'pon honor, you're too
bad . Shouldn't give away a friend's little private love
affairs, don't you know? It w11s only a bit of flirtation---''
"Tell us her name, Cholly-we'll dl'ink her health
at the bar," chorused a couple of these delightful
youths.
"Cbolly" simpered, and felt for bis feeble mustache.
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"Well, fellers, the ranch belonged to an old c bap
.name of Bruton- and as he called the little girl Dolly ,
why--"
•
"Cholly" got no further. For the simple reason that
he was sud1lenly seized by tl1e collar aUtl violently impelled through one of the long windo\\ s.
A bullock team, whose balf-naked ~Texican dri'l"'el'
was collectiug the clet'ayec! fruit ancl ''egetable fnr111i11g part of the street clebris, was pasbing just beneath;
and before the astonished tourists coulrl recover from
· their surprise, tho bonstful dude was uucerenioniously
dumped on top of the load.
"If any oue of you wants to be served in tbe same
manuer," quietly remarked Torn, who, l need hardly
say, was the principal actor in the little scene,
"you' 1·e only to bring tbe name of the young lncly,
just mentioned by the icliotic ass crawling out of the
garbage cart, iuto a11y further conversation while
you 're stopping be re. ' '
"Bravo, Tom," exclaimed Mr. Amsted, "and allow

me to add, tbat i f any one of tbem does <lare to speak
of my niece iu p u blic, I'll knock the top of bis hea d
off?"
Tom's stalwart proportions anrl Mr . Amsted's agreeable tlJreat, <·ornbiue<l with the little scene which bad
just taken place, "ere too much for the nerves of the
dudish tourists. '\Yith one iwcord they retreated to the
street, where "Cholly," J11inus bis eyeglass aud hat,
was recei,·iug sarc::i.tic congratulations from a crowd
of idlers who had gatlJererl about him, as he lifted np
ltis·voiee iu "·iJd lumootatiou. Aud tlJe i11cide11t "as
afterward telegraphed to the Associated Press as a
"Glaring Outrage upon a To111·ist in New l\lexieo ! "
Perhaps it was Dolly's 11a111e thus brougllt np which
dedtled Tom uot to put off his purposed ride to the
ranch until the <lay following.
Be this as it may, half au hour later saw l'hil and
himself 11101111ted on two hired horses, riding out of
town in tl.Je directiou of Brnton's ranch .
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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FOR FLIGHT.

HEN I heard Mackenzie's name pronounced by those fair lips, am! rnalized that the scoundrel had dared to
force his way to Miss Hatbertou's bed
eharnber, I was put in sucb a rage
as I had never known before. I <lid
not wait for further iuformatiou, but,
brushiug past the girl, I leaped tbrougb the open window. '!'here was a uarrow balcouy beyond it-as I
kuew-which ran aloug the side of the house, and
looke•l dowu on a paved courtyard overshaclowed by
an adjoining building .
·
Being familiar with the hott,l, I was at 110 loss to a~
count f0r the meaus by which tbe Yillain l.Jad enterecl
and fled. I dashed at once to the eud of the balcony,
whicb was within easy reach of the limbs of a tree that
grew up froin the court.
As I peered down from tbe
sbacloKs, I beard a rustling noise, and the next instaut
I saw a man at the base of the tree; it must ha ,-e
taken him all tbis ti111e to descend the trunk. I was
sure that I recognized Mackenzie, and as be 111ade off
I took aim with my pi8tol and fired. A sharp cry aud
an oath followed the report, but the fellow sped on to
tbe end of the court, where a passage led out to a back
street . Here a voice bailed him; 8howing tbat one or
mora had sbarerl his enterprise.
But a momeut bad passed since I leaped out of the
window, and now I touncl Caµtain Rudstoue at my
side.
"Did you hit him?" he demanded.
"[ thiuk so," I replied; "but he ran like. a deer."
"He'll not run far if I ran get sight Jlf bim. To take
the scoundrPI will he a good card in our hands!"
\I' it.b that tbe captain swung himself into the tree,

Rael• 1111mhers cau he ohtaiuecl or all newsdealers.)

aud went down h"ud over band , from li mb to limb,
<vith the agility of a cat. He was on t he ground al most
before I could have counted ten.
"Do uot follow rne," he callee! up; and tben be vauisherl in the shadows across the court.
I would ba ve preferred to take a part in the chase ,
but I gwallowed my di~appoi n tment and returned
along tbe balcony. The pistol-shot bad raised so111e
da n1or in the ueighborhood. I could hear men shout .
ing, and several lights were moving in the opposite
house. I climbed through the window into the room,
where l found llionsieur and Madame Ragoul and their
three servants a II in a state of excitement. Miss
Hntherton had by thi8 time put 011 a dressi11g-gov;.11
and slippers, and she see1ned to have enti1·ely rec·o'l"'ered from l.Jer fright. She bluohed prettily as she saw
me .
'"You have not killed him, Mr. Carew?" she asked .
"I fear not," I replied; "but Cnptaiu H.udstone
hopes to take him."
"It will be a shame if be escapes," cried Madame
Ragoul. ''Oh, the pig-tbe "·irked robber! He might
qave strangler! the pretty Euglish mademoiselle I"
Tbe servants were rolling their eyes aud shivering
with fear, and Monsieur Ragoul was dauciug about,
with his red nightcap hauging to one ear.
"I am ruined!" he wailed. "The good uame of 111y
house is gone I Never-uever did sucb a thing happeu
before! The officers of the law will enter-they will
demand to !mow wby a pistol is firerl to wat;en tlie
q11a1·ter !"
'•Coward, be quiet l'' snapped bis wife . ''The affair
is no fault of ou1 s. ''
I judged it was ti me to interfere. The distant cl a mo,.
lrnd not perceptihl_v inrreased, and I saw some cha11ce
of keeping the Jl'atter a se,·ret, wl.Jich was a thiug
greatly to he desired.
•'Monsieur Ragon!, I think there neerl he 110 pub-
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licity," S'lid I. "Will you be so good as to close the
wiudow a11d draw tbe curtJ1i11s, 1111d also put out tbat
candle you are boltii11g ?''
He obeyed ma promptly, uud just as the room was
darkened Baptiste made a tardy appearance . I explainecl tlie situntiou to I.Jim iu a few words, aud then
I turned to Mi s Hatbertou .
'' l trust you 'Ire none the worse,•' I said. ''I deeply
regret that }OU should have suffered such an out1·age-- ''
! 'And I am sorry to have put you to so much
troub le on my accou11t," she i11terruptec l, •'This is
twi ce you have come to my help at a ti111e of 11eed."
"Then I am twice honored," I r ep lied . "But, tell
me, was t!t e scoundrel ind eed Mr . .Mackenzie ?"
"I am sure of it, !\Ir Carew. I \\'Oke suddenly, and
of my
SR w him sta11di11g in the moonlight at tbe foot
When I screamed tbe s<icond time be vanished
bed.
unner_ved
that
through the window. It was tlle shock
me. 1 beg you to believe that l am not ordinarily a
coward.''
"The ad,·e11t111., would bave terrifled tlrn b1·avest of
women ," I auswe1 ed. Be11di11g to her ear, I add ed, iu
a whisper: "As for Mr. Mackenzie , I take it he "'as
seekiug the dispatches ?"
"Yes, be cloul.JtlesE th ough t I still had them,"
Miss Hatbertou r ep lieti. "I am afraiti be will pay
dearly for bis folly it Captaiu l:tudsto11e overtakes
him . "
Eve11 as she spoke a startlrng thing happened. In
the silence of the r oo111 we all bear<! the faint l'eport
of a pistol. The sound came from some distance·aw ay,
and in the direction of the upper towu.
"l'Llat was thA captain's sbot," I declared.
"Or Mr . .Mackenzie 's." the girl suggested, in a tone
of alarm.
'"!'be saints save usl" crie<l Monsieur Ragoul.
"Tb ts is worse aud worse ! "
I was fq1· going out to investigate , but Miss .Hatberton would bave it that Stl(Jb a step meant danger, at11l
I yielded reluctantly to her pleadiligs. However, I
persuurl ed the little Frenchman to Jet rn e iuto the
courtyard, by which way I knew tb., captnin would
return if be was al•le. We went down stairs, acco•·-.
paned liy Bapti te, a11d Monsieur Ragoul unbarred and
ope11ecl the sid u <loor.
Wu en I st epped into the court I was relieved to discover that the imn1ediate neighborho od was r.on1paratively q11iet. Bnt at a d1sta11ce, in the directio11
when ce the s hot had come, a confuse•l clamor was audible. I lrnd been listu11ing no mol'e tban a lllinnte when
I heard footsteps, and !ICl'OSS the moonlit conrt ca111e
Captain R11clsto11e. My heart l eapecl for joy at the sight
of bin1. Without a word be n1otioned us into the house,
and c losed 11nc1 fastened the door. Thun I J;11ew that
be bad had news.
'' lllousienl' Bagoul," he said, · 'will you go alHI tell
Miss Hatherton to clress at oncP, and to put in a parcel
as many of her be longings as she can cn ny in one
ball(l. Be quick!"
The Fre11chman flared n ot ask any questions. He
depa rted in a state of alnrrn and mystery, and Baptiste
and I were left 11lo11e with the captain. The latt01·
r es ter! a ha11cl on n1y shoulder.
"Mr. Carew." he said, gravely , "you r emem ber
the question I put to you a11 hour ago? You ha ,-e no
long er a11y choice in the matter: ~·e n111st leave
Quebec at 011ce- "itlii11 a few 111i11utes. That is, if we
CR.11.,,

"What tio you mean?" I asked, hoarsely. "What has
ha ppenecl?"
'· Mnch,'' be 1·eplied. "In the first plnca, you
won11clecl Mr. illnckenzie in the l'ight arn1. Jn the second plRPe, I followed the ruffians for a quarter of a
mile-thel' e were two or tbem-aurl fi11ally came up
wi•h them at a lonely spot. I trierl to taJ;e them ltoth,
but the.'' resiste1\ fiel'cely. To save ruy ow11 life I shot
aucl _k illed Mackenzie 's companion , a Northwest 111an
named Tredrl11nis. ,,1a ckenzie fled, raising the alarm as
be ran, and hy a detour I got back to the hotel unobserved."
"Thern is lik ely to be trouble over the affair,'' said
I; and i11r! .,ed 1 felt more alarm tbau I put into my
·
voice.
"Trouble? " cried the captai11, with some irritation.
"By Heav1rns, Mr. Carew, it's as black an outlook as
I ever faced I Mackenzie knows his power, an<! he will
hatch up a devil of a lie. In Quebec feeling ruus b igh
against the Hudson Bay people, and the authorities

openly favor the Northwest Company. I tell you there
will Le warrants out for our arrest within the bourperbaps in less time. And yon must perceive what the
result will Le if we are taken. Lord Selkirk's despatches will fall into the bands of our enemies; you
allll I will be thrown into prison. And God only knows
what will become or Miss Hatherton !"
I felt a sensatio11 ns of a Jland clutching at my heart.
I knew that tlle situation \\'aS as d1sn1al as Captain
Rndstone had pai11ted it-that we could not expect fair
denliug frolll the autborities of Quebec. Aud tbe
tbougbt of tbe girl's peril, if she should be left to the
wiles of Cutl1hert lllacke11zie, put me i11 a mind to accept any opportunit y of escape that offernd.
"What is you r pla11?" I asked.
"The Y 1111kee sbiµ 8peed\\'ell sails for the Bay in tbe
morning," the cnptaiu r epli ed. "She lies anchored a
short distance rlown the river, and we must get on
boarrl as soo11 as possible. I have known ber master,
Bira111 Bunker, of Salem, for several years."
I made uo objection to the arrangeme nt. Baptiste
bacl hee11 li sten ing, and a few sentences put eYerytbrng
cleur to him. He \\'BS a trusty fellow, and I saw a "'ay
to utilize his seni<-es.
"Of!' with yon to the river-to the lanr!ing at the
foot of Bona \'en tu re street, " 1 directer!. ''There are
ple11ty of boats about . . Get possession of one, and \\'ait
for us."
Captain Rudston e warmly approved this step. We
l et Buptiste into the cou rt, locker! the door, a11rl burn <id up stairs. lu the hnll we encountere d .Mi8s Hatberton, fnlly d r essed and carrying a s111all bundle. The
bra ''e girl harl pro111µtly obeyed in structions, though
ig11orunt o f "Llat they meant. When we explained ou r
pnl'pose she showed an admirable plu ck and spirit,
putting h ersell' entirely iu our bands, aud nrgi11g us
to be off "'itbout delay. Monsieur Ragoul seemed disposed to give us some trouble at first, but that blew
O\'er wheu we prese11ted Lli111 with a few gold pieces,
aucl pointed out to bim that our tieparture was for
bis owu good. Our ddstination , of course, we did n ut
·
rev ea l.
In ten n1inntes more we were r eady to start. My
aud
cnptRin
the
and
musket was strapped to my back,
I bad each a bundle containing a cbauge of c lothes.
We came quietly down the dark stairs, mo11sieur and
madame lead ing tbe way, a11d the servants hriuging
up tbe rear. Traversing the hall , we turned to"ard
the side exit. And jw,t the11, on tbe front door of the
botel we beard a l oud ancl sudden tbun1ping .
CHA.PTER VII.
THE SKIPPER OF THE SPEEDWEL L.

The alarm took us Ly surprise, for we bad expected
to get the start on ou r eneniies by at least half an
hom·. '!'bat the officers of the 111 w were at tbe door
n one of us douhte<l. We atood still where we were, auct
i11 a wlnsper the Paptain fldrno11ished us to be quiet.
Th er e was a brief silence, aucl tlleu the rapping began
again.
"What am I to c\o," whisperer! Monsieur Ragou l,
and so loudly that bis wife pron1ptly clapped a band
over his mouth.
"They have come to seize us, " said I, in a low voiPe.
"I fear we are in a trap, with no choice but t o yielcl
or fight."
'' Resistanr-e would be folly,'' Captain Rudstone replied, qniekly, "a11d for Miss Hatberton 's sake we
must 11ot lie taken. There is a chan c., for us yet-it is
possible that the back way from tbe bonse bas been
left nnguaded. "
''Then Jet us be off at once,'' I urged, taking courage from his suggestion s.
As I spoke, 11 111 JI can1e in the pouudiug, and a voice
cried, loudly "Open I Opeu ! "
Monsieur Ragon! was fairly beside himself with
terror , and the sP.rvants were as helpless as himself;
so the <'aptain a11cl I had to act for ourseh·es, and that
without the loss of another second. We found the side
door, opened it a11rl closed it softly behind us when we
steppe<! into the court. The pounding at tbtifront of tbe
house had started afresh, and there was a clamor otl'
in the distance: but so far as we could see by the
moonlight this re>tr aYenue of escape was open.
The captain led the way forward, and I followed
with Miss H11tberto11 at my side; her hand rested on
my arm, and I could not detect the slightest tremor
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in her touch. We glided swiftly across the court, and
eutet·ed a narrow passage leading to the street beyonrt.
We were just at the end of it when a mau appeared abruptly from one side and barred the way.
"Not so fast I " he exclaimed, with a mo,•ement to
draw a weapon. "Stop, in tho nante of-- "
The fellow got uo further, for quickly the captain
bad him pinned by the throat. The two fell after a
brief scuffle, and I heard somebody's bead give the
stone an ugly rap. The captain jumped to liis feet, but
the other man lay motionless and quit.
"Is he dead?" Miss Hatherton asked, in a horrified
whisper.
I bent over the fellow, and recognized him as one of
the town watch.
"He is only stunned," I replied; "but he got a bad
foll, and wou't know anything for a cnuplo or hours."
Meanwhile Captain Rudstone had ventured out of
tbe passage to recouuoitre, aud be called to us sharply
to join hint. We did so, and were reliaved to fiucl that
tbe street wa~ dark and empty.
" I feared the man would have companions with
him," said I. "It seems be came rouud !Jere alone."
"Yes, luckily for us," tbe captain replied. "There
will be a pretty row before l ong; tliat scoundrel lllackenzie bas wasted no time in showing bis haud. But I
thii;k we are hirly safe, and if the skipper of the
Speed well is open to reason we shall be going down the
ri ver under full sail withiu the llour."
"I hope sol indeed," I replied. "You say tbe man
is a friend or yours?"
"He owas me more than one service, Mr. Carew.
Rut enough of spoech ! Do you auct llliss Hatherton
follow me closely, aud a void any appearance of nlarm
or haste.''
We b ad already crossed tbe street that Ja y in tbe
rear of the Silver Lily, ~nd euterert one at right angles
to it. There was n great deal of Jl(lise hehiud us, and
for this reason tbere was the more danger to be apprehended from the frout, siuce the alarm had roused
some of the inhabitants of the quarter from their beds.
Here and there men passert us with sharp glauces ,
and curious faces peered down at us from open windows. But none stopped us, so boldly and with sucli
unconcern did we comport ourselves, aud after threading a maze of the straggling and dirty little thoroughfares, we came out on Bona venture street at a point
close to tbe river.
And now we made a discovery that was veyy discomforting. Lookiug 11p in the direction of the hotel, we
could see vaguely-moving figures, and ti.Jere was a
sound of shouting aud runuing that swelled louder on
tbe a ir.
"Ou r escape bas been discovered," said I.
''Without a doubt,'! replied Captaiu Rudstone;
"and, whe1t is worse, tbe chase is coming this way.
Some persons whom we met have given information.
But tbb river is elose at hancl, and our pursuers have
liarely started front the Silver Lily."
"Will we escape them?" Miss Hatherton inquired,
anxiously.
"Assu redly," said I, in spite of a lurking doulJt.
"Keep up your courage. We are almost within reach
of safety.' '
We quickened our pace-this end of the street was
deserted-and fifty yards more brought us to the
water's edge. 'l'he <'aptain and I felt a foar that neither
of us put into words, but happily it proved unfounded;
for at the landing-steps, a short distance below, th e
faithful Baptiste was waiting with a boat-a deep,
roomy little craft which he hart found near by. At
once we got in. Baptiste r etreated to the bow, and
:IIiss Hatberton and myself occupied the stern seat.
'l'he captain took the oars, anrl he wisely made the
rnost of the opportunity by pulling straight out from
shore and in between the shippiug that was anchored
hereabouts. It is a wonder we fared so well, for swinging lanterns shed their light upou us, and we passed
under decks where men were pacing their 11ight
watches. But no inquisitive voices bailed us, and we
glided safely through to the open river and turned
down stream with the current. The tangle of
masts and spars receded behind us, hiding the spot
where we bad embarked, and for five minutes we
drifted on in the moonlight, our hearts t1>0 full for
speech. Then Miss Hatherton broke tho silence.
"Is the ship that we are seeking near or far?" she
askert.

Captain Rurlstoue turnecl in his seat, and pointed to a
dark object about half a mile below us.
"There lies the Speedwell," he replied, "a quarter
of a mile out from sbore, and by herself."
This was re11ssuring news, bnt there were perils still
to be reckoned witb. A great hue and cry was spreading along the town's edge, mainly in the direction of
the landing stairs, and we looked for a boat to appear
behind us at any moment. Also, to my nlind, there
was some uncertainty as to t!Je reception the Speedwell's skipper would give us.
How ever, there was no sign of pursuit withiu the
next five minutes, aud by that time we were alongside
of the shi1, which was a tidy brig of some huudred
and fifty tons burdeu. Her sea-gear was rove and her
sails stowed. Several heads looked over her bulwark
as we made fast, and a voke hailed us slrnrply.
"That you, .Bunker?" the captain replied.
."Yes. Who are you?" came suspiciously.
"Myles Rudstone."
That'll was au exclamation of surprise, and a moment later a rope ladd er was t!Jrowu down to us. Baptiste and I and the girl precedert the captain, and as
lie fol!owe<l us he cast the boat adrift. At Lbe first
sight, seeing bim on deck by tbe glare of 11 lantern, I
was favorably impresseu by Hiram Bunker. He wns
a short, thick-set man, with a sandy beard and a
shrewd, goo1l-n11tured face. He scanned Miss Hatherton and myself with onen amazement, and shook !JauJs
heartily w'ith Captain -Rudstone.
"Glad to meet you again, sir," he crie<l, in 11 n3sal
voice. ''My mate wakened me up to listen to the row
over yourter"-pointing to the sliore-'' and that ' s
wby I'm on deck at this hour. I tnight have gnessNl
you had a hand in the 1·un1pus. But what does it mean,
auyway?"
Tue captain explained, making the situation thoroug-hly clear, and tbe little skipper listened wi 111 thuug htful attention.
•'It ' s an ugly scrape," was bis grave comment.
"It is that; but you can get us out of it. What clo
you say?"
"I say I'll do it ," cri e<l the skipper. "I'm a Hudson Bay man at beart, and 1'11 save the Jot of youbang the risk!"
"And You will sail at once?"
"At once. l' rn got 111y fu 11 cargo on b0ard, and I
was only waitiug for daylight to start. It's not far
off tl:.at now. But, shiver my timbers , if there don't
come tbe rascals you thouglit you had slipped!"
He pointed up tlie riHr, aud I saw a long boat approaching swiftly . It was still a good distance oft', but
ti.Jere was n ot a moment to Jose, aud the skipper was
a ware of the fact. He hastily roused the c rew, an cl I
never saw a more pleasing siglit than that bardy lot
of men as they set to work to unfurl the sails and get.
t!Je vessel under way.
Miss Ratherton stood with me at the bulwark, holding to my arm, and asking me what I thought of the
situation. I har<lly knew how to answer her, for there
was no telling as yet what was goiug to ltappe11. A
stiff breeze was blowing rearty for the canvas, an cl
when the anchor was lifted we bega11 to drift. .But
meanwhile the boat had come up close, and with ev ident determiuntiou to board us. It held ten meu, and
they ward mostly at the oars.
"SheH off, t!Jere!" cried tbe skipper. "What do
you wa11t?"
"Yo11 are sheltering fugitives from the law," 11
harsh ,-oire r eplied. "Give them up. It's a case of
murder!' 1
The skipper refused in pl11in terms, and catching a
sudden gleam of steel, he shouted, savagely:
"If you come any nearer or fire a single shot I'll
give you a volley of ten guns!''
By this time the ship was under way and moving
with full canvas spread. The pursuing boat fell back,
its occupa11ts yelling curses and threats; and so the
danger passed. Tbe Speed well bore swiftly on, leaving
a foamy wake dancing on the bosom of the St. Lawrence, and in my delight I felt tempted to throw my
arms about Miss Hathertou. Captain Rudstone joined
us, and with thankful hearts we watched the lights of
Quebec fading in tbe distance.
CHAPTER VIII.
CLOSE

TO

PORT.

I need make b11t brief mention of the Jong cruise
that followed our escape, of tlie days tbat passed slowly
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while we worked our way down the mighty 8t. Lawrence, out to the open A t~ntic by the rocky gates of
Newfouudla ud, and thence up the coast of Labrador, to
Hudson 1:5traits. For the most part wind and weatbe1·
favored us, yet it was a matter of six weeks before
we got into the bay aud made sail across that inland
waste of water toward our clestiuation, Fort York,
which was far down in the southwestern corner. The
distance from Quebec by laud would have been far
less. Our course, as a map will show, was along the
three sides of a square.
The Speed well was a sound little sbip, an:! carried a
mixed cargo to be delivered at the Hudson Bay posts.
We were well fed and suugly hArtbed, Miss Hathertou
having a cosy cabin all to herself. '!.'be crew were goocl
fellows, and Hiran1 Bunker was a typical New Eugl11nd skipper-blu ff, honest aud popular. I did not see
very much of hin1, fer he and Captain Rndstone became boon companio11s nud stuck well together. It was
the sa111e with the eaptRiu. Indeed, he seemed to take
paius to avoid me, except when others were prese11t,
thereby causing me so111e perplexity and chagriu. And
if we happened to find ourselves alone he ap1•eared ill
at ea~e, and 1vould look at 'me in a stra11ge and shifty
manner, as though he bad so111ethi11g 011 !Jis mind.
But for all that the time <lid uot hang heavily on my
hands, nor was the voyage an uneveutful oue to me,
as I shall relate in a few words.
It came about, uatura:Jy euoug!J, that Miss Hatherton and I spent the long days tvgeth~r. In less than a
fortnight we were calling each other hv our Christian
ua111es. Secluded in sorne uook of the 'deck, we woul I
talk for hours, or I would read aloud from oue of the
few volumes that the skipper's cabin afforded. She told
111e mucli of her life iu London, Her father had been
a gentleman of some mPans until speculation wrecked
him, aud later she confided to me the whole of her sad
story.
There was more than I had known bP.fore, as Captain Rudstone suggeste11. It see1ns that prior to her
father's death the only son of Loni Selkirk fell in love
with the girl. 8he did not return his affectiou, ai1d,
indeed, sbe disliker! the young man. Bnt the old lord
was either iguorant of this fact or would not believe
it. He had higher matrimonial views for bis so11, and
so, in order to get Miss Hatberton out of England,
he hatched the plot the t resulted il1 the poor girl making her father a sacred promise that she would go to
the Canadas and marry Griffith Hawke. She had 110
relatives to interfere, 1rnd a cruel disadva11tag e was
taken of her helplessness and poverty. She spoke of
the matter only on the one occasiou, and it did not
come up between us again. Nor bad I the heart to
mention it, since she was clearly resigned to Itel' future.
But I pitied the girl deeply, and I would have been
more than human, with t!Je opportunitie s afforded,
had I not fallen a victim to her charms and loveliness.
I did not perceive where I was driftiug. I did not
realize my dauger until it was too late. In short, I,
who bad hitherto felt but contempt for all womankind,
suddenly discovered that I was a slave to the great
passion. lt was a sharp awakening, and it clestroyed
my peace of mind. To me Flora Hatherton was a divinity, a goddesss. 1t gave me the keenesst torture to
think that she would soon be the wife of old Griffith
Hawke. I knew that she was as far out of my reach
as the stars .. bove, aud yet I felt that 1 should love her
passionately all my life-that tbe 111emory of her sweet
face would shattE>r all the joys of existence for me.
I could have cursed myself for being such a fool,
and I bated the factor for sending me on such a
mission. It never entered my heac1 to play him false
and try to win Flora, nor did I believe there was any
chance of doing so. Day after <lay we were together,
and with Spartan courage I bid my feelings-ol', at
east, I thought I was hiding them. It was a hard

task, for every word or look that tbe girl gave me
seemed to turn my blood to fire. That she was iudiffereut to me-that she regarded me only as a frieud
- I wm1 couviuced. I was a you11gster and inexperienced, and so I was blind to the girl's pretty blushe,,
to the ave1 ting of her eyes when they "oulcl meet
mine, aud to other signs of confusion tbat I remen1bercd afterward. 'l'o remai11 at Fort Royal, a witness
of Griffith Ha wke's clomestic bappiuess, l knew to Le
impossible. 1 cletermi11ed to seek a new post, or to
plunge· far into the J1orthern wilderness, as soon as I
should have delivered Flora nt her <lestinatiou.
'!'he days slipped by, fraught with mingled joy and
bitteruess, and at sunset one c!Jilly August evening I
stood alone on deck by tbe port bulwark. The wine!
was rising, aud there was a cla111111y mist on the grey,
trou!Jlecl waters_ We were nearly across the bay, arnl
iu the morning we expected to sight the marsby shores
that lay about Fort 'i'ork. Flora was in her c11bin.
She had seemed depressed all day. an cl I ren1e111 bered
that au hour before, when the skipper told her bow
near we were to la11d, she had smiled at me sadly and
goue bAlow. I bad no wish for the voyage to end. The
thought of the morrow cut me like a kuife, and I was
lost in gloomy r .. f!ections, when a hand clapped me 011
the shoulder. I turned round with a start, and saw
Ca1itain Rudstoue.
"A few bonrs more, llfr. Carew," he said, "and we
shall be rlropping aucbor under tbe walls of the fo1·t.
Do ymu expect to 111eet your factor there?"
"It is clonbtful," I replied. "He will hardly look
for our arrival so soon. We took an earlier ship, yon
will rem em her, and our ·passage has been a swift one.''
'' lt was a dangerous passage," he said, rneauingly"at least, for you. I take it yon will he glad of a
few more days of gr11ce. But may I ask-I happen to
!Jave a curiosity-ho w this thiug is to end?"
"What thing?" I cried, ruffling at once.
"You love hliss Hatberton," be answered, with a
smile.
I felt my face grow hot.
"Does that concern you?" I demanded, curtly. "I
will thank you to mind your own affaii s, Captaiu Rudstoue. ''
"Th., girl loves you,'' he replied, calmly.
"I do11 't believe it," said I.
"Bah! you are a blind fool," he muttered. "I gave
you credit for more perception. But it is just as I said
-the girl returus your affection. What are you going
to do about it? Will you allow her to marry Griffith
Hawke?"
I could hRve struck the captain for his jesting tone,
and yet at tbe same ti111e I detected a ring of truth in
what Ile bad said. It flashed upon me that I had indeed been blind, and the revelation thrilled my heart.
''Miss Hathertou is the promiserl wife of Griffith
H11wke," I answered, hoarsely; "and Griffith Hawke
is my superior officer. I an1 acting under his orders,
anrt I dare 11ot betl'ay my trust. I am a man of honor,
and uot a knave. I scorn your suggestions, sir."
"Do you call it honorable," sneeri!d the captain, "to
help this inuocent girl, whose heart belongs to you, to
marry another man?"
I looked at him with some confusion for, to tell the
truth, I had no a1Jswer ready to my lips. And just
then Hiram Bunker strode up to ns, his count.,nance
uuustrnlly grave.
"It's going to be a nasty night, or I'm no mariuer,"
he exclaimed. "There's a :torn1 brewing, and "e are
perilously J1ear the coast. I don't like tbe prospect a
bit. gentlemen."
Captaiu Rudstone macle some titling reply, but I
was in no rnood to beer! the skipper's words, or to give
a second thought t" the prophecy of a storm. I left
tbe two together, and with my brain iu a whirl I
crept down to the seclusiou of my <'abin.
(TO BE CONTINUED. )
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CHAPTER X:S:IV.
A STRANGE NI GHT ADVENTURH.

m

QUARTER of an hour later Ruth, who
had gone in to see if Mrs. Hammersley
wanted auythiug, retul'ued, and, lookiug over her brother's shoulder said, in
ber cheerful way: "W~ll, Ward, how
many jokes I.Jave you reeled off by this
titueP''
"None," tho boy was compelled to .auswel', addiug,
honestly: "lt isu 't quite as easy as I thought it "as.
But I don't l1elieve I set to work the right way. l\iost
of the jokes are about co111mon, every-day things aud
hHpp~uings, so pel'haps I'd get alo11g faster if, illstead
of trying to conceutrate my thou;:hts ou tbe gray lllatter i11 my brain a11d look at uotbi11g, I just sat quietly
all{! gaze about the room till rny eye lighted 011 so111etl.Ji11g to wbich I could hang a joke."
~uitillg tlie action to tbe wol'd, Ward transferred his
glau~es from the ('ei]i11g to the ,·anous objects around
tbe apartment. Su<1ileuly they rested ou puss, asleep
at ;i:Jaroltl's feet, and instantly tbe joke 111aker's lips
began to move noiselessly. It was evirlent he harl bit
ou an idea, and was struggling to give it exprassion.
"It doesn't fit as pat as I lioµe to n1t1ke it 1tfter a
1 ttle_polisliing," he saiu, when be had scribbled a few
Jines Oil the shHet of paµe r that barl for so long J'emained ominously wbite; ''but tell rne what you
think of this," and be read:
"Why is a tabby asleep on a tree tnrnk lika the list
of publications sent out by a publisbillg house? Because it is a catalogue."
The a111bitious author looked np expectantly, but Guy
sa1rl nothing, and Ruth had hut the fni11test shadow of
a smile 011 he1· fair face as sbe said, gently: "But that
is11't a joke, my dear Want, it's a co11u11drurn ."
·'Well, wbat of that? That 111akes it all the better ,
cloesn 't it? Getting two thiugs for tbe price of one,
don't you see?"
But Ward dirl llot speak· iu a very confident tone. It
w•1s ev ident that the cold ret-eption accorned his first
effort affected him cou~iderubly.
"I told you I hadu't smoothed off the rough edges
yet," be said, balf apologetically. "You see that 'a'
l.Jotbers me. Jt does11 't come in the way it ought to."
It most certainly •lid uot, anu after twenty minutes'
stearly tllillki11g in tile effort to subjugate it, poor
Ward was forced to give ui: tbe atte111pt in despair,
a11rl witb it all hope of utilizing E111peror as the text
for his initial essay ill the field of collling liternture.
' 'Hut everything rerJ11ires µracti<-e." he tried to encoul'age hims~lf by reflecting. '"I got pretty near it
that till1e, The next trial ought to ellrl ill success.''
}i'or tbe seco11ci atte111pt, he got up anrl began to walk
up and down the little r oo111, allowing his eyes to rove
in e\·ery nook a11ci corner of it.
"Surely I ought to fiurl Solllething fu11ny in a flat,"
he 111used. "The papers bave heeu foll o[ squibs about
them for years.''
Bnt that was the trouhle of it. Every good idea ou
which lie struck, be found, 011 seconcl tl10ugut, to be

t he r e11li11iscence of ~ome bdght bit he had already
r ead in t he raper s, aud after an ho ur's furtl.Jer trial,
he th rew down bis peucil ill aisgust aud went off to
bed, tuoroug hly wor n out, not t o say discouraged .
A week weut by. Mr". Hamlllersley grew 110 l.Jetter,
a 11 rl still required coostallt atteuda11ce . so that Ruth
cou ld not thin k of seeking an opening for teacuing.
Besides, there was 110 one but berself to see after tbe
housekeepiug . Ward had walked the streets day after
day iu seor(;b of work, and finally succeeded in finding
a job in a drug store wbich brought him in but four
dollars a week and reqnirecl him to work for it fourteen hours a day. But !Je was so disi•ouraged \dtb bis
wear.v quost, tbat !Je readily closed witb this offer alld
was fain to consider himself lueky to get e,·eu that .
~lean while tbe finances of the little l.Jou.ebold were
being ~teadily depleted. Tbe rloctor w11s a stranger au<l
must be paid promptly, while tbe sa111e was tl1e case
witll the 111edici11es, even though tl.Jey c11111e from
Be111all & Baw11's, where Ward wus employed.
Already a por tiou of Guy's illco111e bad been encroache1l upon instead of being rigornnsly set aside for
reut day, uow Jess than tl.Jrne weeks distaut. What
they "ere going to rlo poor Guy coulcl nut conceive.
He was certuiuly doing liis part, as a salary of teu
dollars 11 wec:k was undeniably a good one for 11 boy of
se,·tnteen, but then it did uot go a great way toward
supporti11g the persoll .
Night awl day poor Guy stndiPrl ovpr the prnblem,
but could find nn solutio11, utile~s indeed a visit to a
sbop under the sig11 of the th r ee halls might sen·e to
gh·e them a te111porary lift. But every time tbis
tho11ght occurred to bi111 a shudder passed through his

fra111e.

!];,·ery fine 11ight he took Jong walks. lie coukl thiuk
111ore elem ly then, it see111ed to hi111. Besides, he needed ,
thP exerci~e: then be could stop for Warrl 011 the way
home, fu1· the poor fellow ci id 11ot get off till eleven .
So after dinner he sat by his mother's Ledsicle till she
fell asleep, then putting on his hat and cont and JeaYing RuLh allll Haroltl l.Jusy O\'er so111e book tbey were
r earling together, he would go ont for a long waJI.
dow11 towaHl the bean of the city.
One ~londay ev.,11i11g J\Irs. Ha1111J1ersley fell asleep
while they were at dmner, so Guy started out nt sevell.
By eight he reached the theater district, aud just as
he was approaching one of the larger houses 11 cuniage,
with coach111a11 mid foot111a11 011 tbe Liox, d1·ew up before the e11trallre. The foot11111u sprallg clown to 01w11
the cioor, nod quite a young couple alighted. By the
glare ot the electric light Guy recognizerl the fellow
be had seen twice before 011 l<' ifth A q,m1e, 011ce walking amt the seco!lll ti111e drh·ing i11 st.\ le.
Now, as he saw birn by the side of 11 yo1111g girl in
e,·e11i11g dre•s, both t11lki11g u11i111atedl~· of tl1e evening's
elljoy111e11t before them, Guy was irrestibly rPmiudecl
of si111ilar episodes in his own life, and for u11e iustant
he cha11get.l his coul'se a111l took two steps hebind the
two, t1yi11g to i111agi11e for the mon1e11t that his happy
past was !Jaek again, and tl1ut he too had co111e in a
lirongha111 to tl1e playhouse with a lair young co111pa11io11 at his side.
But It wtts only two steps he took. His hard, prnc·
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til'al >ense quickly usurped the place of sentin1ent, and
in u11other seco nrl lie bad · tun;e<l ou bis Jteel and was
tal.i11g great strides toward l\ladisou Sq11are, as if
eager to put bis weakness as far bebiud him as possil,lf'.
He took a longer walk than usual, and when he
was
it
again
pa"rnl that sa111e theater ou his way uome
l1 alf-pa;.,t t en. The play was not uvor yet, but just as
lw l'<'ad1ert the entrnuce to the lohliy a young man with
his hat pulled dowu over his eyes and his coat collar
l11J'll ed up ca111e out. As soon as he reached the si1leue stopped, a11<l
" 11 lk. out o f tue glare of tbe lig!Jts,
1Pa11i11g uis head aguinst the sine or the building,
grm111ed aloud.
rlii11ki11g th e man must have been taken ill and
mi;:;ht lie in need of assistance, Guy went up to him,
and t ouc hing him 011 the shoulder, said kindly: "Excuse nu;, but you seem to be iu trouble. Can I do auythi11 g for you?"
"Yes, if you would be so good as to put me out of
e:<i ste11ce, a11d thus do a" ny with the neC'essity of my
co111111itting a crime to accomplish the same thi11g myself."
The ma11 turned on him suddeuly, almost fiercely,
a11d Guy saw that he was quite young, a11d with a face
of singular rofine111ent. l'heu, wuile our hero was colleet,iug his thoughts from the confu~ion to wbicu they
bad beeu put Ly the unexpected 1·es1-1onse, the stranger
weut ou iu a softeued tone:
"Rut 1 beg your pardon for breaking out in this
way. I don't melin it, believe me. You have a good
face, and must possess a !dud beart. If you will just
le t me "'alk with you a way, you can help me by list e11i11g to my 'tale of woe,'" aud tlle youug rnau gave
a mirthless l a ugb as he quoted ti.Je name of the popular
song.
"Certainly, " replied Guy. "1 am going to walk all
the way to Harleu1 and shall be glad of company part
wuy.''
But as he spoke he could not help wondering if he
was not illlprudent in thus allowing such a very siugu lar strn11ger to force hi1n self upon hirn. He might be a
confi de11ce man, wbo had taken this novel meaus of
a wakeniug sympathy.
Ami yet Guy had nothing about him to lose. A dime
or two iu hiJ pockets, that was all, for 011 these uight
\\'alks be always left his watch at home. llowever, the
glimpse he lrnrl bad of the youug man's face was
e11ough to conyiu<'e him of tlrn fact that he was no
b1111<·0 steerer. 80 the two, tlu·own together so odd ly
started off up Broadway together and th1t stranger,
taking Guy's arrn, begau, very frankly:
"It's funny it sboul<l be so and yet simply because I
never saw you before and do not even kuow your uame
it is easier for me to oµen my heart to you than it
"oul<l be to my most iutimate friend. He is iu fact
the very one I most waut to avoid. I've left him aud
all my other friencJs hack tbe1·e in the theater. I dare
say they are wouderiug where I am aud ho w I feel,"
a 111 I the fellow gave a short, bitter laugh as be th1'0W a.
glance over his shoulder.
" l woDder if he can be mad?" was the thought that
crossed Guy's mind at this juncture. But 1.Jefore he
eo11ld come to a decision ou this point his companion
made an announcerne nt that put this possibility out of
the qu estiou.
"'You see I wrote the play that was produced at the
Criterion to-night for the first time, and it was a dead
failure . 1 co11ld see that myself Ly tile middle of the
first act, but 1 stood it out tm they were half through
the fonrth, then l cut stick. The place was jammed
"ith all my friends wuo had come to see my triumph,
a11cl I positiv,.ly cou ldn't face tbe111 after things had
tnrned out the way they did. Indeed I feel as if I
never wanted to see any one of them agaiu. I bad
talked so much about it and let everybody suppose
that it wa s going to have a. trernendous nm, that I
jus t feel as if l wanted to transfPr myself to some
plf1ce wi.J er e I sl1011ldn 't meet anybody who ever knew
1
111 e .'

"Was it your first play?" Guy ventured to inquire
as the other paused, and jabbed savagely witb bis silver-topped cane at so me theater posters 011 a fence they
" •ffe pas•ing.
"Yes, and my last," came the prompt r eply. "Of
eourse l was lifted to the seventh htmven when it was
accepted, and I can see now I acted like an idiot uy talking to e,·erybody I met about it, telling tbem how
swimmingly the rehearsal~ were goiug aud all t!Jat. ''

''But it may not be as bad as you think,'' Guy went
011, really wishiu~ thaG he could pour some bal111 on
the wounded spirit of this se11sitive soul. "Perhaps the
piece is already sa vGd by tbe la,t act . ''
"Oh, l kuow hatter than that, bP.tter than auy oue
else ca " , how uiglily improbable tbnt is. Wby . it was
so bad that the audi,.m·e got to laughing iu the wrn11g
places. Ob, it was fearful. I gut as far back in tho
box as I con Id a11d didn't dare go ont between the acts
for fear of the talk allont the 'frigl1t(ul bore, don't
you kuow,' I shoulrl hea r in tl1e lobby. I really dou ' t
know what's goi11g to become of me.''
"Then you ball staked everything 011 the success of
this µlay," sa1cl Guy, who 11aturnlly just at present
looked at all the evils that might befall mankind from
a financial stamlpoiut. "Will the loss he very heavy?"
"O h, I don't earn a penny about thut. My income
cau easily foot the bills. Lt's the socia I side of the thing
that just knocks me over. How can I go out in soC'iety
again aud hear people whispering to 011e another, ' Oh,
there goes Shepard. He was the fellow wl10 wrote that
play that failed so rlismally at the Criterion?' The
only thing for rne to do is to keep in the dark till I
can find sometbiug else eon nee ted with the theater,
other than play writing, in which I can iuterest mysalC. ''
Un hearing these words a projPct suddenly shaped
itself ill Guy's mind that for an instant almost took
away his breath. It seemed so stupendous, so utterly
out of the bounds of possibility.
Aud yet even though there was but a slender thread
on whicli to lrnug a hope, ought he to let this opportunity slip without putting out a hand to at least
make au att~mpt at graspiug it?
CHAPTER XXV.
llIR.

ARTHUR SHEPARD.

Guy and bis peculiar compauio11 had by this time
r eached the neighliorbood of Centrnl Park, anrl the
former bad now lea r11 ed that the other's uame was
Arthur Shepard, that he was quite alone in tlle world
so far as immediate fa1JJily was <"oucerned, although
he had a ho•t of relatives e11ger to fawu upou birn uy
r eason of the fortuue bis fatuer bad left billl. Having
a strong taste for the stage, he hnd take11 up play
writing, all(], ns he 11um bored among his large list of
frieucls 111a11 y a<'tors UJl(l not a few manngers, be had
had 110 difllculty in getting his co111e<ly accepted.
All this he told with the frankness of a cbild.
"Som.ebow it co111forts me," be explaineci, "to be
able to talk in confidence to a fellow I've never seen
before. You see it can't do auy har111; he doesn't know
any of my fr.i encis, anrl he ca·n 't very wel I carry talcs.
I don't know but gossip would lose all its sting if it
1vere only canied ou am ong total strangers. It would
stop every ti111e then, dou ' t you see, with tbe first person wbo heard it.' '
Whetl1er impelled to dn so by these philosnpbi<' precepts, or influenced by the exami:.le set him, Guy is
n ot certain, bnt be soon found himself telling hits of
his own history to Mr. Shepard, and thus the way was
paved for bin1 to broach the matter upon wbicb he
felt so much might depend.
"Mr. Sheparrl," he heg11n suddenly, "you just now
said you wished you knew of something besirles play
writing in whicb you could interest yourself. I 11 ouder
if you are not tbe very person a s111all half-brother of
miue wo111rl Ii ke to meet."
"What do you 111ea11?" exclaimed the other excitedly. "Give me something uow. at once, to till rny
thoughts ill plac•e of this dreadful fiasco, aud you will
merit my lasting gratitude. You see, rny dear boy, the
penalty of being born riC'b. One bas got to have a fad
to furnish himself with occupation, and when one of
these fails him-as miue bns just do11e-be must
straightway find •mother, or die of euuui. Now tell me
about this half-brother of yours."
"Well, I only 1JJake IJold to lll ention the matter at
all," began Guy, "because you have some conuection
with the theater, and l think therefo1·e that you might
be abl~ to take an interest in Hamid's aspiratioLs. He
wants an openit1g to becon1e an 'infant pbeuomen on; '
in short, to play 'Fauntleroy .' He kuows the story hy
heart, anrl ever siuce he (l iscover.,d an article in the
paper telling how many «hild ren th.ere we1·e throughont
the country playing the part of tci0 little lord, and
giving tbe amounts of the salary they received, be
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has been very anxious to get an opening somewhere,
and do his share toward paying the family expenses.''
"But has be really talent, do you think?" s11id
Shepard, who was listening with the ruost rapt attention.
"Miss Farleigh says he bas. You see she is the only
one to whom the boy has confi.Ied bis ambitio11s, and
it was only a day or two ago that she told me about
them. She s11ys that when they are alone together up
there in the flat nil day he roels off whole chapters of
dialogue from tbe story. Now I uotice that the manager of the Criterion bas some of tbti rights fur
'Fauntleroy,' so I thought you might at least bring
Harold to bis notice.''
"How old is the boy, did you say? 11
"Just ten."
"ls be dark or light?"
"Light; a blonde, "'itil blue eyes. Ob, he's a regular
Cedric Erro in looks.''
"Will you bring him dnwn to my rooms in the Jura
to-morrow night? Euglish will want son1ething to take
the place of my play right off, 11nd if this boy turns out
to he a r eal phenomenon, be cau put •Fauntleroy'
right on. If, as you say, he knows the words already,
I'll undertake to coach him for the part in a week's
time, and manage the tour for him. All this, of course,
if be turns out what we both trust he. will. I scarcely
dare hope it, though. If you kuew the number of children that have been brought to English since the
Fauntleroy craze started, aud had seen for yourself, as
I have, bow ii! qualitied they were for the part, y ou
would understand what I mean when I say that I
'scarcely dare hope.·' Yon can come with him down to
the Jura to-morrow night, can you? You know where
it is."
"Ob, yes, I lived there myself once and have a friend
there-Bert Arlington. Perhaps you know him?"
''Arlington I Of course I do, and a uice fellow he is.
He can tell you about me, and convince you that I
am all right, if you did find me butting my head
against a brick wall like a Harlem goat. But I must
leave yon here. By the time 1 get ba<·k to 1ny rooms
everything will have quieted down, al1d I 11eed11 1 t 111eet
anybody till morning, when I hope I shall have quieted
down too, than ks to you. 11
"To me I" ex<'lai111ed Guy in surprise. "Why, I
h11ven't done anything to help you I am sure."
"Wby, yes, yon have. You came up and spoke kindly to me wben you didn't know I had money. I tell
you, we chaps who are afflic-ted with wealth appreciate
little things like that. But good-night. Here is 111y
card. I shall expect you and the hoy to-morrow night
about eight."
He held out bis hand, shook Guy's heartily, then
turned 011 his beol and strode rapidly back to•rnrd the
heart of the town.
"Well, of all the queer adventures I ever had, this is
the oddest,'' soliloquized Guy, as he quickeued his ow11
steps in order not to rniss going bomo with Ward. "I'll
ask Bert all about Shepard to-morrow. May he he's a
crank, and is puttiDg on airs about being so wealthy,
and all that, a lth ough I don't believe it of him.
There's that outspoken frankness about the fellow that
illlpels me to tru t him almost in spite of myself.
ll'on<l or what Ward will say to tne affair?"
He rea,,hed the drug store just as bis friend was
leaving, and at once told bim the story of his strange
encounter.
"By Jove, the fellow had been drinking, hadn't
he?" exclaimed Ward, when Guy was about half
through tbe recital.
"No, indeed, be hadn't, or l'rl have detected it, but
wait till you bear the rest;" and Hammersley then
went on to tell at.out Harolrl and the possil;>ility of his
finding an opening to act the star r ole in a popular
play.
"Great Caesar, if that goes through, that ten-yearolder will be earning more money a week than you ancl
I put together!" and Ward gave vent to a long low
whistle, which might mean either supreme satisfaction
or the reverse.
"Well, I believe they get all the way from twenty
to seven hundred dollars n week," r esponded Guy.
"Seven hundred I 11 ej11culated Ward. "Don't believe
it, not to doubt you, Hammersley, but the newspaper
in which you saw the statement. But do you suppose
his mother will let hun act, if this manager says be
will do?"
"l think so, if we do not say anything about it till

we bring I.Jack a favorable report from Mr. Englist.
So be careful how you •peak about tbe matter at home
before we learn the decision."
The next day, as soon as be reached the office, Guy
asked Arlington what be knew about Shepard.
"Ob, you mean the fellow whose play failed so dismally at the Criterion last night!" exclaimed Bert.
"I was there myself, aud a worse fiasco I ha,·e iiev er
seen, though the actors did their ve1·y best to save it.
I understand that English bas already decided to take
it ofl' at the end of tbe week.
But about this A1..thur
Shepard . Do you know him?"
"I l:ave met him," answered Guy, guardedly. He
did not wish to say much about bim till he had heard
Arlington's opinion of tl.Je man.
"Well, you found him a little quee1: I'll venture,"
1
went ou Bert. "But he's an awfuuy
good - hearted
chap, and I feel downright sorry for bim. Still, he
can easily afford to lose auy money he's sunk in tbe
venture. He's sain to be worth three or four millions."
A customer coming in claimed Guy's attention at
this point, and notlling further was said on the subject.
But be bad learned enough to convince him that Shep·
ard was a gentleman, and when he went home that
Hight he was ma more excitable frame of mind than
he had been in since his mother bad fallen on the
stage at Brilling.
Harold bad not been told yet, but as soon as be had
seen his motlier that night, Guy called the boy into
their bedroom and suggested that be had better put
on his velvet suit.
''And perhaps Miss Farleigh has a red sash she will
lend yon," be anded. "Your overcoat will hide it
w bile we are on the cars.'•
"Ob, Guy," cried the boy, his eyes dilating. "Has
she told -you about it?"
"Yes; and you are going with me to a manager tonight to see what you can do. Who knows but you
will be the one to raise the fortunes of the fanuly to
the top notch?•'
CHAPTER XXVI.
HAROLD APPEARS BEFORE THE MANAGER.

Mr. Arthur Shepard's apartments at the Jura were
luxurious in the extr eme. The most expensive rugs
covered the polished floors, while Japanese screens,
oriental pottery and Egyptian relics were scattered
about in houudless profusion.
"It reminds m e of Grandpa Dodge's," Harold whispernd, as the servant ushered them into the drawingroon1.
"That shows the stuff the sturdy little chap is made
of 11 reflected Guy. "Not one word of regret for the
lu~nri es he has Jost have I ever heard him utter.''
It was true. The boy seemed so entirely content at
finding his mother that no invidious comparisons between his present mode of life and that which be bad
enjoyed for the previous four months appeared ever to
occur to him. Even now, his remark concerning tbe
simili11ritv of the furnishings to those to which he had
been accustomed in Brilliug bad no trace· of regret in
it.
Mr. Shepard appeared at once in a velvet smoking
jacket, and Gny noticed by .the involuntary drawing
in of his breath when his eye fell on Harold that tbe
in1pression produced by the appearance of the boy was
a favorable oue.
"Mr. English will be here in a moment," be said,
as he shook bands. "Ah, here be is now," anrl he
,,·ent forward to greet a tall gentleman, with a
close-shaven black beard anrl a searching way of looking at oue tb~·ongh bis eyeglasses that Guy thong.ht
must he partwularly tryrng to Harold under the Cll"cun1stances.
"This is the boy, then, is it?" he sain in a quick,
business-like tone, when the introductions bad been
m11de.
He walked up to Harold, put his hand on his head
for an instant, and placerl tbe latter against his vest,
keeping an eye on a cert11in particular bnttou as he
dicl so.
''Height all right," he commented. ' 'Good figure,
too, ancl just the coloriug for Fauntleroy. Now let's
bear wbat you can do, yonng man. Here, Shepard, take
him off into your bedroom yonder, as far away as you
can get, anrl yet have him in sight. I want to see how
bis voice tills. You know the book pretty well, they
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tell me," be went on, turning to Harold. "Can you
give us some of that talk of Cedric with bis grandfather in tbe seco nd act?"
"Yes, 1 know it all by heart," answered Harold
readily, looking straight up into l\ir. English's. eyes:
and as the boy walked off with Sbepar1I, Guy heard
the manager mutter:
"First chiss caniage. Doesn't bang bis head and
_
look silly when spoken to . "
"I'll do the grandfath er aet,'' proposed Shepard
wbeu they bad l'0uched the other room, aud hastily
putting two chairs and a table in position. he announced that all was ready for Harold to begin.
So without any blushings or stam111el'iugs, or in'luiries of "Where" toe boy started off at "Are you
the earl?" and with only slight paus~s for the graudfatber's r eplies, which Shepard. not knowing the
part, was obliged to fill in with dumb show, went on
till he was interrupte :l by an outburst of hand clapping
from Mr. English.
"Tbat will do," said the manager. "If only you
can escape stage frigbt yon ongbt to get through tirstrate with a little coaching ."
On bearing tbis, Harold's reserve gave way, and
hounding across tile floor be ca111e rusbiug up to Mr.
English and demauded , eagerly: "Ob, will I, and will
you really give me a chance to play tbe part? 1-1
thought it was too good to be true \\'hen Guy told me
there was a little bit of a cbanr·e of it.''
"Well, now we will talk it OYer a little with your
brother here whil e you-" Mr. English hesitated and
glanced at Shepard, wbo promptly ca111e to tbe rescue
with a Japanese dish full of photograp hs and the suggestion: "Ht>re, Harold, take these over to the lan1p
yonder, and study up an attitude. They are pictures of
various Fauntlero y boys and girls.''
As soon as the hoy had gone off, Mr. English ad·
dresse<l himself to Guy.
"Have you authority to rnake busineEs anangem ents
like to put
should
for your brother?" be began. " l
this thing through at once, so we can announce
Fauntlero y for nPxt Monday. ''
"No, I am afraid not finally," answered Guy.
"You see we b11ve said nothing to his mother about
all this as yet. She is ill and we did not wish to excite
her needlessly . Now that you bave decided the boy
will be apt to m11ke a success, if you will make us au
offer for bis services, I will be glad to submit it to her,
and Jet you know the result at the earliest possible
moment. ''
"I suppose by that you would like to know tbe
salary I am willing to give him," responded Mr. English, reflectiv ely stroking bis beard. "You see be is
utterly trntrained for the stage, although manifesti ng
a 1·e 111arkable 11ptitude for it. Taking this fllct into
considera tion I cannot consistent ly, offer more than
t.birty dollars a week to begin witb-and to coBtinue,
Contract to be
say, for a period of three months.
broken by either party only after two weeks' notice.
That is fair, i5n 't it?"
With a dvid r ecollertio n of the experienc e with
Colonel Starr, G uy was bouucl to admit that it was,
a11d promised to submit the offer to Mrs. Ham1ners l ey
am! r eport upon it the next m orning at the theater if
possible when he came to business.
"Aud if favorable ," said Mr. English, rising and
drawing on his gloves, "as I trust it may be, briug
the boy witb you, and we will get him accustom ed to
the stage at once. L et m e see, the nan1e is---"
"Harold, Harold Glenn," returnert Guy, fo1· Mrs.
Hamrnme rsley bad preferred that the boy should r e-

taiu his father's name rnther than take her present
011e.
''Good that will look well 011 tbe bills,'' went on
the mau~ger, "wbic b remiBds me of another reaso11
for baste in this matter. I 111ust go back to the tneater
11ow as quickly as possible. Good-Big ht, Shepard . .l\luch
obliged for your offices. 111 this matter. Good-by, llfr.
H11111mersley. Good-n1g bt, Harold."
Mr. English hurried off, aud Guy 11ud his brother
were about to follow hi111, when Shepard announce d
that be couldu ' t think of lettiBg them go yet. He tbeu
got out the raraphena li11 for some sleight-of -band
tricks, sent upstairs to Arlington to come down and
help him, and the two tben proceeded to tborongl!I Y
delight and mystify Harold till mne o'clock, wbeu ice
cream and cake was produced, after which Guy declared positively that it was time for little boys to be
to bed.
"I'll be at the Criterion to morrow when you get
there, Hammers ley," saiti Rhepard at . parting, "and
will take charge of ou r young star while you are at
tbe office. So yon can tell bis mother be will be well
ca red for. "
"But the costumes ," suggested Guy, tbe thought of
them suddenly occuniug to him. "Shall we he expected to provida them?"
"Oh, 110. I imagine not, under the present contract,'.' answered Shepard. ''I will spe11k to English
about that in the morning, and let you know when
you con1 e.''
Harold said but little on the w11y home, but his eyes
sparkled, and once or twice Guy saw bis lips moving,
showing that he was conuiug the lines of tbe familiar
story.
"When are you going to speak to mamma about it,
Guy?" be asked, as tbey left tbe train at Ninety-T hird
street. "To-uigh t?"
"If sbe is awake, yes,'' was the answer.
The older lad was 11lmost as excited o>er this sudden
prnspect whieb bad ope11ed before tbem as was the
younger. Thirty dollars a week! Wby, that would lift
them entirely above all cause. for worrimen t. Aud yet,
it seemed heartless to look on tbis sordid side, and
to reflect that they were to owe their r espite from
grindi11g poverty to the offices of a hoy of ten.
Still, one glance at the rndi1rnt yom1g face beside
him was enough to prove convincin gly the fact that
the earning of this weekly wage w·ould he pure a 11d
unalloyed deliglit, not toil. Aud i11 tbis frame of
mind, Guy sought his mother ' s chamber wbeu they
r e11ched the flat.
She was aw11ke, an& feeling easier, she said.
"You have been out with Harold, Rutb tells me,"
sbe hegan, when Guy came in.
"Yes, moth er. and I want to tell you all about it
now:" and thinking it best tbat the subject sbould be
approache d gradually , Guy started in witb an acco1111t
of his adve11tur e in front of tbe Criterion Theater the
previous evening, and wound up with a report of Mr.
English's offer of an hour before.
"And now all rests with you, mother," he concluded. "Harold is completel y wrapped up in the idea,
hut I can see he loves the art for its own sake a11<1 not
for any notoriety it may bl'i11g him , so that it cannot
barm hini. Aud l will undertake to go "ith him every
night to the theater. And I helie,-e it will hasten your
recovery if you have it to look forward to see him
act.''
"Do you, GnY? Well, then, I will consent."
Aud Guy hu1Ti0rl off to Harold with tbe good news.
(TO BE CONTINUE D.)
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Eighteen hundred and ninety-eight! W i th the
joyous clangor of the miduigbt bells still ringing
in our ears, we arose this morning to a new day
and a new year. It is like commencing a journey
through unknown and trackless lands, this first
impressiol\ of the day. There is something in the
very "feel" of the air, something tbat tells us we
are on the threshold of a momentous period of our
lives. If we are old boys, we look back and scan
the dimly-fading weeks and months and years of
the past and mark the spots of sorrew and the
alowing oases of joy. But if we are young, it is to
the coming year that we turn. That is the difference between age and youth-retrosp ection and
anticipation .

"The Treasure of Isora; or, The Giant Islanders
of Tiburon," is one of the best and most exciting
juvenile tales it bas been our good fortune to read.
It is filled with thrilling adventures, a11d the description of the struggle for the treasure bas few
equals in literature. Mr. Graydon 's fascinating tale
of wild adventure in Northwest Canada has reached
a stage where the reader can easily recoguize its
merit. In addition to these novelettes and serials,
will be found a splendid short story and several
pages of interesting departments, forming, on the
whole, a galaxy of reading matter far and above
that in other publications. That fact is certainly
patent lo you.

The phrase, "A Happy New Year," comes
readily from the lips at this season . One hears it
on all sides. It is like the stereotyped, "Goodmorning," or the monotonous comments on the
weather. Sometimes it is said with feeling, how
ever. When a mot1'.er, a father, brother or sister,
or a de\lr friend clasps your hand on this morning
and says, with a tender gleam in the eye and a
catch i n the voice, "A Happy New Year, and God
Blei's You!" you can know that it comes from
deep down in the heart. That is how we feel
toward our readers. We cannot clasp each by the
hancl, much as we would like to, but we can wisb
them, in all sincerity-A Happy New Year!

For the coming year we have in hand or in
preparation serial stories by authors whose works
have made them favorites among our readers. The
exclusive services of Ensign Clarke Fitch, U. S . N.,
and Lieutenant Frederick Garrison have been secured, and their charming stories of cadet school
life will continue tv form a prominent feature of
Army and Navy. Mr. Williaru Murray Graydon is
under special contract, and four of his iniruicable
serials will appear during the coming twelve
months. There will also be published stories by
A. L. Putnam, Lieutenant Lionel Lounsberry, Enrique II. Lewis, Horatio Afger, Jr., Arthur Sewall,
George H. Coomber, Brooks McCormick, Captain
C. M. Ashley, Matthew White, Jr., and others.

Tbis is also the day when we are supposed to
''turn over new leaves.'' The expression is pecnliarly applicable to Army and Navy. Our many
readers will turn over "new leaves'' and they will
find that each contains sometbing of interest and
som<>thing well worth reading. The promises made
when this publication was started are in progress
of fulfillment. If you look through thepagesofth is
· number you will see that it is not equalled by any
juvenile periodical extant. It is only in Army and
Navy that you can find two complete novelettes
detailing the adventures of cadets at the famous
Government schools.
Those alone would be well worth the price of the
publication, but, in addition, you will find four
splendid serials written by the best authors obtainable. William Murray Graydon, Matthew
White, Jr., Brooks McCormick and Frank H.
Converse form a quartette bard to beat. Thei r
stories speak for themselves. The new serial,

Past experience has proved conclusively that our
young friends are unanimously in favor of prize
contests. As it is our intention to give the readers
just what they wish in every particular, competitions for valuable prizes will be conducted throughout the year. A new contest is now in preparation.
Full details will be given shortly. The result of
the "Criticism Contest," recently finished, will be
announced in the next number.
Army and Navy will be improved in every part
during the coming year. Especial attention will
be paid to illustrations. A superior quality of
paper will be used, a new cover of a neat and attractive design will be adopted, and everything
possible done to make the publication the best of
its class.
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EDITO R'S TABLE.
"Blots" for Novemb er has reacbed the "Tabl e. "
Al though only iu its tllird issue it is one of the brightest papers iu the 'dom. The current nurnber contains
much of interest to amateur journalis ts and writers.
"The New Recorde r" for Novemb er is 11n iuterestlng number . 'l'be uew headiug is very artistic and reflects cre<lit upou its designer . A well-wri tten special
article on Tbanksg iviug by F . Artlim· Atkinson is the
leader. Ed i torial uotes aud the regu lar departm ents
are aoove the usnal mark.
The editor, Mr . F!oy<I R. Switzer, a nnounce s the
contents of bis Christm as uumber.
"The Young America n" is one of the latest pap .. rs
to enter the field. It is vublisbe d in Osage, Iowa, by
Paul Hallingb y, and is an eighth page publicat ion,
8 1-2 by 6. Tue first 11umbe1· contains a serial eutitled
''Ramap o Pass,'' au announce 111eut by the editor and
so111e interesti ng 111iscellaneous matter. Mr . Hallingb y
<lesirtls original co ntributio ns and wishes it kuown that
sample copies will be cheerful ly furnishe d on application.

The United A mateur P ress Association.
l\lOTTO:

11

ef

Uniled we stand; divided we fall."

---._'Ob jects and princivle s . First-T o unite fraterna lly
all those intereste d in amateur jourualis m.
Second- To ad vauce the interest taken in literary accomplisb rnents.
Third-T o uphold, maintam ancl perpetua te all depart111ents conuecte d with this associati on .
Fourth- To induce the young people of America to
become interest., d in amatenr dom .
Fifth-T o enable its m embe rs to place before the
public, articles, poe111s, stories or whateve r tbey have
achieved . iu literary pursuits .
Sixth-T o ius1ru ct its members so tbat they 111ay
gain higher h ouors.
This orga11 iz11tio11 was started iu Pbiladel pbia, Pa.,
Septe111li er 2, 1895, by William H. Greenfie lrl, who was
its first vresiden t. With but compara tively few membe1·s at tliA start, it has been steadily gainiug in membership until it numbers uearly two huuclred members
at this writing, which shows its populari ty witll the
young people.
Great interest was manifeste cl at its first elactiou, by
ballot, which occurred in Decembe r, ' 91l.
The iucrease of n1<'111bership has caused the association to hold conventi ons. Tile first was llelcl in Philadel pbia, on the 19th, 20th and 21st of August, 189i,
and was a hnge ~uccess.
The followin g board of officers was electecl and will
be insta lled in January , 1898: J, Fred Crosson, president, 520 South Eighteen th street, Philadel plna, Pa.;
Miss l\lame Weigel, first vice-!n·e ident, 1324 \Villiain
street, Ral'l'isbu 1·g, Pa.; Hany M. Konwi,e r, Se<'oud
vice-pre sident, 36 Barbara street, Newark, N . J.; Harris Reed, Jr., secreta ry, Box 35il3 Station 0., Philadel. -;
phia, Pa.; C. I. Geibel, treasure r, Cheltenh nm, Pa
Samuel De Hayn, Eastern chief of reviews, 1732 South
Seventee nth street, Philadel phia, Pa.; Dou. C. Wilson, Western chief of reviews, 2025 M street, Lmcoln,
Neb.; Miss Eclitb M. Ericson, cbair111an cr edential
committ ee, L. Box 9, Elroy, Wis.; "Bits and Chips,"
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offici a l organ, 58 Taylor a venue, Utica, N. Y. ; 1398
conventi on seat , Milwauk ee.
The newly-el ected officers, in order to make tlie as ..
sociation a success, numeric ally and financial ly, wish
tbe co-opera tion of every reacler of this who b as literary incli nations ,
Full par ticu la r s concerni ng admissio n fee and dw*i
can be ohtaiued by addressi ug the secretary or auy
officer of the associati on.

Arna teur Journa lism.
(The followin g graphic article was submitte d by
Mr . R . Meyling of Petalum a, Calitoru la, iu the
"Amate ur Journali sm Contest. " It is publishe d for
the benefit of those intereste d in the '<lorn.)
No other art will give more pleasure and profit than
amateur journalis m. Several papers a1·e already pubueecls enC'ourl i~bed by amateur s and tbe subject only
agernent to give it a more wirlesl?re ad attention . I
have given bE>low some p1•actical hmts on the subject
hoping that it may aid many young people in Lbe vublisbing of amateur papers.
The first requisite will be a press and typE>, the cost
of which will depend upon tbe size of tbe paper you
wisb to publish. A small band press, which will priut
a form 5 l-2x8 inches, with five fonts of type, ink,
furniture , etc., 111ay be purchase d for $25. Extra fonts.
of type costiug from 80 cents to 81.50 will be uecessary
F or tbe editorial column long primer is most snilnhle.
In short, a complete outfit will cost from , ~5 to S50,
although this is only estimate d for a s111all paper;
larger outfits will cost more in proportio n.
'l'be size of a paper is not an easy point to decide,
for this will depeud upon the size of tbe pre~s, frequency of issue, and tbe con1m11nd of articles a11Cl ad·
vertisiag . Two folios, onA placed witbi11 the other, a1·d
tbe page being 5 l -2x8 or 8x9 in<ihes , I think would be
to
111ost advisabl e. It yon w1sb to <levote your pa)'el'
monthly issue,
miscellan~o11s subjects I wonld advise a
but if you desire to publish local news also, I would
ad vi8e a weekly issue.
Articles for pnblicat1 ou may be secured by placing a
notiee to tbat etl'eC't i11 tl ·e editorial column. To secure
advertis iug visit the st.01·es aml shops of your town,
ing
and ask the pl'opr ietors of same for it. Advertis
for the first issu e may be se«ured by doiug as above
anrl printing a largE> issue of the first uumLer uud distributing tben1 througho ut the ueigbbor h ood. The
distrihut ing will at the same time serve as a m ethod
for securing subscrib ers. Each copy shoulti be marked
"Sample Copy." To furtbe1· develop your cil'culati on
send out some person, giving them a pel'centn ge ou
eacb subscrib er secured.
As space permits I will gi\'e a few hints on composition and presswor k. After the prepared "copy"
comes from the editorial table it must be set into
type. Tbis is an easily acquirecl art, though at first it
lllay seem ditficult. Lay the copy on the case at your
right band side, holding tbe stick i11 your left hand,
read 11 few words from the copy and pick up tbe type
with your right band, placing tbem in the stick. When
a line is complt>tecl pla<'e a rule after it anrl begin a
new line, going through the same process unt.il your
stick is foll. Empty the stick by placing the type into a
galley.
\Vben tbe make-up in tbe form is finished the form
is ready to go to press. The paper should be slightly
sprinkle d with water hy a sponge for this will insure
au even i111pressio11. This should be done the day before you go to presf.
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OUR JOKE DEPARTMENT.

NAYY
TAl\-IPS in Alhum anc1 Cat'" F1t1..:.1-:. 105 ('ongtJ , &c., 5 cents.
Age11L'-i 1 SOperce 111. 500i;:t11w!'; 1 tnck s , pnpe r3mos 1 &c. 1 lOc.
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Quite Positive.
A cou11try school11rn ster hu<i bee11 telling his scholars
about the seasons a nd th ei r peculiarities, !\ Del t o
impreRs tbe fa~ts upon their mi11ds he questioned
tbern upou the points he had gi .-en. Several queries had
been put, au d he llually r eaclie<l the stupid L'.ly iu the
corn er.
"Wel l, Tommy, I suppose you h,n-e been paying
a tten tiou?"
"Yes, sir , " he aswer ed prornptly.
" ! '111 g lad to hear it. Now, ca n you tell Ille what
ther e is in the spring?"
"Yes sir I can· but I don't want to "
"Oh, \ es ,' you rl~. Don't he afraid. Yon have heard
the othe r scholars. Co me, now, t ell u s what th er e is in

the

CARDS

GENUINE CA.RDS, NOT TRASH. t;XION CA B U t.:0., t.:ulu.ru.bus, Oh lo.

BOOKS

A Horrifying Discovery.
Little Girl-" Oh, 111amma, you 'II have to send dat
11ew nurse of!'. Sbe's awful wicked!" Mam Illa-' ' Horrors! What does sbe do? ' '
Little Girl-"She tells us Bible stories on week
days."
Full Stock.
Customer-" Have you any ra!'e old cheese?"
New lloy-"Yes sir. Got a ll sorts-rare, very rare,
. . raw, er alive.''
Country Bumpkins.
Little Mi ss De Faslii ou(at the opera)-"! guess those
folks lu that box is from tbe country."
Mr s . De F. - "Wby, dea r?"
Little Miss De Fashiou-"l cau't bear a word they
say."
•
Knowing and Thinking.
Man1ma-" Can you pass 111e th e C'ake, deal'?"
Little Dear-" I fi nks you 's bad all 'at is duod for
you."
MR111ma-"Ho w do you know?"
Little Dear-" I do11 't kn ow , I only fiuk, like you do
weu I wants fings.' '
The Height of Hospitality.
Mother- ' 'Why have you put 011 that old dress? and,
dear Ille, w by are · you rubbiu g that d irt on your
face?"
Little Daughter-"Su sie Slummer has tum to call 0 11
me, au' she 's dot an old dress au' a dirty face. ' '
Vigorous Kissing.
Moth er- "Bo bby, come rig ht up sta irs this instant
aud change you r shoes aud st ock in gs . "
Bobby-• 'Th ey isn't wet.''
Motber-"lnde ed they arn, Just soRking. I can hear
them 'sop, sop, sop' whene"er you walk."
Bobby- "Tbat's Sis and Mr. Nicefello iu th' parlor .''
Old Cheese,
Mam ma-" What's the matter, lllY pet?"
Little Pet-" My tongue hurts tellible."
Ma111111a-"Did v0u bite i t?"
Little P et-"No'J11; zee cheese bited it."

FOR EVERYBODY
TEN GENTS EACH.

'l'he fullowi11g list o f books w ill he ro1111d 11ser1 i1 , ente rtain ing, nn<l
foll of i11stl'llct1ve i11ron11 n uo11 ror all.
Tii ey nre hn1ul5on1pl_r
bound in attracti\·e co,·e rs. Jll'inted 011 good quality })1\ner. lll11s~

t rate1l 1 a nd

!ll'e 11w.. n·els

o f ('Xcelle11ce.

he fore hf'<'ll o ffered at such
n c lml es pos tnge .

" Wh y, why, si r , t here's a frog an' a lizard an' fl.
dead ca t in it ; hut I di d n't pnt 'em there. It was
anoth er hoy, fo r I see him d o it "

Presidential Pointer.
American Youtli-"Fathe l' , ca n't any mau get to be
President if be wo!'ks fol' it ?"
Father-"No, lllY sou. It 's the man who doesn't
work for it ti.tat get's th er e ."

fi:A L:\[. SU\. A' BoSLUIL, 1\Iass.

Send ~c. 1t3mp for f':imple Doolr. of 311 the FINEST and
LATEST Styles in He\·ele,J Edge, Hidde n Name, Silk
Frlni!e,Envtlope 11.nd C'a.llln~ ('A RDS FOR 1898. WE SELL

bfP11tio11 Army ancl °Xllv.'· ·

~ pring.' '

Friendly.
"Man, Sandy, is that you?" exclain1ed in s urprise
1111 old ma n in tbe str eet the 0Ll1 cr day.
''"'Ia n, I
th oug ht ye were dei<I. I heard ye "er e t1 r none<1 ! "
" Oh, 110; it wasna me," r eturn ed i:;an<ly, solemnly.
"It was 111 a ln·ith er. ''
"DeRr 111 0 ! dear me!" murlllured the old lllan .
"Wl1it a nity I Whit a terrible p ity!"
Ther e was a somewha t thoughtful look on Sandy's
face as he wandered a way.

I{

Army a n d Navy.
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IO\\' fi gu re.

These

hook~

'L'he price, 10

haH:• llt>Ve r

ce11L~

each

HS'l'ItUV'J'l YE I NFOJ:lUA'l'TOX .

Alhum Wr iter's Ass is tant.
Hoi·s' Own Hook of Houts
Short Hunt! for E•·eryho<ly.
'l'h e Hook of J\11onle•lge.
How to no H11si 11 es•.
l•: ve ry<luy Cook Hook.
Amateur's ~ln.111rnl of Photogrnphy. 1'he 'l'axidermh~t JtnuuiLI.
mlls' IJuiversul Le tter-Writ er.
Good llonse kee 11in g.
'J 1he ll1111t er n11tl Anglel'. 'J'he l11ter11ntio11nl Vricket' Uuide.
1' he fomplet e Angler.
Aiun.te ur a111I Prof'essional Oarsma11'H
Riding and Hriving.
)l:u11rnJ .
Poets Foot·Hnll.
Co m11I e t e 'l'nti11i11 g fluicle for ..\111:ite11r
C;1111p\Jell,H Lawu 'l'e1111is. Duuu, s Fe11ci11g Ju structor.
'J'he Com11lete fh ec ker Pln)·e r.
Cn 1>t.. Weh h' s Sn in1111i11g
llnckgn111111011 nrnl lln gat e lle.
Instructor.
Out lloor S11orts.
A•111atic llnide; or, \"nchling and
The Yo1111g . Gymnast.
Sailing.

l'OR'l'UNE-'l 'ELUNG.
Nni1oleo11's llook of ~·"t;;'~ ln's lll'eam Hook. U111iid's Dream Book

'J' ItlCl\S.
Herrnmu's lllitck Art.
The IV ay to llo ~lngic.

Hell er's Hand Rook of Jingle.
Hcrr111a11,s Tricks nith l:artls.

JUWI'l'A'J'IONS ANU JrnAJHNGS .
'l'he Peerloss Reciter.
1'he Young Elocntiouifiit.

Select Hecitations nnd !leadings.
The Stau<l:ml Ueciter.

'l'hese bool<s will be se11l 1Jrepaid upon receipt of JO c tmlliJ enc h:
1 h en
o rd erin g, please h e pnrti c11lnr to sP 11<l th e full Litle o f th e
books desi red , also yon r t'ull nu.me nud adclrcss. 'l'he Uook s nre 10
cent..~ each, l>OSU\ge free. Address
"

STREET & '°'MITH, 25 Rose St., New York
(J\1:rnnal Lil>rnry DPpa1·t111enf.)

HO\i\T TO DO BUSINESS.
Tiii s book is a g11ide to ~mcces.<; in life, e mbrac·ing Prin cipl es of
Bnsiness, 'hoice o f 1'11r~ 11it , llnyl11g and ::;t·lliug, General 1\l a 11age·
m e 11L, :\f pcl 1n.11kal 'l'rnd t's, :\la1111factn ri11g , Bookkeeping, ('a11ses
of S11cces.'i a11cl F'ail11n~ . B11si11p:-;5 :\ I axims an d "b"'on11s. etc.
1t al so
contains a n a.ppendi x o f comp l ete h11silw.·s forms a nd a <lictio:1ary
o f commerc ial term s.
Xo .ro11 11g mnn sh o11 lrl he wi th ou t this
val11ahle hook .
lt gives complete i11fnrnrn.lio11 ab ont tra1lPS.
professions and occ11patoi11 i n whic h a u.r yo ung nurn is interested .
Price lt:n ce11 1s. Add re ss

R'l'ltEE'l1 & SMI'l'H 1 25 Rose street, New York
(Manual Li brar y Department.)
-~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

OUT-DO OR SPORT S.
Compl e te instructions for pl ayi ng many o f th e most popul ar ont
ot-Ooor games is f on nd in this took. Tlie gn.111('s Hre illt1strate<I
and very easily master ed. Price t••n c P11fl"' • •.\ tllirf's~
R !'RF.ET & 8!\1TT H , 25 Rose st reet . New vryrk

MOTHERS

RP

io:.nrP ·10

Soothing

11 sP "Mrs.
Win~Io ·w's
Syr up" for .rour c hildren

while ~Stwthin;.: .
Mention Army ancl Navy \\"eekl,r.

25 ce nts a b oule.

AND

NA VY

48 LAROE MAOAZI NE PAOES.
Three Serial Stories by the best Writers. Tw o Complete Naval and
Military Stories. Sketches, Special Articles, Departments.

AI..,.-I..,.- FOR FIVE CENTS.
LIST Of' STORIES ALREADY PUBLISHED .
No.

Mark Ma1\ory at West Point.
Clifford Faraday's Ambition. A Tale of a
Naval Sham Battle.
2. Winning a N~val Appointment; or, Clif
Faraday 's Victory.
Mark Mallory's Heroism ; or, First Steps
Toward West Point.
3. The Rival Candidates; or, Mark 's Fight for
a Military Cadetship.
Clif Farad ay's Endurance; or, Preparing for
the Naval Academy.
4. Passing the Examinations; or, Clif Faraday's
Success.
Mark Mallory ' s Stratagem; or, Hazing the
Hazers.
5. In West Point at Last; or, Mark Mallory 's
Triumph.
Cl if Faraday's Generosity; or, Pleading an
Enemy 's Cause.
9. A Naval Plebe's Experience; or, Clif Faraday
at Annapolis.
Mark Mallory's Chum; or, The Trials of a
West Point Cadet.
7. Friends and Foes at West Point; or, Mark
Mallory 's Alliance.
Clif Faraday's Forbearance; or, The Struggle
in the 5antee's Hold.
' 8. Settling a Score; dr, Cl if Faraday's Gallant
Fight
Mark Mallory's Honor; or, A West Point
Mystery.
9. Fun and Frolics at West Point; or, Mark
Mallory's Clever Rescue.
Clif Faraday's Defiance; or, Breaking a
Cadet Rule.
IO. A Naval Academy Hazing; or, Clif Faraday's
Winning Trick.
Mark Ma1\ory 's Battle; or, Plebe Against
Yearling.
I I. A West Point Combine; or, Mark Ma1\ory ' s
New Allies.
Clif Faraday's Expedient; or, th e Trial of
the Crimson Spot.
12. The End of the Feud; or, Clif Faraday's
Generous Revenge.
Mark Mallory 's Danger; or, In the Shadow
of Dismissal.
I J. Mark Mallory's Feat; or, Making Friends of
Enemies.
Clif Faraday's Raid; or, Plebe Fun and
Triumphs.
1.

No.

14 . An Enemy's Blow; or, Clif Faraday in Peril.
Mark Mallory in Camp; or, Hazing the
Yearlings.
15. A West Point Comedy; or, Mark Mall ory's
Practical j oke.
Clif Faraday's Escape; or, Foiling a Daring
Plot.
16. A Practice Ship Frolic; or, How Clif Faraday
Outwitted th e Enemy.
Mark Mall ory 's Celebration; or, A Fourth of
July at West Point.
I 7. Mark Mallory on Guard; or, Deviling a West
Point Sentry .
Clif Faraday, Hero ; or, A Risk for a Friend.
I8. An Ocean Mystery; OI, ClifFaraday'sStrang e
Adventure.
Mark Mallory's Peril; or, A Test of Friendship.
19. A West Point Hop; or, Mark Mallory 's Det ermination.
Clif Faraday's Troupe; or, An Entertainment
at Sea.
20. Mark Mallory's Peril; or, The Plotting of
an Enemy.
Clif Fa1aday's Hazard. A Practice Cruise
Incident.
2 1. A Waif of the Sea.
Mark Mallory 's Defiance; or, Fighting a
Hundred Foes.
22. Mark Mallory's Decision; or, Facing a New
Danger.
Cadets Ashore; or, Clif Faraday's Adventure in Lisbon.
2 .3· Saving a King; or, Clif Faraday's Brave
Deed.
Mark Mallory 's Escape; or, Foiling an
Enemy 's Plot.
24. Mark Mallory's Strange Find; or, The Secret
of th e Counterfeiter's Cave .
Clif Faraday ' s Deliverance. An Adventure
in Madeira .
2 5. A Peril of the Sea.
Mark Mallory's Treasure; or, a Midnight
Hunt for Go ld.
26 . Mark Mallory 's Misfortur.e; or, The Theft
of the Coun terfeiter 's Gold.
Clif Faraday's Combat; or, Defending Hi s
Country 's Honor.
27. Clif Faraday's Gallantry; or, Balking a Conspiracy.
Mark Mallory's Bargain; or, The Story of
the Stolen Treasure.
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Fun and Adventures Among West Point and
Annapolis Cadets.
TWO COOvfPLETE STORIES EACH WEEK, DESCRIBING IN FASCINATING DETAIL LIFE AT THE FAMOUS GOVERNMEN'J. "T.--..-.a
ACADEMIES.
These stories, written by graduates of the academies, are true in every
particular, and show vividly how the military and naval cadets enjoy life
whil~ learning to become officers in the Government military and naval .
service.

ARMY AND NAVY

is the only weekly published devoted to stories
of school cadet life at West Point and Annapolis.
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